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CLEMSON—A ROCK SOLID TRADITION
IN ITS lOOTH SEASON
Today's Features
6 Jeff Davis
The former All-America linebacker
will become the fourth member of the
Clemson Ring of Honor, the highest
distinction attainable by a Tiger football
player.
43 Academic AII-ACC
A record 83 Clemson students




Next time a fan of another NCAA
institution challenges you about the
accomplishments of the Clemson football
program you will be ready with some
answers. Turn to page 53 for a list of
positives about Clemson football over the
last 99 years.
54 ACC TV
The new ACC TV contract that goes
into effect in 1996 means more exposure for
the Tigers. ..and more late kickoff time




coach has experience at all levels of college
and pro football.
68 Jeff Sauve
Whether it be as a pitcher on the
Clemson baseball team, or a kicker on the
Tiger football team, Jeff Sauve has worn
many hats over the last year. This year he
finally has his chance to put some points on
the board for the Tigers.
77 Men's Soccer
New coach Trevor Adair has an
ambitious schedule that includes a season
opener with rival South Carolina and a trip
to California to face a pair of nationally
ranked team. Most observers feel he has
the talent to compete for a top 20 position in
1995.
81 Lady Tiger Soccer
What will Tracey Leone's team do
for an encore! The Lady Tigers have
everyone back from the only first-year
program in the nation to advance to the
NCAA Tournament and earn a top 20
ranking.
107 McFadden Building
The construction of the McFadden
Building completes a refurbishment that
makes the Tigers second to none in terms
of overall athletic facilities.
117 Henry Guess
Henry Guess grew up rooting for
the Tigers. He has realized a dream as a
major contributor to the Clemson offense.
119 Clemson Streaks
Cal Ripken will break Lou Gehrig's
Major League Baseball record for
consecutive games played this week. Turn
to page 119 for interesting Clemson football
streaks.
120 The Last Word
It is opening day, so Bob Bradley
takes us back to one of the greatest
opening games in Clemson history.
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history, will be inducted into the Clemson
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Clemson's 1981 National Championship
team. Michael Taylor, an artist from
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Color Death Valley Greene on Saturday
Even though Clemson is famous for its orange
clad fans at Death Valley, green, or should we say
Greene, might be the most prevalent hue on
September 2.
Nealon Greene is the number-one
quarterback for the Clemson Tigers heading into
opening day, his second year as the Clemson
starter. Western Carolina's starting quarterback
is Chad Greene, is a senior from Yadkinville, NC,
who passed for 1900 yards and 15 touchdowns
last season.
Clemson's Greene was the starter In five
games last year, more than any other 1994 Tiger
QB. The native of Yonkers, NY completed 54
percent of his passes last year, second best ever
for a Clemson freshman, and threw his first 92
passes without an interception, a record for any
Tiger signal caller at the beginning of his career.
Greene has been solid in the preseason,
completing 12-24 for 135 yards and two TDs in
the two scrimmages in Memorial Stadium. Last
spring he completed over 65 percent of his
passes in scrimmages. Tommy West will be
happy with 12 performances this year like the one
he had at North Carolina in 1994 when he
completed 9-12 passes in leading the Tigers to a
28-17 win over the 12th ranked Tar Heels.
Western Carolina's Greene is a model
student-athlete, carrying a 3.58 GPA in
accounting. He was a CoSIDA Academic All-
District choice last year and a member of the
league's academic all-star team. He showed his
abilities in a victory over UT-Chattanooga last
year when he completed 11-12 passes for 173
yards and three scores. He threw for 242 yards
and four touchdowns against VMI a year ago.
This is the second time in the last three years
that there has been an odd name similarity on
opening day. In 1993 Clemson opened with
UNLV and both teams had starters named Jason
Davis. In fact, they faced each other in the
game's big play. Clemson's Jason Davis, a wide
receiver, beat UNLV's Jason Davis, a defensive
back, on a 40-yard pass play that led to a key
touchdown in Clemson's 24-14 win.
Clemson vs. Western Carolina
Clemson holds a 4-0 lead in the series against
Western Carolina. The four victories all took
place between 1980 and 1987 and the Tiger
victory margin has increased with each game.
The closest Western Carolina has come to
defeating Clemson took place in 1980 when the
Tigers escaped with a 17-10 victory. Edgar
Pickett and Chuck McSwain each scored on one-
yard plunges to carry the Tigers to victory.
Pickett's TD run came after Chuck Rose blocked a
punt and took over at the Western Carolina 29.
McSwain's TD culminated a 99-yard drive in the
fourth period.
Brendon Crite was Clemson's top rusher with
88 yards, and Clemson gained 278 yards rushing
as a team. Western placekicker Dean Biasucci,
who has gone on to an NFL career, booted a 40-
yarder in the final minute of play to bring the
Catamounts to within seven points, but Willie
Underwood recovered the ensuing onside kick
and the Tigers ran out the clock.
The Tigers won two years later by a 21-10
score at Clemson, then the Tigers took a 44-10
victory in 1983. The last time the two teams met
was in 1987, and Clemson came out on top, 43-0.
Rodney Williams completed 9-12 passes for 154
yards, one of his top passing days as a Tiger.
Five of the completions went to Gary Cooper for
122 yards.
Joe Henderson rushed for 80 yards and a
score, while Terry Allen had 75 yards rushing and
two scores. Wesley McFadden also had two
touchdowns as Clemson jumped out to a 30-0
advantage at halftime. Michael Dean Perry had
six tackles, including 1.5 sacks to lead the
defense.
Greene hopes to be Clemson's first healthy quarterback for the course of a season since
1991. He Is one of two starting quarterbacks named Greene in today's game.
Clemson vs. the Southern Conference
Clemson has not lost to a Southern
Conference school since the Tigers left that
league to join the ACC in 1953. Clemson was a
charter member of the Southern Conference and
won the league title under Frank Howard in 1940
and 1948.
The Tigers have won 30 in a row over
Southern Conference teams, since a 6-0 loss at
South Carolina in 1952. Clemson has won 39 in
a row over teams currently in the Southern
Conference. Clemson has not lost to a current
Southern Conference team since October 9, 1943
when the Tigers lost to VMI in Roanoke, VA by a
12-7 count.
Clemson last lost at home to a team currently
in the Southern Conference on November 26,
1936 when Furman beat the Tigers 12-0.
Clemson has won 30 straight home games over
Southern Conference schools dating back to a
1951 loss to Wake Forest. Clemson's last win
over a Southern Conference team took place last
year, a 27-6 win over Furman and Clemson
graduate Bobby Johnson.
The last nine Southern Conference teams to
play Clemson have failed to score a touchdown.
Clemson has not yielded a touchdown to a team
from the Southern Conference since 1984 when a
Sparky Woods led Appalachian State team lost to
the Tigers, 40-7. Johnny Sowell scored on a nine-
yard TD pass from Randy Joyce with 2:50 to go in
the third period. Since then. Southern
Conference schools have gone 37 quarters
without a TD against Clemson. There have been
just four field goals scored against Clemson by
Southern Conference schools since 1984.
The closest a Southern Conference team has
come to beating Clemson since the Tigers moved
to the ACC in 1953 is two points. In 1973
Clemson snuck by The Citadel, 14-12 at Death
Valley. Three years later Clemson beat the same
team, 10-7. Those are the only two occasions
since 1953 that a Southern Conference team has
come within a touchdown of the Tigers.
Dawklns Leads Defense
Clemson has ranked in the top 20 in the
nation in scoring defense each of the last two
years. One of the common denominators on that
starting unit has been Brian Dawkins, a second-
team preseason All-America safety according to
Athlon Magazine.
Dawkins has started each of the last 23
Clemson games and has played in 34 straight
over the last three years. He has registered 162
career tackles, 13 pass deflections and five
interceptions over this time. The native of
Jacksonville, FL is noted for his hitting ability. Just
ask Florida State, where he had 15 tackles last
year, fourth highest ever for a Clemson defensive
back, in helping the Tigers hold the Seminoles to
a season low 17 points.
Dawkins and Marvin Cross are returning All-
ACC players on defense for 1995, but only
Dawkins will be in action on opening day. Cross,
a defensive end, injured a knee during preseason
drills and will miss at least the first three games.
He is Clemson's leading returning tackier in the
defensive line. But, the Tigers do have
experience returning upfront in Warren Forney,
Carlos Curry, and Lamarick Simpson, all players
in their fourth season with the program.
The secondary is also experienced, led by
Dawkins, and junior cornerback Dexter McCleon.
The latter did not play baseball last spring, but put
all his efforts into the Clemson football program.
He has shown a steady improvement and is on
the verge of an all-star season.
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1994 Clemson Stats
Rushinq TO Net Avg. TP LG
Lamont Pegues,TB 92 390 4.2 2 26
Raymond Priester, FB 87 343 3.9 3 23
Louis Solomon, QB 67 320 4.8 1 54
Antwuan Wyatt,WR 75 256 3.4 1 21
Anthony Downs, TB 63 216 3.4 29
Clemson 544 1913 3.5 12 54
Opponents 379 1248 3.3 9 48
Passinq Cmp Alt lot Yds TP Pet.
Nealon Greene 51 94 1 524 1 .543
Patrick Sapp 39 88 3 444 2 .443
Louis Solomon 16 42 6 115 1 .381
Clemson 106 225 10 1083 4 .471
Opponents 210 356 16 2383 9 .590
Receiving Rec Yds Avg TP LG
Antwuan Wyatt, WR 30 282 9.4 1 31
Kenya Crooks, WR 21 208 9.9 2 28
Marcus Hinton, WR 18 onn^ou 1 0.0 nu AO
Tony Home, WR 7 56 8.0 1 12
Henry Guess. WR 6 51 8J 13
Clemson 106 1083 10.2 4 42
Opponents 210 2390 11.4 9 76
1995 Clemson Schedule
Date Opponent Time
Sept. 2 W. Carolina 1:00 pm
Sept. 9 Fla. State 12:00 pm
Sept. 16 at W.Forest 6:30 pm
Sept. 23 Virginia 1:00 pm
Sept. 30 at NC State TBA
Oct. 7 Georgia 6:39 pm
Oct. 21 at Maryland TBA
Oct. 28 at Georgia Tech TBA
Nov. 4 North Carolina TBA
Nov. 11 Duke TBA
Nov 18 at S.Carolina TBA




D. Stephens, OLB 82
B. Dawkins, SS 71
W. Rouse, OLB 69
M. Cross, DE 64
A. Humphrey, CB 46
L. Simpson, PE 44
C. Curry, MG 42
P. McCleon, PB 35
1994 Western Carolina Stats
Rushing IC Net Avg. IS LG
Harold Nines 97 543 5.6 6 22
Mark Howell 106 414 3.9 5 25
Chad Greene 78 237 3.0 1 44
Tim Johnson 55 228 4.1 3 20
Marcus Roberts 44 176 iO 6 18
WCU Totals 468 1905 4.1 24 44
Opponent Totals 468 2285 4.9 25
Passing Cmp Att lot Yds IB Pet.
Chad Greene 130 259 11 1900 15 .502
Josh Brooks 16 34 2 317 3 .471
Craiq Allen 1 1 Q 32 1 1.000
WCU Totals 147 294 13 2249 19 .500
Opponent Totals 154 319 13 2278 12 .483
Receiving Rec Yds Avg ID LG
Craig Aiken 43 772 3.9 6 52
Kerry Hayes 34 616 4.2 6 51
Pavid Patten 32 564 2.9 6 54
Harold Nines 14 100 1,3 14
Michael Stewart 6 60 Ol5 17
WCU Totals 147 2249 7.7 18 54






















Sept. 2 at Clemson
Sept. 16 Elon
Sept. 23 The Citadel
Sept. 30 Furman
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Returning players in bold face
Sapp Makes Move to Defense
The Clemson linebacker position was wiped
out by the graduation of four superb players, Tim
Jones, Michael Barber, Darnell Stephens and
Warden Rouse. All have made NFL rosters with
the exception of Jones, who suffered a knee
injury in training camp.
Although Clemson does not have a returning
starter at linebacker. Tommy West does have a
player at linebacker who has been a starter
before. ...at quarterback. Patrick Sapp, now at 6-4
and 252 pounds, has been outstanding at his new
position during the Spring and Fall camps,
leading the team in sacks in stadium scrimmages
over that time period.
Sapp had his moments as Clemson's starting
quarterback, including a 12-22 for 205 yards and
two touchdowns performance in a 40-7 victory
over 18th ranked North Carolina in 1992, and the
winning TD pass to Terry Smith in the 1993 Peach
Bowl. He is the only quarterback in Clemson
history to record three consecutive games of at
least 200 yards of total offense, and is one of just
two Tigers to have at least four 200-yard passing
games in a career.
Sapp will try to become just the fifth Clemson
player to serve as a starter over the course of a
season on either side of the ball over the course
of his career. Since the two-platoon system went
into effect in 1965, only Bobby Johnson, now the
coach at Furman, Don Kelley, Steve Gibbs and
Jeff Wells have been a starter for an entire
season on offense one year and on defense
another.
Players who have Started on Both Sides of
the Ball for a Season over their Career
Player Offense Pefense
Bobby Johnson 1970, Flanker 1971-72, Def. Back
Don Kelley 1971, Flanker 1969-70, Def. Back
Steve Gibbs 1974, Split End 1978, Def. End
Jeff Wells 1 980, Tight End 1 984, Def. End
Sapp, Andye McCrorey, sophomore Mond
Wilson, junior Tony DeSue and freshmen Anthony
Simmons and Chris Jones, will all be out to help
Clemson fans forget the 1994 foursome that was
a prime reason Clemson ranked 17th in the
nation in scoring defense and 14th in rushing
defense.
McCrorey is a graduate student who has
never started a game at Clemson, while Wilson
has been the top tackier in the preseason
scrimmages (19). Simmons and Jones are the
leaders of a group of nine freshman linebackers
signed by West last February.
Western Carolina Scouting Report
Sixth-year head coach Steve Hodgin has
brought the Western Carolina program to a new
level of consistency. The Catamounts have had
three straight winning seasons, and the Western
Carolina program has not put four in a row
together since 1976-79 when Bob Waters guided
the program.
Hodgin's offense is led by Chad Greene, the
signal caller we refered to earlier. But, he has
many weapons to lean on, including catback
David Patten, a 5-10 senior who pulled in 32
passes for 564 yards and six scores last year.
Wes Greenwell is a top notch center and is a
consensus preseason l-AA All-American
according to the Sporting News.
On defense, Derek Summerour is the leader.
He accumulated 44 tackles, including five sacks
and eight tackles for loss in 1994, a season in
which he won second-team All-Southern
Conference acclaim. Cornerback Donnell Brinson
had 45 tackles last year and led the Southern
Conference in pass deflections with 14.
IHerrin Faces Alma Mater, Son
September 2 will be a special day for Clemson
Assistant Head Coach Les Herrin. Not only will
he be coaching against his alma mater, he will be
coaching against his son. Deke Herrin is a
flanker on the Western Carolina team and a
former standout at Daniel High in Clemson. The
red-shirt freshman has spent most of his youth in
Clemson, including the National Championship
1981 season when his dad was in his first year as
a coach of Clemson's linebackers.
Les played at Western Carolina between
1969-71 and he was the captain of the
Catamounts as a senior. Herrin was the team
MVP that year and the MVP of the defense as a
junior. He is now in his 10th season at Clemson.
He has coached such notable Tiger players as
Jeff Davis, Johnny Rembert, Chester
McGlockton and Brentson Buckner. All had or are
still having standout NFL careers.
There are actually a couple of other coaching
connections in today's game. Mark Speir,
Western Carolina's defensive line coach, was a
student assistant coach at Clemson between
1986-89 and once coached at nearby Seneca
High School. Current Catamout graduate
assistant coach Tom Bodine is the brother of
former Clemson All-American Rob Bodine. Tom
had 453 tackles for his career at WCU that ended
last year, an all-time record. Rob is the co-holder
of the Clemson single season mark for tackles for
loss.
Soccer Season Opens Tonight
While Clemson's football team opens this
afternoon, both Clemson soccer programs also
open this weekend. Tonight at 7:00 PM at Riggs
Field the Lady Tigers will play host to UNC-
Greensboro. Coach Tracey Leone's team is
ranked in the top 20 in the nation and is looking
for a second straight NCAA bid. The Lady Tigers
will meet defending NCAA Champion North
Carolina on Friday night at 7:00 PM at Riggs
Field.
The Men's soccer team, under first year coach
Trevor Adair, will open its season Sunday
afternoon at Riggs Field against South Carolina
at 2:00 PM. The Tigers, ranked as high as
number-two in the nation by some preseason
polls, are led by Wolde Harris, the nation's top
scorer in 1994.
Clemson's volleyball team opens its season
on the road this weekend at the Colorado State
Invitational, but Jolene Hoover's team will be at
home Tuesday night at 7:00 PM against DePaul.
Herrin will be coaching against his son and
Alma Mater.
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Whether you win or
lose, sports teach you to
come back with a better
effort the next time.
And that's one of the
greatest victories you can achieve.
Sports also teach you teamwork, dedication
and determination — values you can apply to
every aspect of your life.
NationsBank truly believes in this spirit
of sportsmanship. We are proud to help this
spirit grow through our support of sporting
events at every level of
competition. And we
are proud to sponsor
the Clemson Tigers.
After all, sportsman-
ship has the power to make winners of us all.
And we know of no greater victory than that.
NarionsBank





Even though Clemson's football her-
itage is in its 100th year, it does not take
long to determine the most significant
accomplishment in the program's histo-
ry—the 1981 National Championship.
And, along the same lines, it does not
take long to single out the most signifi-
cant team leader of that great accom-
plishment—Jeff Davis.
When reviewing Davis's contributions
to Clemson athletics in terms of leader-
ship, citizenship, athletic records and
awards, it is no surprise that he is being
honored today as he joins former team-
mate Steve Fuller, Banks McFadden and
Frank Howard in the Clemson Ring of
Honor.
Induction in the Ring of Honor at
Clemson Memorial Stadium is the high-
est honor a Clemson football player can
receive. The honoree must have made a
significant contribution to the heritage of
Clemson football on a national basis from
an individual and team standpoint. The
honoree also must be a college graduate
and must already be a member of the
Clemson Hall of Fame.
"Jeff Davis made many landmark con-
tributions to Clemson athletics," said Ath-
letic Director Bobby Robinson, a member
of the 11 -person Ring of Honor Commit-
tee. "His on-the-field records are signifi-
cant, but his intangible effects as a leader
are even more significant. We tend to
compare all captains in any sport to Jeff
Davis as far as leadership is concerned."
The native of Greensboro, NC, who
now lives in Tampa, FL registered a
Clemson record 175 tackles in
leading a 1981 defense that set a
school record for turnovers
forced (41) in a season. He still
holds the Clemson career record
for caused fumbles (10) and
recovered fumbles (8), and the
single game record for tackles
(24) against North Carolina in
1980.
He played 40 games for Clem-
son between 1978-81 and had
469 career tackles, 16 passes
broken up, 18 tackles for loss,
four sacks and four interceptions.
He started all 35 games for the
Tigers between 1979-81. He
was a model of consistency, hav-
ing registered at least double fig-
ures in tackles in 22 of his last 23
games. He still holds the school
record for consecutive double fig-
ure tackle games (19). The only
game he missed in that time
period was the 1980 Western
Carolina game (ironically,
today's opponent), when he
played just six plays due to an
injury. Overall, he had 30 dou-
ble figure tackle games in his
40-game career and led the
Clemson team in tackles 25
times.
"It is hard to express my feel-
ings on being inducted into the
Clemson Ring of Honor," said
Davis last July when the
announcement was made. "This honor
should be spread among my coaches
and teammates and all of Clemson who
had an impact on my life during my
career. No one receives an honor like
this without help. I want to thank the
good Lord for giving me the ability and
the opportunity to come to Clemson."
When the announcement was made
that Davis would be inducted into the
Ring of Honor he would not single any-
one out at Clemson, but he did tell a
story of how former legendary trainer
Herman McGee, who worked at Clemson
for nearly 40 years, had an impact on his
life as a freshman. "I had an ankle injury
my freshman year and I was struggling,"
said Davis. "I had never been injured
before. He was there to encourage me,
to get off the training table and do what I
could. He told me to smile so the world
would smile back at me. I have always
remembered that." This story of
McGee's positive impact on young Clem-
son athletes is not unique. McGee died
at the end of Davis's freshman year, but
Davis remembered McGee's maxims
Davis was the Defensive MVP of Clemson's National Champi
onship clinching win over Nebraska.
Davis still holds the Clemson season (175) and sin-
gle game (24) tackle record.
and kept improving.
For his accomplishments in 1981,
Davis was named the MVP of the ACC,
just the third defensive player in league
history to win the award. He concluded
the season in grand style with a 14-tackle
performance in the 22-15 Orange Bowl
win over Nebraska that clinched the
National Championship for the Tigers,
Clemson's first national championship in
any sport. Davis was named the Defen-
sive MVP of the contest.
At the conclusion of the season, Davis
was named a first-team Ail-American by
United Press, the Football Coaches
Association, the Football Writers Associa-
tion, the Walter Camp Foundation and
the Football News. He was named the
Lineman of the Year by the Atlanta Touch-
down Club.
Davis has many fond memories of
Clemson's National Championship sea-
son. "We had purpose. We took every-
thing one game at a time and did not get
caught up in the chase for the National
Championship. When we started the
season, the championship was not a
(realistic) goal. We were just
coming off a 6-5 season in 1980
in which we all thought we could
have done much better.
"Beating Georgia early in the
season was certainly a big game,
a respect game for us because
Georgia had won the National
Championship the year before
and they had Herschel Walker,
who everyone was talking about
for the Heisman Trophy (Marcus
Allen of use won the award that
year). That game brought us into
the polls, but we didn't really think
about winning the national cham-
pionship until we beat North Car-
olina in Chapel Hill."
That was truly a landmark game
in ACC history, not just Clemson
history. Clemson entered the
contest ranked number-two in the
nation, while the Tar Heels were
undefeated and ranked eighth. It
is still the only ACC game in his-
tory that pitted a pair of top 10
I
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teams. The Tigers were victorious 10-8,
thanks in part to Davis and his 15 tackles,
including 10 first hits. His film grade that
day from then linebacker coach and cur-
rent Clemson offensive line coach Les
Herrin was an 88 percent.
"Jeff Davis was not going to let the
1980 season repeat itself," said Herrin,
the only current member of the Clemson
coaching staff with a Clemson National
Championship Ring. " He made himself a
great player with hard work because he
did not have the great physical tools. His
teammates saw this work ethic and they
respected him."
After clinching the ACC title with a win
over Maryland and the state champi-
onship with a convincing victory at South
Carolina, Davis and his Clemson team-
mates prepared to meet fourth-ranked
Nebraska in the 1982 Orange Bowl, a
game that would determine the National
Championship.
"We just knew we were going to win
that night," reflects Davis, who was nick-
named The Judge by then assistant
sports information director Kim Kelly. "I
think the first quarter of the game was the
key because they fumbled and William
Devane recovered. That led to a score
and that was something we had been
doing all year, forcing turnovers and tak-
ing over the game. That just told us that
this game was not going to be any differ-
ent than any of the others."
When a desparation Husker pass was
deflected away by Andy Headen, Clem-
son had claimed its first national champi-
onship in any sport. "It was an unbeliev-
able feeling. Winning the national cham-
pionship becomes a part of your life, you
carry it with you every where you go.
Davis was the Captain of the Tampa Bay Bucs for 4 years, an example of
his leadership abilities.
"I think the most important aspect of
that team was that we cared about each
other. I think the seniors were respected
by the rest of the team and that was
important from a leadership point of
view."
Perry Tuttle, Davis's roommate for four
years and also an Ail-American on Clem-
son's 1981 National Championship team,
recalls that season and Davis's passion
for the game. "When we were in the
room at night he would talk about the
defense and what it was going to do until
I fell asleep," said Tuttle, who now has his
own sports marketing firm in Charlotte.
"As the season went on we just started
dreaming about what could happen with
this team and as we went along every-
thing started to come true."
Davis also credits the Clemson
coaches that year for the team's success.
"The coaches had a strong commitment
to win. I give a lot of credit to Danny
Ford. He played a big part in the team's
and my success at Clemson. He saw
something in me and believed that I could
be a leader. He pushed me to be a
leader, and I thank him for that."
Ford has fond memories of one of the
significant players who helped him to
become still the youngest coach (33) in
college football history to win the National
Championship. "Jeff Davis got hurt early
in his career and people got down on
him. But, he proved over time that he
could work through the pain. He became
a player we used as an example to other
players as the years went on. He was not
that big, not that fast, but he became a
great hitter, a great player and certainly a































*1981 First-team A!l-American by Unit-
ed Press International
*1981 First-team All-American by
Football Coach's Association
*1981 First-team All-American by
Football Writers Association
*1981 First-team All-American by
Football News
*1981 First-team All-American by Wal-
ter Camp Foundation
"First linebacker in Clemson history to
be named consensus first-team All-
American
*1981 Atlantic Coast Conference Play-
er of the Year
*Captain of 1981 Clemson National
Championship team
*First-team AII-ACC
*Played in East-West Shrine Bowl and
Japan Bowl
*Set Clemson 1981 season record for
tackles with 1 75
*Had 30 career double-figure tackle
games
*Led Clemson in tackles in 25 different
games between 1979-81
''Still holds Clemson single game tack-
le record with 24 against UNC, 1980
*#2 in Clemson history in career tack-
les (469)
*#3 in Tampa Bay Bucs history in
career tackles (662)
served as the team captain for four sea-
sons. He still ranks third in Bucs history
in career tackles with 662 and is fourth in
caused fumbles with 1 1
.
Davis has been just as successful in
life after football. In addition to his
employment as the used car manager of
Reeves Import Motor Cars in Tampa, FL,
he is also is his second year as pastor of
Covanant Worship Church in Tampa. He
and his wife Joni graduated from Clem-
son on the same day in 1984 and they
are the parents of four daughters. That
immediate family and many others from
his native Greensboro, NC, are expected
to join Davis for today's ceremony.
"One of my main goals in life is to
touch the lives of other people and touch
them in a positive way. Any time you
receive an award like this it mean's
you've been surrounded by great people.
I want to thank all the people at Clemson,
because no one receives an honor like
this without help. I am proud to say I am
a Clemson graduate and that I represent-
ed the University. Hopefully I have had
as positive an impact on them as they
have had on me."
Today, we all look forward to seeing
Jeff Davis reach one of those goals, as
he receives the greatest honor accorded
to a Clemson football player.
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TRUSTEES & ADMINISTRATION
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr.
Chairman, Columbia
Louis P. Batson, Jr.
Greenville
TRUSTEES EMERITI
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr., Charleston, SC
William N. Geiger, Jr., Columbia, SC
Paul W. McAlister, Laurens, SC
Paul Quattlebaum, Charleston, SC
James C. Self, Greenwood, SC
D. Leslie Tindal, Pinewood, SC
James M. Waddell, Jr., Columbia, SC
Executive Secretary — Nick Lomax
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Constantine W. Curris, President
Charles Jennett, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Gary Ransdell, Vice President for Administration and Advancement
Byron K. Webb, Interim Vice President for Agriculture, Natural Resources and
Researcfi
Almeda Rogers Jacks, Vice President for Student Affairs
Benjamin W. Anderson, General Counsel
ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION
A. Wayne Bennett, Senior Vice Provost and Dean of Graduate Sctiool
Jerome V. Reel, Senior Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Tom Skelton, Interim Dean, College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences
James F. Barker, Dean, College of Arctiitecture, Arts and Humanities
Jerry Trapnell, Dean, College of Business and Public Affairs, and Acting Dean
College of Healtfi, Education and Human Development
Thomas M. Keinath, Dean, College of Engineering and Science
Christopher J. Duckenfield, Vice Provost of Computer Information Techinology
Joseph F. Boykin, Jr., Dean of Libraries








Harold D. (Doug) Kingsmore
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It's a new personality for a car that had plenty to
begin with. Say hello to the other Dodge Neon.
Dodge Avenger
We questioned everything. Which will
explain why this car is so full of answers.
1995 Dodge Viper RT/10
It's the kind of car that could get by on looks
alone. We made sure it'll never have to.
Dodge Intrepid
We used a ten-cyUnder, 400 hp engine to bring
the American roadster back up to speed.
Dodge Grand
Caravan
Its cab-forward design changed everything. Including
the very architecture of the American sedan.
Dodge Ram
Club Cab
We thought of everything. No wonder it's just as
original as the original.
First we changed the mles about what you should
expect from a truck. Then we stretched them.
PTheNew Dodge
The Official Cars And Tracks Of The Carolina Panthers:
See The Friendly Carolina Dodge Dealer Near You.
We're Not Just A Business,
We're A Part Of The Community.
Living. Working. Playing. Sharing. BI-LO has 22,000 dedicated associates who are proud to play a part.
Tlie iiaiTie fits.
DR. DENO CURRIS IjgS^
The Clemson family has a new leader.
President Constantine "Deno" Curris
became the school's 13th president on
May 22, 1995.
"More than any other university with
which I have been familiar, there is a
deep affection for this university and for
its heritage," says Dr. Curris.
"That affection was an important
quality that led me into the process when
I was asked to be a candidate.
"I have become a believer in 'learning
by osmosis,' gaining a sense of place by
becoming a part.
"I am most eager to absorb the
Clemson atmosphere by strolling the
grounds, walking through offices, visiting
classrooms."
One of Dr. Curris' hobbies is
gardening, growing traditional vegetables,
and he has spent his career helping
universities grow and prosper as well.
Before arriving at the Clemson
University campus, he was president of
the University of Northern Iowa for 11
years. During his tenure. Northern Iowa
was the only university in Iowa to
experience enrollment growth. And, with
one exception, the school's state
appropriation also increased every
year. The U.S. News and World
Report cited UNI in 1993 as one of the
best educational values among public
universities. Its campus has also been
ranked as the safest in the nation.
Curris assumed the Presidency of
Northern Iowa in August, 1983. He
became only the seventh chief
executive in the school's history. At
Northern Iowa, he led the school in
raising admission standards and
implementing a more rigorous
comprehensive general education
program. He expanded Northern
Iowa's reputation as an institution for
teacher education, gaining national
recognition for programs in business,
fine arts, humanities, natural sciences,
and social and behavioral sciences.
He oversaw the development of
international exchange programs and
cutting-edge technological efforts such
as centers for waste reduction, plastics
technology, small business
development, applied research in metal
casting, and recycling and reuse
technology transfer. Curris was also the
driving force behind a $25 million private
fund raising drive to build a performing
arts center and fund endowed chairs and
professorships.
Curris also directed the completion of
extensive campus improvements and
building renovations.
Dr. Curris' philosophy, supported by
hard work, accounts for much of his
success, the belief in constant
improvement-gradual sometimes, but
consistent.
"The real work of a university is
building quality in incremental steps," he
said. "Building the quality of the
experience for students, both in
education and career opportunities."
Prior to assuming the Northern Iowa
presidency, Curris served 10 years as
president of Murray State in Kentucky.
The university's 130,000 square-foot
student center is named the Curris
Center in his honor.
Curris received a bachelor's degree,
magna cum laude in political science
from Kentucky in 1962; a master's degree
in political science and public
administration from Illinois in 1965, and
his doctorate in higher education from
n FMSON
The Curris File
Born: November 13, 1940
Married: Jo Hern Curris
Children: Robert Alexander (24),
Elena Diane (16)
Education: B.A. in Political Science
(magna cum laude) University of
Kentucky, 1962
M.A. in Political Science, University of
Illinois, 1965
Ed.D. in Higher Education, University of
Kentucky, 1967
Employment Resume
President and Professor of Public
Policy, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa, 1983-1995
President, Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky, 1973-1983
Vice President and Dean of the Faculty,
West Virginia Institute of Technology,
Montgomery, WV, 1971-73
Dean of Student Personnel Programs,
Marshall University, Huntington, WV
1969-71
Director of Academic Programs, West
Virginia Board of Education,
Charleston, WV 1968-69
Vice President and Dean of the Faculty,
Midway (KY) College, 1965-68
Assistant Coordinator, University of
Kentucky Centennial Celebration 1964-
65
Curris came to Clemson in May after a successful
decade at Northern Iowa.
Kentucky in 1967.
He currently serves as chairman-elect
and director of the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities and is
involved in a number of other
professional and civic organizations.
Curris was born November 13, 1940,
in Lexington, KY. He is married to Jo
Hern Curris, a tax attorney. They are the
parents of a son, Robert Page, and a
daughter, Elena.
"What has really struck us at Clemson,
is the immense loyalty that we have
sensed among the Clemson family. The
affection and pride that people have for
the University permeates every
conversation."
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WHO UNDERSTANDS THE TASTES
OF TODArS CONSUMERS?
It's a company you used to know as ARA.
Now we're called ARAMARK.
We made our name as the world's leading food service company.
Today, we serve food at sporting events, conventions, hospitals, companies and
more than 300 colleges and universities.
Here at Clemson, we continue to bring food concepts to campus like our own
Itza Pizza" and Salad Garden'", as well as national brands like Chick-fil-A* and Taco Bell?
We can also cater to your every need. From banquets and cocktail parties to
weddings and birthdays, Clemson Catering can help create a beautiful event for you.
We're putting innovations in technology to work - so we can customize food
service that satisfies your tastes and saves you money.
For all your dining needs, ARAMARK can dress everything to fit your occasion.
Call 803-656-2058.
Let us know how we can serve you!
^ARAMARK
Managed Sen'ices, Managed Better.
ARAMARKvM Managed Services for Business, Education, Healthcare, Leisure and Government:
Food, Refreshments, Uniforms, Child Care, Medical Services, Facilities Management, Magazine and Book Distribution.
TOMMY WEST
Tommy West, was named head coach of
the Clemson Tigers on November 29, 1993.
Less than a month later he already had a
bowl victory on his ledger, a 14-13 triumph
in the Peach Bowl, Clemson's sixth bowl
victory in the last eight years.
In his first full season. West guided the
Tigers to a 5-6 record, and it was a season
that showed week-by-week improvement.
The '94 club, which featured the youngest
Clemson offensive unit in 50 years, finished
with a number-one ranking in turnover
margin, a landmark ranking in Clemson
football history. The Tigers were ranked as
high as 21st in the USA Today poll, and
finished the season with three wins in its
last four outings, including a decisive
conquest of #12 North Carolina in Chapel
Hill.
West's defense ranked 14th in the
nation against the run and 17th in
scoring defense. The aggressive unit
forced 29 turnovers and was one of the
most reliable in the nation inside the
redzone.
West also recruited one of the most
impressive and productive freshman
classes in Clemson history. Eighteen
freshmen lettered in 1994, most for a
Clemson rookie class since the 1940s.
At times, the Tigers started seven
freshmen on offense, including five first-
year freshmen at the "skill positions."
Last winter, he and his staff recruited a
top 20 class according to most
recruiting services.
West was a mainstay of a Clemson
coaching staff that led the Tigers to a
69-20-4 record and six Associated
Press Top 20 finishes between 1982-89.
During West's first tour of duty with
the Tigers as an outside linebacker
coach, Clemson played in five bowl
games (winning four) and claimed four
ACC Championships, including three in a
row from 1 986-88.
Clemson had a 44-10-1 record against
ACC competition during his era on the Tiger
staff, an 81 percent winning mark.
Additionally, five of those Clemson teams
ranked in the top 15 in the nation in rushing
defense and scoring defense, and three
ranked in the top 12 in the nation in total
defense.
Clemson's 1989 defense ranked fifth in
the nation in total defense, rushing defense
and scoring defense and West's outside
linebackers had a lot to do with that
success. His top four outside linebackers
that year all played in the NFL in 1994.
Levon Kirkland (Pittsburgh Steelers),
Wayne Simmons (Green Bay Packers) and
John Johnson (Cincinnati Bengals) were
starters in 1994 in the NFL, and Ashley
Sheppard (Minnesota Vikings) was a top
reserve. Simmons was a first-round draft
pick, Kirkland and Johnson second-round
selections and Sheppard was a fourth-
round choice. In addition to the four
players listed above, Andy Headen (New
York Giants) and Terence Mack (St. Louis
Cardinals) are former Tigers West helped
guide to an NFL career.
West began his coaching career as a
graduate assistant at Tennessee (his alma
mater) in 1977. He coached one year of
high school football at White County High in
Sparta, TN in 1978, then became an
assistant at Mississippi in 1979. For the
The West family: Tommy, wife Lindsay and son
Turner.
1980 and 1981 seasons he served as an
assistant coach at Appalachian State.
After his career at Clemson (1982-89),
West became the running backs coach at
Tennessee. During that 1990 season
Tennessee won the Southeastern
Conference and captured the Sugar Bowl
winning over Virginia. The Volunteers scored
a school record 442 points that year and
averaged over 410 yards a game in total
offense, 205.7 rushing and 205.4 passing.
He served as Co-Defensive Coordinator at
South Carolina in 1991 and 1992.
In 1993 West took over a UT-
Chattanooga team that had won just two
games in 1992. He doubled that total in
1993 and guided the Mocs to one of the
landmark wins in school history, a 33-31 win
over #1 ranked Marshall. He concluded
the regular season with a 45-42 victory over
Furman. Ironically, his first regular season
game as Clemson coach was a victory over
Furman.
With his debut in the Peach Bowl, West
became the sixth coach in NCAA history to
make his debut with a program in a bowl
game. However, he was just the second
coach in history to make his debut in a bowl
game without previously coaching his new
team as an assistant coach earlier in the
season.
West earned three letters in his four-year
career at Tennessee (1972-75). The Vols
played in three bowl games and were
ranked in a final Top 20 in three seasons.
He was the co-captain of Tennessee's
1975 football team and played in the
Blue-Gray All-Star game that same year.
He began his college career as a
running back, but saw most of his
playing time as a tight end. He caught
37 passes for 575 yards in his career
with the Vols, including 16 passes for
233 yards as a senior. As a junior he
caught an 81 -yd. pass from Condredge
Holloway, still the longest non-scoring
play in Tennessee history. He earned a
bachelor's degree from Tennessee in
1976 and was drafted by the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers that same year.
West played two years (1974-75) of
baseball at Tennessee and had a career
batting average of .305. He hit .367 in
1975 and was named All-SEC Eastern
Division. Rick Honeycutt, now with the
Oakland A's, was West's teammate on
that 1975 Tennessee team that finished
32-16.
West was a multi-sport standout in
high school. He was an outfielder in
baseball, a guard in basketball and a
running back in football. In 1972 he was
named a High School Ail-American in
football and was a fifth-round draft choice in
baseball by the Chicago Cubs. Willie
Randolph, who went on to an All-Star
career with the New York Yankees, was one
of 77 future Major League players drafted
after West in the regular phase of the June
1972 draft. He played his prep football at
Gainesville High in Gainesville, GA for
Coach Bobby Gruhn. He was an all-state
back as a junior and was also named to the
All-Southern team.
Born Thomas Cleveland West on July
31, 1954, he is married to the former
Lindsay Watkins of Forest City, NC. The





Assistant Head Coach/Tackles and Tight Ends
The Clemson football program has seen a lot success
during Les Herrin's tenure as an assistant coach. In 1981.
Herrin arrived at Clemson as a linebacker coach, and the
Tigers won the National Championship that season. In his
first tour of duty with the Tigers (1981-84) Clemson had a
37-6-2 record.
After a brief stint away from Clemson at East Carolina
(1985-87) and North Carolina (1988), Herrin returned to
the Tiger program in 1989 as defensive line coach. In
1989 Clemson ranked fifth in the nation in scoring,
rushing, and total defense. The team followed that
performance with a number-one ranking in total defense in
1990, as well as second in scoring and rushing defense.
Herrin has coached several players who have had
successful NFL careers. He coached 1981 ACC MVP Jeff
Davis, who went on to be captain of the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers and enters the Clemson Ring of Honor this
year. He also tutored 1989 All-Pro Johnny Rembert (New England Patriots), who was a
linebacker under Herrin's watchful eye in 1981 and 1982. Chester McGlockton, a Pro Bowl
defensive lineman with the Los Angeles Raiders last year, and Pittsburgh Steelers 1994 rookie
Brentson Buckner, also benefitted from Herrin's teaching.
W
Les Herrin
The Les Herrin File
At Clemson: In his second season as assistant head coach,
first season as an offensive line coach, and 1 1th season overall.
Previous Coaching Experience: High School - Assistant at
R/S Central High in Rutherfordton, NC (1972-74); assistant at
Lexington Senior High in Lexington, NC (1975-76); athletic
director and head coach at Central Davidson High School in
Lexington, NC (1975-79); College - Defensive coordinator at
Appalachian State (1980-81); linebacker coach at Clemson
(1981-84); linebacker coach at East Carolina (1985-87); outside
linebacker coach at the University of North Carolina (1988);
defensive line coach at Clemson (1989-94); assistant head
coach/tackles and tight ends coach (1995).
Education: Waycross High School in Waycross, GA (1965);
B.A. degree In Education from Western Carolina (1971);
Master's degree In Health and Physical Education from Western
Carolina the following year.
College Playing Experience: Lettered four years in football at
Western Carolina.
Personal: Born February 18, 1948. ..He and his wife Shirley
have one son, Deke (19),
Miles Aldridge
Co-Defensive Coordinator/ Outside Linebackers
Now in his second stint at Clemson, Miles Aldridge has
been affiliated with five Clemson defenses that have
linked in the top 20 in the nation in scoring and rushing
defense. He first came to Clemson in 1985 as an inside
linebacker coach. From 1986 thru 1989 the Tigers were
ranked in the top 20 in all defensive categories, including a
number-five rating in 1989. His second tour of duty at
Clemson began last year and the Tigers ranked 17th in the
nation in scoring defense and 14th in rushing defense.
Clemson won three consecutive ACC titles during
Aldridge's first stay at Clemson, 1986-87-88 and was
ranked in the final AP top 20 in 1986-87-88-89. In his
years at Clemson the Tigers have won five bowl games,
including victories over Penn State and Oklahoma in
consecutive Citrus Bowl games in the late 1980s.
Aldridge has coached several players who have gone on
to have successful pro careers. Three linebackers have
gone on to the NFL, Andre Townsend (Mississippi),
Freddie Joe Dunn (Mississippi), and Ed McDaniel, McDaniel is currently a starter for the
Minnesota Vikings.
The 1971 graduate of Gardner-Webb will coach the outside linebackers this year and serve
as co-defensive coordinator.
IVIiles Aldridge
The Miles Aldridge File
At Clemson: In his second full season involved in the
coordination of the Clemson defense, his first as outside
linebacker coach and his seventh full season as a Clemson
assistant.
Previous Coaching Experience: High School - Chase High
School (1971); defensive backs at Newberry High School
(1972) ; College - Graduate assistant at East Tennessee State
(1973) ; defensive line coach at East Tennessee State (1974-77);
assistant coach at Wichita State (1978); assistant coach at Tulsa
(1979); assistant coach at Mississippi (1980-82); assistant coach
at Duke (1983-84); Inside linebacker coach at Clemson (1985-
89); outside linebacker coach at North Carolina State (1990);
defensive coordinator and inside linebacker coach at South
Carolina (1991-93); defensive coordinator at Clemson (Dec.
1993-94); co-defensive coordinator and outside linebacker
coach at Clemson (1995).
Education: A,C. Flora High School In Columbia, SC; B.S. in
Physical Education with a minor In Biology from Gardner-Webb
(1971).
College Playing Experience: Lettered three years In football at
Gardner Webb.
Personal Data: Born January 25, 1949, ..he and his wife Cathy
have two daughters, Allison and Blakley,
Ellis Johnson
Co-Defensive Coordinator/Defensive Line
Ellis Johnson is in his first season as a co-defensive
coordinator, his first season as defensive line coach, but
his second year on the Clemson staff. As outside
linebacker coach last year he was a significant reason
Clemson ranked in the top 20 in the nation in scoring
defense and held three ACC teams, including Florida
State, to their season low in terms of scoring.
Johnson is in just his second year at Clemson, but is no
stranger to the area. He attended The Citadel, but he grew
up a Clemson fan He has coached in the state at The
Citadel as a graduate assistant, at Gaffney High as an
assistant coach and at Spartanburg High as an assistant
coach and head coach. His most successful stint in
coaching so far took place in Alabama. In 1992 Johnson
served an assistant coach at Alabama. The Crimson Tide
experienced a perfect season and defeated Miami (FL) in
the Sugar Bowl to win the National Championship. He is
one of two Tiger assistant coaches on this year's staff with
a National Championship ring. Les Herrin, a member of
Clemson's 1981 staff, is the other.
Johnson was a part of four outstanding defenses at Alabama. During his tenure (1990-93),
Alabama ranked in the top five in the nation in total defense and pass defense three times. The
1992 Alabama defense led the nation in total defense and rushing defense and ranked second
nationally in passing defense and scoring defense.
Ellis Johnson
The Ellis Johnson File
At Clemson: In his first season as co-coordinator and
defensive line coach, his second season overall as a Clemson
assistant.
Previous Coaching Experience: High School - Assistant coach
at Gaffney High School (1976-78); assistant coach at
Spartanburg High School (1979); head coach at Spartanburg
High School (1980-81); College - Defensive end coach at The
Citadel (1975); linebacker coach at The Citadel (1982); head
coach at Gardner Webb (1983); defensive coordinator and Inside
linebacker coach at Appalachian State (1984); outside
linebacker coach and recruiting coordinator at East Carolina
(1985-87); defensive coordinator at Southern Mississippi (1988-
89); outside linebacker coach at Alabama (1990-93); outside
linebacker coach at Clemson (Dec. 1993-94); co-coordinator of
Clemson defense and defensive line coach (1995).
Education: Earned a degree In Secondary Education from The
Citadel (1975).
College Playing Experience: Three-year letterman at The
Citadel.
Personal Data: Born December 23, 1951 ...married to ttie





An All-Amerlcan quarterback In junior college, Clyde
Christensen came to Clemson after two years at Maryland.
He knows the ACC well as he also played for the
University of North Carolina in 1977 and 1978.
At Maryland he coached quarterbacks John Kaleo and
Scott Mllanovich. Kaleo ranked second in the nation in
total offense as a senior, while Mllanovich ranked fourth
nationally in that category in 1993. Last year the Clemson
team ranked first in the nation in turnover margin and
committed just 12 turnovers all season.
Christensen's offense at Maryland was explosive, as the
Terps ranked fourth in the country in 1992 with an average
of 466 yards per game, and 16th in 1993 when they
averaged 440 yards per game. The Terps also ranked
second in the country in passing offense in 1992 and third
in passing offense in 1993.
The Clyde Christensen File
At Clemson: In his second season as co-offensive coordinator
and quarterback coach.
Previous Coaching Experience: College - Graduate assistant
at Mississippi (1979); offensive coordinator at East Tennessee
State (1980-82); quarterback and wide receiver coach at Temple
(1983-85); offensive and recruiting coordinator at East Carolina
(1986-88); receivers and tight ends coach at Holy Cross (1990);
running backs coach at South Carolina (1991); quarterback
coach at Maryland (1992-93); co-offensive coordinator at
Clemson (Dec. 1993-present).
Education: B.S. in Industrial Relations from the University of
North Carolina (1979).
College Playing Experience: All-America quarterback for
Fresno City Junior College; played for the University of North
Carolina in 1977 and 1978.
Personal Data: Born January 28,1958 in Corvina, CA...he and
his wife Debbie have three children, Ruth (4), Rebecca (9), and
Rachel (11).
While Christensen is in just his second year as a coach
at Clemson, he has known Clemson head coach Tommy West for over 15 years. The two were graduate assistant coaches together at Mississippi in 1979,
only 37-years-old, but already has college experience at Mississippi, East Tennessee State. Temple, East Carolina, Holy Cross, South Carolina and Maryland.
He is




Rick Stockstill has been around successful programs
and record setting offenses his entire coaching career. In
his first year as quarterback coach at Clemson (1989), the
Tigers set a school record for completion percentage
(60%). The Tigers led the Atlantic Coast Conference in
total offense for the 1991 season, and Clemson gained the
second most yards in school history in the process.
Stockstill also tutored productive offenses at Central
Florida and Bethune-Cookman in his early years as a
football coach. As a player, he was the starting
quarterback tor Florida State. He guided the Seminoles to
a pair of Orange Bowl appearances, a pair of top 10
rankings, and was the team captain in 1981.
It is no surprise that Stockstill has moved up the
The Rick Stockstill File
At Clemson: In his second season as co-offensive coordinator
and is in his seventh season with the Tigers.
Previous Coaching Experience: College - Offensive
coordinator and quarterback coach at Bethune-Cookman
College (1983-84); assistant head coach and wide receiver
coach at the University of Central Florida (1985-88); quarterback
coach at Clemson (1989-1993); passing game coordinator at
Clemson (1992-93); co-offensive coordinator and wide receiver
coach (Dec. 1993-present).
Education: Fernandina Beach High School in Fernandina
Beach, FL (1977); B.S. degree in Physical Education from
Florida State (1982).
College Playing Experience: Earned three letters In football
from Florida State. Captain of 1981 Florida State team.
Personal Data: Born December 23, 1959. ..he and his wife
Sarah were married on July 7, 1990, and had their first child,
Brent Forrest, in August, 1994.
coaching ladder so swiftly because he is the product of an
athletic family. His father has been head coach at Fernandina Beach High School in Florida for many years. His brother, Jeff,
was a starting wide receiver for the Tigers in 1 982, a reserve on the National Championship team of 1 981
.
Stockstill is in his seventh year with the Clemson program and the Tigers have been to bowl games in four of the six previous seasons. He joins Les Herrin and
Whitey Jordan as the only assistant coaches in Clemson history to serve under three different head coaches.
Richard Bisaccia
Richard Bisaccia
Running Backs/Special Teams/Recruiting Coordinator
Richard Bisaccia is a stickler for detail and one of the
details he works on in practice with his players every day is
holding on to the football. He taught this aspect better
than any assistant coach in the country last year because
the Tigers lost just two fumbles, fewest in the nation and
an all-time Clemson record.
Bisaccia, a Yonkers, NY native, learned how to hold onto
the football as a four-year starter and team captain at
Yankton College. He was a free agent with the
Philadelphia Stars of the USFL after his college career.
While the 1983 Spring season saw the end of his playing
career, the 1983 fall was the beginning of his coaching
career. He was named the offensive coordinator at Wayne
State in Nebraska his first year out of college and he has
been in college coaching ever since.
Unlike many Division I full-time assistant coaches,
Bisaccia has not made a lot of moves. He spent five
The Richard Bisaccia File
At Clemson: In his second season as the Tigers' running backs
coach and special teams coach.
Previous Coaching Expereince: College - Offensive
coordinator at Wayne State (NE) (1983-87); graduate assistant
for wide receivers at South Carolina (1988); volunteer assistant
for defensive ends at South Carolina (1989-90); tight ends coach
at South Carolina (1991); running backs and special teams
coach at South Carolina (1992-93); running backs and special
teams coach at Clemson (Dec. 1993-present).
Education: New Fairfield High School in New Fairfield, CT;
Earned a degree in health and physical education from Yankton
College (1983).
College Playing Experience: Four-year starter and team
captain at Yankton College (1980-83).
Personal Data: Born June 3, 1960. ..he and his wife Jeanne
have four children: daughters, Michele (11), Elizabeth (6), and
Madeline (2) and son Richard Oakley (1).
seasons at Wayne State, then six seasons at South
Carolina. He has experience coaching on defense and offense, but will concentrate on the running backs position at Clemson.
Bisaccia probably wears more hats than any other Clemson coach. In addition to his time with the running backs, he is also the special teams coach and the
recruiting coordinator.
In addition to Bisaccia's changes on the gridiron the last year, he had a family addition. In August of 1994 his wife Jeanne gave birth to their first son, Richard





First-year Clemson coach Charlie Harbison has more
experience at the professional level than any other current
Tiger mentor. Harbison was a starter at strong safety with
the New Orleans and Boston Breakers of the USFL in
1983-84 and also signed a free agent contract with the
Buffalo Bills in 1982, 1985 and 1986.
Harbison also coached on the pro level with the Raleigh-
Durham Skyhawks of the World League of American
Football, with the Charlotte Barons of the MLFS and with
the Charlotte Rage of the Arena Football League, He has
coached wide receivers, linebackers and defensive backs
in his career, but has by far his most experience as a
secondary coach.
He will be Clemson's defensive backs coach in 1995, his
The Charlie Harbison File
At Clemson: In his first year as secondary coach.
Previous Coaching Experience: College—Defensive back coach
at Gardner-Webb (1984); wide receiver coach at Gardner-Webb
(1992-93); defensive back coach at UTEP (1994); defensive
back coach at Clemson (1995); Professional—linebacker coach
for Charlotte Barons (1990); defensive back/special teams
coach for the Raleigh-Durham Skyhawks (1991); defensive
back coach for Carolina Cougars (1992); defensive back/wide
receiver coach for Charlotte Rage (1993-94),
Education: Received bachelors degree in business
administration from Gardner-Webb College,
Playing Experience—Professional—Boston Breakers (1983),
New Orleans Breakers (1984), Buffalo Bills (preseason 1982,
1 985-86), College: 3-year letter winner at Gardner-Webb 1 979-81
.
Personal Data: Born October 27, 1959, He and his wife, Dana,
have two sons, Charlie and Stedman,
second consecutive year as a Division I secondary coach.
In 1994 he coached the secondary at UTEP, This season he will have the opportunity to enhance the careers of a veteran secondary led by preseason All-Amencan
Brian Dawkins,
In addition to his Division I experience, Harbison also has had significant success at the NAIA level. His Gardner Webb team of 1992 had a 12-2 record and
played in the NAIA Championship game.
Reggie Herring
Inside Linebackers
Reggie Herring is another example of an outstanding
former player who has gone on to become an outstanding
coach. A teammate of Rick Stockstill at Florida State,
Herring left his own mark with the Seminole program as a
player.
Herring was captain of the 1980 Orange Bowl team and
earned AP All-America honors in 1980, The Seminoles
played in the Orange Bowl and ranked in the top 10 in the
nation his junior and senior seasons, and he was recently
inducted into the Florida State Hall of Fame, He was a
The Reggie Herring File
At Clemson: In his second season as inside linebackers coach.
Previous Coaching Experience: College - Linebacker coach
at Oklahoma State (1981-85); linebacker coach at Auburn
(1986-91); defensive coordinator and linebacker coach at Texas
Christian (1992-93); inside linebacker coach at Clemson (Dec,
1993-present).
Education: B.S. in Criminology from Florida State (1981).
College Playing Experience: Three-year starter at linebacker
for Florida State,
Personal Data: Born on July 3, 1959,,, married the former Lisa
Ward, and they have two children, Caroline and Adam,
three-year starter at Florida State and the Seminoles
played in three bowls during his four year career, Florida State also had three double-figure victory seasons during his career.
Like many of Clemson's assistant coaches in 1995, Herring has a diverse experience. He has been a part of successful
programs at Oklahoma State, Auburn, TCU and now Clemson. He was defensive coordinator at TCU prior to coming to
Reggie Herring Clemson.
Herring has not made plans over the Christmas holidays for quite some time. He has been a part of college football as a




John Latina has been an offensive coach for a Division I
program every year since 1979. He had quite a task last
year in that he coached Clemson's entire offensive line.
This year he will handle the centers and guards, a change
that should allow him to spend more time with fewer
players.
Latina showed his expertise as a teacher last year as
Clemson's youngest offensive line in 20 years improved
over the course of the season, leading to victories in three
of the last four games.
The Virginia Tech graduate, who once played against
The John Latina File
At Clemson: In his first season as guards and centers coach,
his second season at Clemson.
Previous Coaching Experience: College - Assistant coach at
Virginia Tech (1979-81); assistant coach at Pittsburgh (1982);
offensive line coach at Temple (1983-88); running game
coordinator at Kansas State (1989-93); offensive line coach at
Clemson (Dec, 1993-present).
Education: Received a bachelor's degree from Virginia Tech
(1979),
College Playing Experience: Four-year letter winner at
Virginia Tech as an offensive guard (1975-78),
Personal Data: Born September 18, 1957,,, he and his wife
Michele have two sons John Jr, (1 1) and Michael (8),
Clemson as an offensive guard (1978), has worked at
Virginia Tech, Pittsburgh, Temple and Kansas State, He has already coached in a bowl game with four different schools,
Virginia Tech, Pittsburgh, Kansas State and Clemson,
During his career he has worked with Dan IVIarino, who led the Panthers to a 9-3 ledger and the Cotton Bowl in 1982, Paul
Palmer, one of the top rushers in NCAA history with Temple, was also a member of Latina's offense in the 1980s,
Over the five years he was with the program, Kansas State's team in general and offense in particular, showed as much improvement as any in the country. In
Latina's second season at Kansas State as offensive line coach and running game coordinator, the Wildcats set a school record for total offense with 4,231 yards,
Kansas State advanced to a bowl game in 1992, just the second bowl appearance in school history
I *>S>3 CLEIVISOlNr FOOTBALL
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Central High School in
Neshoba, MS (1980-93);
Head Junior High Coach,
Neshoba Central (1978-93);
College - Graduate Assistant
at Clemson (1 993-present),
working with defensive backs
and special teams.
Playing Experience: High School - Lettered three years in
football and track, four years in basketball at Neshoba Central.
College - Lettered one year in football and two years in
baseball at East Central Community College.
Education: Graduated from Neshoba Central High School in
1974. Earned a B.A. from East Central Community College in
1976 and a B.S. in health and physical education from
Mississippi State in 1978.
Personal Data: Born September 25, 1956. He and his wife,
Brenda, have one daughter, Lindsey (13).
Other Highlights: Neshoba Central was North State
Champions and state runner-up in Class 4A in 1989, 1990,
and 1992. His 1983 defense finished second in the state in





College - Graduate Assistant
at Clemson University (1992-
present) working with
„ offensive line.
j^Hft^ Playing Experience: High
f^, ^mUPBli School - Four-year letterman
at Woodruff High School in
Woodruff, SC. College - A
member of the Clemson squad
from 1989-91, the Tigers competed in three bowl games during
his playing career.
Education: Graduated from Woodruff High School in 1988.
Earned a bachelor's of science from Clemson University in
August of 1992. Earned a master's of education from Clemson
University in December of '94.
Personal Data: Born August 25, 1970, Sloan is single.
Bowl Game Participation: As a player - 1989 Gator Bowl,
1990 Hall of Fame Bowl, 1991 Florida Citrus Bowl. As a
Coach - '93 Peach Bowl.
Clemson Tiger ^tjf^
IHMr Football Camps ^|H4^
The Clemson Tiger Football Camps are non-contact instructional camps. There are
two camps to choose from at Clemson University. The Tiger Cub Camp is for boys in
grades 4-8. The Tiger Camp is for boys in grades 9-12. Coach West and the entire
coaching staff are camp instructors along with select high school coaches. For more
information on how you can be a participant in a Clemson Tiger Football Camp call or
write:




Cub Camp - June 16-19, 1996
Tiger Camp - June 19-22, 1996
Death Valley Tommy West
17
Wehandle claims aroundthe dock.
Saifl happens. And not always between 9 ^ind 5. Just call your Allstate Agent when it does. Tlie Good
Hands People are st:mding by to answer claim calls 24 hours a day seven days a week. Ifyour insurance
c:uVt promise tliis, tliat s a good reason to switch. Because Allstate
"^^'jj'j'g
jj^ 200(1 hSTlCiSis ready luid waiting to make tilings right luivtime ofday Or nig
/instate
©1W^ AlhMtc Insurance CDmpany. Nortlihrodk, Illinois
CLEMSON COACHES ^gS^
Clemson Sports Notes For 1994-95
'Clemson was one of just four schools in tfie
nation to fiave its football, men's basketball and
baseball teams rank in the top 25 of tfie USA Today
polls at one time or another during the season.
Clemson was ranked as high as 22nd in football,
18th in men's basketball and number-one in baseball.
Five programs ended the year ranked in the top 20 in
the nation.
'Five Clemson athletic teams were chosen for
NCAA Tournaments, including three Spring Sports.
The Baseball team was chosen for the ninth straight
year, while the men's tennis team was chosen for the
14th time during Chuck Kriese's 20 years. The golf
team advanced to the NCAA national tournament for
the 14th consecutive year. The women's soccer and
volleyball teams were also chosen for NCAA play.
Duane Ross won Clemson's only National
Championship, winning the Outdoor NCAA 110
hurdles. Bob Pollock coached the men's outdoor and
indoor track teams to Top 1 5 finishes.
Academic Achievements
'Clemson had two first-team Academic All-
Americans. one in baseball and one in football. Ed
Glenn was a first-team CFA All-America football
player. He graduated with a 3.9 GPA in Biology and
will attend Vanderbilt Med School. Junior third
baseman Paul Galloway became Clemson's first first-
team Academic Ail-American in baseball in 1995. He
was also first-team All-East Regional and AII-ACC
Tournament for his play on the field. He has had six
consecutive 4.0 semesters.
'Clemson athletes won three of the most
prestigious awards granted by the Atlantic Coast
Conference. Javelin thrower Jodie Phillips won the
Marie James Award, which is given to a female
athlete for outstanding achievement in academics
and athletics. Glenn won the Weaver Award for
outstanding achievement in academics and athletics,
and also won the Jim Tatum Award as the top
student-athlete football player in the ACC.
'The women's tennis team posted a 3.64 team
GPA in the Spring semester, the highest team GPA
for a semester in Clemson history Six of the eight
members of the team made the dean's list, including
four with a perfect 4.0.
'All Clemson student-athletes combined for a
2.55 GPA in the Spring semester, the highest one-
semester GPA in eight years. A record 20 student-
athletes were on the President's List (4.0 GPA), and
a record 53 were on the Dean's List for the Spring
semester of 1994-95.
Coaching Accomplishments
'Women's soccer coach Tracey Leone was
named Southeast Regional Coach of the Year. She
led the Lady Tigers to a number-13 final ranking in
the ISAA poll and 15th in the final Soccer America
poll.
'Baseball Coach Jack Leggett was named ACC
Coach of the Year for the second straight year. He
became just the third coach in ACC history to win
coach of the year honors in his first two years in the
league. All three coaches who have done this are
from Clemson. The others are current Clemson
men's track coach Bob Pollock and former Clemson
football coach Charlie Pell.
'Jolene Hoover was named ACC Volleyball
Coach of the Year as she took the Lady Tigers to the
NCAA Tournament for the second straight year.
"Chuck Kriese became the ACC's all-time
winningest men's tennis coach with a 7-0 win over
Virginia Tech on February 4. He now has 439 career
victories in his 20 years as head coach.
'Larry Penley set a Clemson record for taking a
team to 12 straight NCAA Tournaments and won his








































ACME BUSINESS PRODUCTS and CLEMSON...A WINNING COMBINATION!
We're Proud To Be Clemson's Largest Copier Vendor
For Information on our full line of Ricoh Copiers, contact:
Jon Rodgers, Your Major Account Representative on Campus
Albany GA • Anderson SC • AsheviUe NC • Athens GA • Augusta GA • Brunswick GA • Charleston SC
Columbia SC • Columbus GA • Dothan GA • Dublin GA • Florence SC • Gainesville GA • Greenville SC
GrilTm GA • Gulfport MS • Hilton Head SC • Johnson City TN • Macon GA • Marietta GA • Atlanta GA
MobUe AL • Montgomery AL • Myrtle Beach SC • Norcross GA • Panama City FL • Pensacola FL • Savannah GA



































































































George Davenport - D & D Motors - Greer, SC
Ellis Murphy - Murphy Cadillac - Spartanburg, SC





Levi's^ Lee; Anchor Blue*^ and more
upDons.










ability to be a leader.
That's what brought
Sanders Bros., Inc. to
the front. And that's
what will keep us there.
Sanders Bros,, Inc,































The Best Quality, Style, Selection
And Service In The Carolinas
For Over 30 Years
Choose from one of the largest selections of diamonds and fine
jewelry in the Carolinas. Quality, Style, Selection, Service ... all
at the guaranteed lowest prices in the Carolinas.
We're working hard to be Your Jeweler.
THE CAROLINAS' DIAMOND SOURCE
CLEMSON SPiiRTS NETWORK, INC.
Follow all the exciting action of the Clemson Tigers on the
Clemson Sports Radio Network, Inc.
Tiger Fifth Inside
Tailgate Football Quarter Tiger Clemson
Show Game Show Talk Sports
Aiken WAJY 102.7 FM X X X X X
Barnwell WBAW 99.1 FM X X X X X
Camden WCAM 1590 AM X X X
Camden WPUB 94.3 FM # # X
Charleston WXTC 1390 AM X X X X X
Clemson WCCP 104.9 FM X X X X X
Columbia WOMG 103.1 FM X X X X X
Florence WWFN 100.1 FM X X X X X
Fountain Inn WFIS 1600 AM X X
Gaffney WEAC 1500 AM X X X
Gaffney WAG! 105.3 FM X X
Gainesville, Ga WDUN 550 AM X X* X X X
Greenville WMYI 102.5 FM X X X
Greenville WGVL 1 440 AM X X
Greenwood WSCZ 96.7 FM X X X X X
Hampton WBHC 103.1 FM X X X X X
Hartsville WHSC 98.5 FM X X X X X
Hilton Head WHBZ 99.7 FM X X X X
Kingstree WWKT 98.3 FM X X X X X
LaGrange, Ga WTRP 620 AM X X X X
Loris WLSC 1240 AM X X X
Myrtle Beach WRNN 94.5 FM X X X X X
Newberry WDXZ 106.3 FM X X X X X
Orangeburg WIGL 102.9 FM X X X X X
Rock Hill WRHI 1340 AM X X X X X
Sumter WKHT 93.7 FM X X X X X
Walhalla WGOG 96.3 FM X X X X X
York WBZK 980 AM X X X X X
* = Partial Schedule # = As Schedule Will Allow
Be sure to listen to TIGER TALK with Coach Tommy West
Every IVIonday night at 8:00 PM
OFFICIALS SIGNALS












Illegal block Chop block
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Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company, the world's leading
manufacturer of carpet backing, is also the leader in polyolefin
fiber production. We proudly manufacture and market
staple fiber and filament yarn for:
APPAREL
Denim • Twills • Activewear
AUTOMOTIVE
Interior Soft Trim Applications
HIGH PERFORMANCE*
High Temperature Insulation
Filtration • FR Apparel
HOME FURNISHINGS
Upholstery • Contract • Casual Furniture
INDUSTRIAL
Diaper Coverstock • Webbing • Filtration
Needle Punch Carpeting • Weather Pile
Our commitment to Quality and
Service only grows stronger.
Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company
FIBERS AND YARNS MARKETING
P.O. BOX 66 • GREENVILLE, SC 29602 • (803) 242-6600 • FAX (803) 234-6666
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SEASON TICKET HOLDERS/OTHER VISI-
TORS: Season ticket holders and other visi-
tors to the stadium are requested to enter
Gates 1, 5, 9, 11, or 13. Persons with top
deck tickets must enter the stadium via the
ramps which are located behind the North and
South stands. Ramp entrances are adjacent
to Gates 1 and 13 on the South side and
Gates 5 and 9 on the North side.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1, 5 and 13 for the
handicapped.
WILL-CALL: Will-call tickets can be picked
up at the ticket office at Gate 9.
PASS-OUT HAND STAMPS: Pass-out hand
stamps will be available at Gate 1 , 5, 7, 9, 1 1
,
13 and the top decks. Any person leaving the
stadium other than with a team pass must
have his or her hands stamped, as well as ad-
mittance stub, to be readmitted to the sta-
dium.
Gates 4, 6 and 8 are closed prior to the
games and are opened for exit purposes only.
EMERGENCIES:
First Aid stations are located at the following
places: South side—Under Section J; North
Side—Under Section T; North Top Deck
—
Under Section K; South Top Deck—Under
Section E.
Trained nurses are on hand during each
game. Should a doctor be needed, ask any
usher, who knows the seat location of doc-
tors. Ambulances are located at Gates 1, 5,
8, and 13.
TELEPHONE: Pay telephones are located at
the stadium ticket offices at Gates 1, 5, 9, 13,
top decks.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public
address system is intended primarily for spec-
tators' information concerning the game.
Please do not request the use of the public
address system to make social contacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's restrooms
are located between the stands and can be
reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or
found, please report it to the Gate 1 or Gate
10 information booths.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession stands
are located beneath all stands and can be
reached from any portal.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls are
received in the Security Booth. The emer-
gency number is (803) 656-2999.
PROHIBITED ITEMS: The following items
are prohibited in Memorial Stadium; umbrel-
las, folding chairs, chaise lounges, food and
beverage containers of any type, alcoholic
beverages, thermos jugs, and ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is pro-
hibited at an athletic contest in Clemson
Memonal Stadium.
THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ATH-
LETIC DEPARTMENT REQUESTS
"NO SMOKING " IN THE SEATING
AREAS OF MEMORIAL STADIUM.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONSID-
ERATION OF THIS REQUEST







COMPANIES BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE OF CLEMSON
Z,UPAN & S^'™
SAND & CONCRETE, INC.
11519 Anderson Road, Greenville, South Carolina 2961
1
RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL
Concrete Driveways • Patios Walkways
Regular Block and Lightweight
Architectural and Customized
Complete concrete and masonry supplies
Radio-Dispatched Trucks
OPEN SATURDAY Five Locations to Service You
GREENVILLE








10815 Statesville Road, Charlotte, NC 28269,
Phone 704/875-0207
€nSL€V M€CHflNICnL ^
€RSL€V HCflTING AND COOLING ^





111 NEAL ST EASLEY
What does it mean
to be the world's leading
controls company?
Honeywell
Fur iiiiiic mliiiiiuilntn, t.ill Hn
;il l-HOO-.M.vftTTd Em, L%4 Helping You Control Your World
Specializing if
Flat Roots- Cedar Shake
Resdential Sliingles - Asbestos Remoyal
ROOF SERVICE
INC
INDUSTRIAL COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL
All Work Fully Guaranteed
Roofing & Sheet Metol
Repairs New Roofs Re-Roofing
Tear-Offs Built-ups • Roof-Overs Mslol
Sleep Pilch Tar & Gravel Single Ply
Modified Bitumen Single Ply Shingle
500 McGee Rood
224-0255
Building since 1 927







M.B. Kahn Construction Co., Inc.












220 Old Grove Rd
Box 8511, Greenville, SC 29604
803/235-3282
ORATED Fax 803/2323-8033
TELEPHONE (9 1 0) 299- 1717
FAX (910) 299-9168
Carolina Cast Stone Company, Inc.
PRECAST CONCRETE PRODLTCTS
PO. Box 8977, 27419
1023 Boulder Road, Greensboro, N.C. 27410
a> STRENGTH TRAINING




1981 Jeff Davis, LB
Jeff Bryant, DT
Lee Nanney, OT
1983 William Perry, MG
1984 Kenny Flowers, TB
1985 Jim Riggs, TE
1986 Ty Granger, OT
1987 Danny Pearman, TE
1988 Donnell Woolford, DB
1989 Vince Taylor, LB
1990 Levon Kirkland, OLB
1991 Mil<e Brown, C
1992 Brentson Buckner, DT
1993 Stacy Seegars, OG
1994 Nelson Welch, PK
Lifter-of-the-Year
1985 Kenny Flowers, TB
John Phillips, OG
1986 Ty Granger, OT
1987 Mark Drag, MG
1988 Jeff Bak, C
Mark Drag, MG
1989 Levon Kirkland, OLB
1990 Arthur Bussie, DT
Curtis Whitley, C
1991 Ashley Sheppard, OLB
1992 Warren Forney, DT
1993 Ed Glenn, TE
Stephen Wynn, TE
1994 Ed Glenn, TE
Kevin Handzel Wes Osswald Todd Wright



























Most Punt Ret. Yds:
Most Kickoff Returns:




58, Tony Sands, Kansas vs. Missouri, 1991
396, Tony Sands, Kansas vs. Missouri, 1991
8, Howard Griffith, Illinois vs. S. Illinois, 1990
435, Bhan Pruitt, C. Mich. vs. Toledo, 1994
79, Matt Vogler, TCU vs. Houston, 1990
48, David Klingler, Houston vs. SMU, 1990
716, David Klingler, Houston vs. Anzona State, 1990
1 1 , David Klingler, Houston vs. E. Washington, 1 990
403.4, Tim Clifford, Indiana vs. Colorado, 1980
(11-14-345-0-5)
23, Randy Gatewood, UNLV vs. Idaho, 1994
363, Randy Gatewood, UNLV vs. Idaho, 1994
6, Tim Delaney, San Diego St. vs. N. Arizona St., 1990
94, Matt Vogler, TCU vs. Houston, 1990
732, David Klingler, Houston vs. Arizona St., 1990
48, Howard Griffith, Illinois vs. Southern Illinois, 1990
7, Dale Klein, Nebraska vs. Missouri, 1985
7, Mike Prindle, Western Michigan vs. Marshall, 1984
8, Howard Griffith, Illinois vs. Southern Illinois, 1990
36, Charlie Calhoun, Texas Tech vs. Centenary, 1939
60.4 (5-302), Lee Johnson, BYU vs. Wyoming, 1983
20, Milton Hall, Texas Tech vs. Centenary, 1939
219, Golden Richards, BYU vs. N.Texas St., 1971
1 1 , Trevor Cobb, Rice vs. Houston, 1989
241, Jeff Blitz, Harvard vs. Princeton. 1952
5, by many (Last: Dan Rebsch, Miami (OH) vs. W. Michigan, 1972)
182, Ashley Lee, Virginia Tech vs. Vanderbilt, 1983
Clemson
36, Jim Shirley vs. N.C. State, 1951
36, Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1969
260, Cliff Austin vs. Duke, 1982
5, Stumpy Banks vs. Furman, 1917
5, Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
274, Terrence Flagler vs. Wake Forest, 1986
55, Patrick Sapp vs. Maryland, 1992
25, Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
25, Patrick Sapp vs. Maryland, 1992
323, Thomas Ray vs. North Carolina, 1965
4, Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
240.4, Jimmy Addison vs. Virginia, 1966
(12-19-283-0-3)
1 1 , Phil Rogers vs. North Carolina, 1 965
163, Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech, 1977
3, Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1953
64, Patrick Sapp vs. Maryland, 1992
374, Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1947
33, Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
5, Nelson Welch vs. N.C. State, 1 991
,
Maryland, 1992, UNC, 1994
5 (same as for rushing touchdowns)
13, Marion Butler vs. Wake Forest, 1942
52.0 (5-260), Banks McFadden vs. G.
Washington, 1939
10, Shad Bryant vs. Furman, 1939
167, Don Kelley vs. Maryland, 1970
7, John Shields vs. Alabama, 1969
174, Dave Thomas vs. Georgia Tech, 1972
3, Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1965





Hosts of this yeof's most exciting confetence action.
For a winning conference, trade show, banquet or meeting, make the
handoff to Palmetto Expo Center. We're set to tackle special events
of any size or scope. Our starting lineup includes 420,000 square feet
of meeting and exhibit space, an outdoor courtyard, and banquet
seating and service for up to 2,500 people. To set your game plan in
motion, we field special teams for catering, light and sound, and
event staging. For conference action, Palmetto Expo Center is an
odds-on favorite.
Textile Hall Corporation is the proud donor of the Textile
Bowl Trophy, presented each year to the winner of the
Clemson-North Carolina State game in honor of the
textile graduates of these two fine universities.
Saluting 100 years of Tiger Football.
PALMETTOEXPO CENTER












































































THE ACC TELEVISION NETWORK,
When the Tigers aren't home, catch every pass of
ACC Football action on the EXXON ACC Game of
the Week, airing Saturdays at 12:00 noon (ET) on
your ACC Network station.
Jefhipson
PilOE
Jefferson-Pllot Sports A Division of Jefferson-Pilot Communications One Julian Price Place Charlotte. NC 28208 704-374-3669
ijl^ MEDICAL STAFF
Fred Hoover































OPEN SUNDAY — THURSDAY
5:00 p.m. 'til 10:00 p.m.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY










































































































Of\ Mike Brice»5U p. So
Marvin Cross and Carlos Curry pressure a Maryland
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Robert Jacl<son
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Will Young, Trevor Putnam and Glenn Rountree are
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Tony Plantin is one of the young Tiger linemen Tommy West
is counting on in 1995.
I *>*>f^ CLEivisorsr football
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TIGER ROOKIES
ATTENTION HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS:
To be considered a qualifier at a Division 1 institution and be eligible for financial aid, practice and competition during your first year, you must:
1. Graduate from higfi school
2. Present a minimum combined test score on the SAT verbal and math sections or a minimum composite score on the ACT as indicated on the
index scale below:
















Present a minimum grade point average in at least 13 core courses in the following areas:
English — three years Social Science — two years
Mathematics — two years Additional Academic Courses (in any of the above
Natural or Physical Scienc e — two years areas or foreign language, computer science.
Additional course in English, mathematics, philosophy, or non-doctrinal religion courses)
or natural or physical science — two years — two years
Please note that student-athletes entering a Division I institution on or after August 1, 1996, must present four years of English and the two-
year requirement in mathematics must involve one year of algebra and one year of geography
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT THE NCAA AT (913) 339-1906.
40
Authorized Apple and IBM Sales and Service • Sold on Campus... Serviced on Campus!
Clemson Microcomputer Center
Microcomputing, Internet Consulting, Sales and Service!
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday - Friday • (803)656-3714 or CMC(2)clemson.edu
and Ifetwork Speciali$t$/







28 POOLE COMPUTER CENTER • P& AS BLDG. • CLEMSON UNIVERSITY






We are pleased to support the
Clemson University Football Program.
Keep up the good work!




• Stocks & Bonds • Mutual Funds
• Retirement Plans • CDs • IRAs
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1 04 Congaree RoaJ
297-7309
Orcouillc




2000 Reidviilc RoaJ:Suite 0&7 122 Beltlwe Bli J.
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Inside Sam s Clul?




Marliet Place Shopping Center
967-7522
Smpsoniille
Intersection ofHwy 14 & Main St.
ACC HONOR ROLL
A record 83 Clemson student-athletes were named to the ACC
Academic Honor roll for the 1994-95 academic year. To earn a spot on
the team an athlete must maintain a 3.0 (B average) for the entire
academic year. The 83 student-athletes break the previous high of 66
set during the 1987-88 academic year. The league began the program
in 1957.
Nine Clemson athletes made the team for the third time in their
careers. The list of three-time selections includes Jorge Anaya (men's
swimming), Daniel Aron (men's swimming), Jan Barrett (women's
tennis), Chris Eatough (men's soccer), Meredith Ford (women's track),
Paul Galloway (baseball), Andye McCrorey (football), Megan McEnery
(volleyball) and Jodie Phillips (women's track).
Here is the list of Clemson ACC Academic Honor roll student-
athletes for the 1994-95 academic year:
Name Sport CL Major Hometown
Jorge Anaya M-Swimming JR Management Guadalajara, Mexico
Daniel Aron M-Swimming SR Mech Engineering Stone Mtn., GA
Nidal Baba M-Soccer SR Biological Sciences Humble, TX
Virginia Barnes W-Track JR Psychology Easley SC
Katie Barnett W-Soccer FR Nursing Marietta, GA
Jan Barrett W-Tennis JR Psychology Ontario, Canada
Paul Barton Football SR Parks, Rec, Tour, Mgt Sorrento, LA
Stacy Boaze W-Swimming SO Math Science Greenville, SC
Sarah Borowski W-Swimming JR Nursing Spartanburg, SC
Angela Brames W-Soccer FR Secondary Education St, Petersburg, FL
Ronald Budde M-Basketball SR Biochemistry Knoxville, TN
Matt Bulman Football SR Human Resources Dev Roebuck, SC
Mike Byce Golf JR Economics Spartanburg, SC
Devin Carr W-Tennis FR Psychology Myrtle Beach, SC
Eric DeMoura Baseball SR Political Science Tauton, MA
John Dunham M-Swimming SO Industrial Management Austin, TX
Selina Dunworth W-Tennis FR Pre-Physical Therapy Gainesville, GA
Chris Eatough M-Soccer JR Civil Engineering Baltimore, MD
James Eggleston Baseball GR Textile Chemsitry Greer SC
Meredith Ford W-Track FR Industrial management Akron, NY
Warren Forney Football SR Human Resources Dev Ruthertordton, NC
Scott Freese M-Swimming JR Parks, Rec, Tour, Mgt Naperville, IL
Paul Galloway Baseball JR Mech Engineering Camden. SC
BIythe Gardner Volleyball FR Biological Sciences Waldorf, MD
Geoffrey Gardner M-Basketball SR Management Lexington, NC
Katarzyna Gawronska W-Swimming FR Accounting Des Moines, lA
Ed Glenn Football SR Microbiology Greenville, SC
Beth Goetz W-Soccer JR Psychology Florissant, MO
Larry Greenlee M-Track SR Management Clemson, SC
Chnstina Greig W-Swimming SO Biological Sciences Woodlands, TX
Joe Harris M-Track FR Language & Inter Anderson, SC
Karen Hartmann W-Track SR Language & Inter Schwerin, Germany
Travis Harvey Football JR Parks, Rec, Tour, Mgt St. Louis, MO
Sheila Humberstone W-Swimming FR Health Science Roswell, GA
Jorge Anaya Megan McEnery Jodie Phillips
Paul Galloway Jan Barrett Andye McCrorey
Tina Jensen W- Irack JR Architecture Denmark
Kara Jones W-Swimming SR Marketing byivania. UH
Tiftany Jones W-Swimiing SO Nursing LilDurn. bA
Karolina Jutkiewicz W-lennis SR Language & Inter. t. Huthenord, NJ
Azurdee Kennedy W- Irack SO Health Science Pittsburgh, PA
Dory Kldu w-basketbaii JR Speech & Comm. Hartweii, oA
Mark Kinch M-Soccer JR Physics Pi„||_-, TVDallas, ! A
Shannon King w-Tennis SR Early Childhood Dev. Acworth, GA
Trent Kirk M- 1 rack FR Engineering Massilon, OH
Kristen Kunkle W-Swimming JR Biological Sciences Elon College. NC
Craig Lennox M- Irack SR Finance Hudson, NH
Jennifer Mancini W-Swirnming CDrn Engineering Haieign, nu
Bruce Martin M-Basketoall SR Management bhady bprings, Wv
Treshell Mayo W- 1 rack SR Psychology Haleigh, NC
Andye McCrorey Football JR Sociology Hock Hill, SC
Meredith McCullen W-Soccer FR Psychology Bradenton, FL
Megan McEnery voiieyoaii JR Special Education Urland Hark, IL
Gregory Monn M-Swimming JR Computer Engineering Fredricksburg, VA
Melissa Odom W- lennis SO Special Education Columbia, SC
Peter Olson M-Swimming SO Liberal Arts Rochester MD
Emma Peetz W- lennis JR English Sydney Australia
Jodie Phillips W- track SR Sociology Towaco, NJ
Brad Pope Football JR Economics Alpharetta, GA
Trevor Putnam rooioall JR Human Resources Dev. Canton, NC
Renee Rayton W-Baskefball SR Health Science Aurora, CO
Matt Reeves Football SR Secondary Ed. History Anderson, SC
Mareike Ressing W-Track SR Food Science West Germany
Mandi Risden W-soccer FR Health Science Vincetown, NJ
Justin Rose M-Soccer FR Management Fountain Hills, AZ
Joshua Scott M-Track JR Health Science Charleston, SC
Louis Solomon Football JR Special Education Somerset, NJ
Mitch Sprengelmeyer M-Tennis SO Management Florence, SC
Brooke Staebell W-Basketball SO Financial Managment Littleton, CO
Tim Storsteen M-Swimming JR Special Education Santa Maria, CA
Aimee Stout W-Track JR Parks, Rec, Tour Mgt Westfield, NJ
John Thorp M-Track SR Parks, Rec, Tour, Mgt Nutting Lake, MA
Annie Trepanier W-Tennis FR Speech & Comm. Quebec. Canada
Graham Tull M-Soccer SO Biological Sciences Albuquerque, NM
Pilar Tyson W-Swimming SR Speech & Comm. Forest Grove, OR
John Walker Golf FR Financial Management Macon, GA
Charles Warren Golf FR Marketing Columbia, SC
Craig Wenning M-Soccer SO Accounting Dallas, TX
Steve White Golf SR Financial Managment Dalton. GA
Kim Wilbert W-Soccer FR Engineering Macungie, PA
Kathleen Wilcox W-Swimming JR Biological Sciences Ann Arbor Ml
Scott Winchester Baseball SR Management Midland, Ml
Stephen Wynn Football SR Human Resources Dev Winnsboro, SC
Lara Yaroszewski W-Swimming SR Speech & Comm. Fredricksburg, VA
Jeff Yenzer M-Soccer SO Biological Sciences St. Louis, MO
I M*>f^ CLETVISOISr FOOTBALL
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'95 OPPONENT SCHEDULES
CLEMSON GEORGIA SOUTH CAROLINA
Date Opponent Date Opponent Date Opponent
Sept. 2 Western Carolina Sept. 2 South Carolina Sept. 2 at Georgia
Sept. 9 Florida State Sept. 9 at Tennessee Sept. 9 at Arkansas
Sept. 16 at Wake Forest Sept. 16 New Mexico St. Sept. 16 Louisiana Tech
Sept. 23 Virginia Sept. 23 at Ole Miss Sept. 23 Kentucky
Sept. 30 at N.u. State Sept. 30 Alabama Sept. 30 Louisiana St.
Oct. 7 Georgia Oct. 7 at Clemson Oct. 7 Kent
Oct. 21 at Maryland Oct. 14 at Vanderbilt Oct. 14 at Mississippi St.
Oct. 28 at Georgia Tech Oct. 21 Kentucky Oct. 21 Vanderbilt












Date Opponent Date Opponent Date Opponent
Sept. 2 &at Florida St. Sept. 2 at Tulane Aug. 26 at Michigan
Sept. 9 Rutgers Sept. 9 North Carolina Sept. 2 William & Mary
Sept. 16 at Army Sept. 16 West Virginia Sept. 9 at North Carolina St.
Sept. 23 at Maryland Sept. 23 Duke Sept. 16 Georgia Tech
Sept. 30 Navy Sept. 28 at Georgia Tech Sept. 23 at Clemson
Oct. 7 Georgia Tech Oct. 7 at Wake Forest Sept. 30 Wake Forest
Oct. 14 at Virginia Oct. 21 Clemson Oct. 7 at North Carolina
Oct. 21 N.C. State Oct. 28 at Louisville Oct. 14 Duke
Oct. 28 Wake Forest Nov. 4 at North Carolina St. Oct. 21 at Texas
Nov. 1 at Clemson Nov. 1 Virginia Nov. 2 Florida St.
Nov. 1
8
at North Carolina Nov. 1
8
at Florida St. Nov. 1 at Maryland
&-Played in Orlando, FL Nov. 1 Virginia Tech
FLORIDA STATE NORTH CAROLINA WAKE FOREST
Date Opponent Date Opponent Date Opponent
Sept. 2 &Duke Sept. 2 Syracuse Sept. 2 Appalachian St.
Sept. 9 at Clemson Sept. 9 at Maryland Sept. 9 at Tulane
Sept. 16 N.C. State Sept. 21 at Louisville Sept. 16 Clemson
Sept. 23 Central Florida Sept. 30 Ohio University Sept. 23 at Navy
Oct. 7 Miami (FL) Oct. 7 Virginia Sept. 30 at Virginia
Oct. 14 Wake Forest Oct. 14 at Georgia Tech Oct. 7 Maryland
Oct. 21 Georgia Tech Oct. 21 Wake Forest Oct. 1
4
at Florida St.
Nov. 2 at Virginia Nov. 4 at Clemson Oct. 21 at North Carolina
Nov. 1 at North Carolina Nov. 1 Florida St. Oct. 28 at Duke
Nov. 1 Maryland Nov. 18 Duke Nov. 4 Georgia Tech
Nov. 25 at Florida Nov. 24 at N.C. State Nov. 18 N.C. State
&-Played in Orlando, FL
GEORGIA TECH NORTH CAROLINA ST. WESTERN CAROLINA
Date Opponent Date Opponent Date Opponent
Sept. 2 Furman Sept. 2 Marshall Sept. 2 at Clemson
Sept. 7 at Arizona Sept. 9 Virginia Sept. 16 Elon College
Sept. 16 at Virginia Sept. 16 at Florida St. Sept. 23 The Citadel
Sept. 28 Maryland Sept. 23 Baylor Sept. 30 Furman
Oct. 7 at Duke Sept. 30 Clemson Oct. 7 at Georgia Southern
Oct. 14 North Carolina Oct. 7 at Alabama Oct. 14 Marshall
Oct. 21 at Florida St. Oct. 21 at Duke Oct. 21 at UT-Chattanooga
Oct. 28 Clemson Nov. 4 Maryland Oct. 28 VMI
Nov. 4 at Wake Forest Nov. 1 at Georgia Tech Nov. 1 at Appalachian St.
Nov. 1 N.C. State Nov. 1 at Wake Forest Nov. 18 at East Tennessee St.




The legend of Death Valley continues
in 1995 as 16 football games will be
played on its surface. Clemson will play
its normal six regular season contests,
while the Carolina Panthers will play in
the facility 10 times, two preseason
contests and eight regular season
games.
What does the NFL's presence mean
in 1995? If the stadium is good enough
for the Carolina Panthers, it must be quite
a facility. In fact, minimal changes have
been made to make it ready for the
Panthers and the National Football
League.
This outstanding stadium that has kept
pace with the changing world of college
football has seen the Tigers run up a 53-
year record of 184-67-7, including a 26-
5-1 ledger over the last five seasons.
Clemson had a 16-game unbeaten streak
at home between 1990-92 and has a
career winning ratio of 73.0 percent.
The stadium has definitely been good
to the Tigers who call it home, but the
stadium was constructed against the
advice of at least one Clemson coach.
Just before head coach Jess Neely left
for Rice University after the 1939 season,
he gave Clemson a message. "Don't
ever let them talk you into building a big
stadium," he said. "Put about 10,000
seats behind the Y.M.C.A. That's all you'll
ever need'.
Instead of following Coach Neely's
advice, however, Clemson officials
decided to build the new stadium in a
valley on the western part of campus.
The place would take some clearing-
there were many trees, but luckily there
were no hedges.
The crews went to work: clearing,
cutting, pouring, and forming. Finally, on
September 19, 1942, Clemson Memorial
Stadium opened with the Tiger Football
team thrashing Presbyterian College, 32-
13. Those 20,000 seats installed for
Opening Day would soon grow; and grow
and grow.
When the original part of the stadium
was built in the early 40's, much of the
work was done by scholarship athletes,
including many football players. The first
staking out of the stadium was done by
two members of the football team, A.N.
Cameron and Hugh Webb. Webb
returned to Clemson years later to be an
architecture professor, and Cameron
went on to become a civil engineer in
Louisiana.
The building of the stadium did not
proceed without a few problems. One
day during the clearing of the land, one
young football player proudly announced
that he was not allergic to poison oak.
He then commenced to attack the poison
oak with a swing blade, throwing the
plants to and fro. The next day, however,
the boy was swollen twice his size and
had to be put in the hospital.
There are many other stories about
the stadium including one stating that
Frank Howard put a chew of tobacco in
each corner of the stadium as the
concrete poured.
Howard says that the seeding of the
grass caused a few problems. "About 40
people and I laid sod on the field," he
says. "After three weeks, on July 15, we
had only gotten halfway through.
"I told them that it had taken us three
weeks to get that far, and I would give
them three more week's pay for however
long it took. I also told them we would
have 50 gallons of ice cream when we
got through. After that it took them three
days to do the rest of the field. Then we
sat down in the middle of the field and ate
up that whole 50 gallons."
Howard says that on the first day of
the first game in the stadium, "the gates
were hung at 1:00 pm and we played at
2:00 pm." But that would be all of the
construction for a while. Then in 1958,
18,000 sideline seats were added and, in
1960, a total of 5,658 West end zone
seats were added in response to
increasing attendance. With the large
end zone, "Green Grass" section, this
expansion increased capacity to about
53,000.
Later, upper decks were added to
each side of the stadium as crowds
swelled-the first one in 1978 and the
second in 1983. This increased capacity
to over 81,473 which makes it one of the
10 largest on-campus stadiums in the
country.
The effect spiraling inflation has had in
this century can be dramatically seen in
the differences in stadium construction.
The original part of the stadium was built
at a cost of $125,000 or at $6.25 a seat.
The newest upper deck was finished in
1983 at a cost of $13.5 million, or $866 a
seat.
Through the years. Memorial Stadium
has become known as "Death Valley." It
was tagged this by the late Presbyterian
coach, Lonnie McMillan. After bringing
his PC. Teams to Clemson for years and
getting whipped, McMillan said the place
was like Death Valley. A few years later
the name stuck.Clemson has ranked in the Top 15 in the nation in attendance for 13 straight years.




Off-road or kicking-off a football Saturday, nothing beats a Ford Ranger in value! It's
Americas #1 selling compact pickup for 8 straight years. Versatile, reliable and tough,
Ranger is an all-American performer! Check out the entire
line-up of tough trucks at your Carolina Ford Dealer today. ^ FORD
VICKERY HALL |pr
Clemson University's commitment to
provide its student-atlnletes with the very
best of facilities is evident in many ways.
From the soaring upper decks of Memorial
Stadium, to the state-of-the-art strength
training facility, young men and women from
all 18 of Clemson's varsity sports have the
very best in facilities for training and
competition. Vickery Hall is no exception,
as the $3 million structure is as impressive
aesthetically as any of the other facilities.
But the importance of Vickery Hall to the
Clemson University Athletic Department is
not found in the structure itself, but in the
many programs that the building houses.
Vickery Hall opened in the spring of
1991 and is the first facility in the nation
originally constructed for the purposes of
meeting the comprehensive needs of
student-athletes. The two-story, 27,000-
square-foot building is open throughout the
day and into the evening to accommodate
the extended schedules of student-athletes,
and consolidates a variety of academic
services for their use.
The Vickery Hall facility and staff ranks
among the best in the nation and joined
Boston College as the only two programs of
its kind to become certified in 1995.
The philosophy behind Vickery Hall is to
provide the Clemson student-athlete with a
program that will meet his or her needs
academically, in personal growth and
development, and with career assistance.
Vickery Hall is tangible evidence that, at
Clemson, the athletic department has made
a commitment to make the student-athlete's
total experience a rewarding one, even after
he or she enters the professional world.
"Vickery Hall is one of the most
important facilities the Clemson University
Athletic Department has ever built or will
ever build. It makes a philosophical
statement about the institutional
commitment - giving our student-athletes
the same opportunity to achieve their full
potential academically that we give them
athletically. We're very serious about that,"
said Athletic Director Bobby Robinson.
Vickery Hall is located in the mainstream
of east campus, behind Jordan Hall at the
top of Bryan Mall. The main entrance to the
building is a 1,570-square foot
reception/office area, comprised of five
advisers' offices, two graduate student
offices, and a conference room. Also
located on the bottom floor is the office of
Bill D'Andrea, the director of Clemson's
student-athlete enrichment program.
Vickery Hall operates under the
guidelines and policies of the university and
the center's staff adheres strictly to the
rules and ethical conduct standards of the
university. In addition to the director, the
staff also consists of six full-time advisers,
two graduate assistants, and 50 tutors.
The building also boasts a 175-seat
auditorium to be used for classes, team
meetings, review sessions, and seminars.
The various speakers and lecturers who
come to work with Clemson student-
athletes as part of the student-enrichment
program also use this facility.
Another area of the main floor, the
computer resources area, consists of a
general computer tutoring room and a
computer science tutoring room. The
computer room contains 30 personal
computers for hands-on computer tutoring,
word processing and other general uses.
The 1 3,000-square-foot study and
tutoring area on the second floor comprises
the majority of the center. This area
contains 28 tutorial rooms, including a large
65-seat study room and nine 20-seat study
rooms, which are designed as classrooms
with freestanding desks. There are 10
classrooms located on the first floor.
The facility has paid dividends. In the
spring semester of 1995, Clemson student-
athletes recorded a 2.55 GPA, highest on
record. Eighty-three student-athletes made
the ACC Academic Honor Roll in 1994-95,
an all-time record. Records were also
eclipsed in terms of dean's list athletes. It
is also a reason a record four Tiger football
players are graduate students in 1995.
The facilities at Vickery Hall helped Warren




The Student-Athlete Career Assistance
Program is one of the most important
programs provided by the staff of Vickery
Hall. The philosophy of this program is to
provide student-athletes with job searching
skills and strategies, internships, practicum
experience as well as summer employment.
These programs are designed to address
specific career opportunities through a
program that uses each year to gain
information on the student-athlete.
By using the resources available to the
University, Alumni Center and the Athletic
Department, former Tiger gridder James
Earle is working to establish a network of
businesses, companies, and executives
who will help assist with The Summer
Employment Assistance Program. The
program's main goal is to provide the
student-athlete with a job experience and a
work history, which he or she can apply to
his or her academic discipline.
The Long Term Career Assistance
Program, also coordinated by Earle, will be
coordinated from the academic colleges,
the Placement Center, and through the
Athletic Department contacts. This
program is designed to better prepare the
student-athlete for full-time employment and
will focus on resume writing and interview
techniques so that each student-athlete will
be competitive and aggressive when
dealing with companies who visit the
Clemson campus.
Personal Growth Program
Another aspect of Clemson University's
commitment to help student-athletes reach
their potential in all areas of their life -
academically, athletically, and socially, is the
personal growth program. This program is
one of the many purposes of Vickery Hall.
This particular area of student development
is designed to enhance and support the
lives of student-athletes during their
enrollment in college as well as in their life
experiences after graduation.
Ginty Porter, the Development
Coordinator, and Vickery Hall staff realize
that student-athletes have more obligations
than a regular college student. The
personal growth program seeks to eliminate
some of the stresses of adjustment to the
higher level of academics and athletics. It is
the groups special task to assist the
student-athlete by creating a finely tuned
balance of all areas to ensure success in
obtaining a Clemson University degree, by
supporting successful athletic practice and
competition, enhancing personal growth,





Death Valley. The name speaks for itself.
Ifyou want to play in this house, you
better have the reputation to back it up.
TORO's 640 Series Sprinkler has been the
number one choice for athletic sports
fields for more than a decade. That's a
reputation built on MVP performances.
Ifyou want that kind of durability, match
TORO quality products with certified
contractors like Environmental
Landscaping...a winning team that can




P.O. Box 8159 . Greenwood. South Carolina 29646
TORO.






Put Bell Atlantic NYNEX Mobile on
your team for two simple reasons ...
Cost and Coverage!
With our Carolines SuperSystem you can
call all over the region at your low home
rates. From Clemson to Columbia to
Charlotte to Greenville — and lots of other
places as well — you've got over 30,000
square miles of coverage from a team with
the experience to get the job done!
You can't lose!
And when you add all the business ser-
vices, over 200 cell sites and the chain of
Communications Stores throughout the
Carolinas, it's easy to see who the winner
in cellular service is —
Bell Atlantic NYNEX Mobile.
@ Bell Atlantic NYNEX Mobile
Cellular System by Motorola
Almost Perfect
Eastman Chemical Company has
developed on-time delivery into an art.
98% of the time, we hit our marks right
on cue. And with product quality so
consistent, problems are the rare
exception. Maybe that's why 70% of our
customers rate us their #1 supplier.
But we're not happy with almost
perfect. At Eastman, continuous
improvement is one way we create
value for our customers.
So we keep working at it. That atti-
tude helped us become the first major
chemical company to win the Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award. And
we appreciated the ovations.
But until every customer receives
every shipment on time every time,
we will keep striving for the perfect
performance.
Let your friends at Eastman demonstrate
the art of service and quality.
Call 800-EASTMAN.
EASTMAiy
Eastman Chemical Company Malcolm Baldrige Award Winner
whose dedication is (he core of Laidlaw finvironmental
Services. So while South CaroUna may be the site of our
North American headquarters, its really more than just
a location. It's the center of our whole world.
P S/ERI/ICBS
i .f^ liox 210799, Columbia, South Carolina 29221
'
WE'LL PAY YOU TO HAVE EXCITING
V/EEKENDS*
The Army Reserve will give you weekend excitement like you've never had
before, and you can earn more than $16,750 while you're enjoying yourself during a
standard enlistment. Think about it. On a part-time basis, usually one weekend a
month plus two weeks' Annual Training, you could earn good pay, have a good time,
make good friends and even be entitled to good benefits and opportunities to get
money for education. You'll also be getting hands-on training in a skill that will last
you a lifetime.
Army Reserve knows how to make weekends interesting. Are you interested?
Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:
1-800-USA-ARMY
BE ALL you CAN BEf
ARMY RESERVE
Introducing
9* The E-Z Bac "TailGater"
iljjf Storage compartment and picnic table all rolled into one
•J{»
Will not jack-knife
•Jfi Easier to back than other trailers
Parallel parking made simple
Easily fits into single parking space
•4^4 Optional accessories available for towing jet skis,
motorcycles and ATV's.
Receiver Hitches
Call To Order 1-803-739-6974
M C VISA Discover American Express Accepted
CLEMSON FOOTBALL HISTORY
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ACC TV EXPOSURE ON THE RISE
A Supreme Court ruling in 1984 pro-
vided the impetus for the dramatic growth
of college football on television we have
witnessed over the last decade.
Prior to 1984, the NCAA Television
Plan was relatively simple and stringent.
Some history is in order. Beginning in
1938, the University of Pennsylvania tele-
vised one of its home games. As far as is
known, there were then six television sets
in Philadelphia, and all were turned to the
game. From 1940 through 1950, all of
Pennsylvania's home games were tele-
vised.
In 1951, a three-person NCAA com-
mittee concluded, "television threatens to
seriously harm the nation's overall athlet-
ic and physical education system, "
emphasizing that, " the television problem
is truly a national one and requires col-
lective action by the colleges."
The result: a TV Plan for the next 30
years which essentially provided that only
one game per week could be telecast in
Clemson and Florida State will both benefit in terms of
exposure and balancing its budget when the new col-
lege football TV contracts go into effect in 1996.
each area of the country, with a single
team appearing a maximum of three
times during a season.
The 1984 Supreme Court ruling would
dramatically change the playing field,
however, declaring, "that by curtailing out-
put and blunting the ability of member
institutions to respond to consumer pref-
erence, the NCAA has restricted rather
than enhanced the place of intercolle-
giate athletics in the Nation's Life."
Thus unharnessed, consumer
demand for college football continues to
grow at record levels, and promises to do
so into the 21st century. In other words,
multiple networks were free to televise
multiple games each weekend.
Couch Potatoes weren't the only ones
to benefit from the 1984 Supreme Court
ruling.
ACC Football programs, eager for
regional and national exposure of the
type which had permanently vaulted ACC
basketball to the head of the class some
years earlier, began to air week-
ly on television sets throughout
the Southeast and beyond.
Appearances for all members
of the conference began to
increase, and by 1996 each
ACC institution can expect 50%
or more of its season schedule
to be televised.
Starting in 1996 the ACC will
have one game on ABC and one
game on ESPN (ESPN or
ESPN-2) and one game on Jef-
ferson Pilot every week. When
the SEC and Big East signed a
contract with CBS, that reduced
the number of conferences avail-
able to regional games on ABC.
In 1995 ABC has the rights to all
college games with the excep-
tion of Notre Dame home
games, which are televised by
NBC.
"The 1996 season will be a big
plus for the ACC football fan,"
said ACC Assistant Commis-
sioner Rick Chryst. "Almost
every weekend there will be
three games on live television
involving ACC teams. A school
like Clemson could have six to
eight of its games televised. It
can only help ACC schools in
terms of recruiting and exposure."
The Selection Process
With increased consumer demand for
college football on television has come a
corresponding complexity in the determi-
nation of game starting times. No longer
is it possible to set one fixed kickoff time
for an entire home season. Instead, a
standard framework has been structured
whereby each ACC institution has the
opportunity to "play its way on" to regional
and national television appearances. It is
within that framework by which game
starting times are established. This year,
games have been announced through
September 23. After that, games are
announced 12 days prior to the date, but
some dates are announced just six days
ahead.
Before detailing exactly how and when
ACC games are selected for television,
the following glossary should assist you
in solving the "Prime Time Puzzle."
ABC: The long-time home of college
football, ABC holds the broadcast net-
work rights to the CFA television package
in 1995.
CFA: The College Football Associa-
tion, formed in 1977, has been adminis-
tering a national football television plan
since 1984. Current conference mem-
bers in the CFA Plan include the ACC,
Big East, Big Eight, Southeastern, South-
west and Western Athletic, as well as cer-
tain independents. (The Big Ten and
Pacific 10 conferences have a separate
national television package with ABC and
Notre Dame has its own package with
NBC.) The CFA Plan will no longer be in
effect in 1996.
ESPN: Presently carried in 65 million
homes, ESPN holds the national cable
rights to the CFA television plan. In addi-
tion to its successful Thursday night
package (8:00 PM.), ESPN telecasts a
weekly Saturday night prime-time game
at 7:30 p.m.
JP Sports: Jefferson Pilot Sports,
based in Charlotte, N.C., has held syndi-
cated television rights to ACC football
since 1985. Affiliated broadcast stations
across the six-state ACC region comprise
the syndicated network. JP Sports
selects the best ACC game available
each week-after the CFA selections.
Here's a quick look at how the plan
I ^>*>3 CLEJVISOlVr FOOTBALL
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Clemson could see ABC's camera's covering Tiger games
many times starting In 1996.
TheACC on TV in 1995
(The following is a list of games tfiat have been announced. Other Games
after Sept. 23 on ESPN and ABC will be announced at a later date).
Sept. 2 Florida State vs. Duke (at Orlando) 3:30 PM ABC
Sept. 2 1 LJ 1 1 MCll 1 CI I \Jt'ij'^ \ M'Cl 1 1 12:00 PM JP
Sept. 9 lui lua oiaic cii oiciiiovii 12-00 PM ABC
iNt-'l III \jal\J\\] la ctl IVIdiyictllVJ 12 00 PM JP
12 00 PM JP
Sept. 21 North Carolina at Louisville 8:00 PM ESPN
Sept. 23 Virginia at Clemson 12:00 PM JP
Sept. 28 Maryland at Georgia Tech 8:00 PM ESPN
Sept. 30 Wake Forest at Virginia 12:00 PM JP
Oct. 7 Miami (FL) at Florida State 7:30 PM ESPN
Oct. 7 Virginia at North Carolina 12:00 PM JP
Nov. 2 Florida State at Virginia 8:00 PM ESPN
Nov. 23 Georgia at Georgia Tech 11:00 AM ABC
Nov. 24 North Carolina at N.C. State 1 1 :00 AM ABC
Growth of College Football Games on Television
Year ACC National TV Regional Total
1977 5 15 15
1987 16 54 72 126
1992 27 126 178 304
1997 43 171 256 437
works:
"Special Date" Selections: Each fall
the conference office, with approval of
each school's athletic director, works with
ABC and ESPN to establish certain "spe-
cial date" TV games featuring ACC
teams. This year, such games include
ESPN Thursday night telecasts of Mary-
land @ Georgia Tech, UNC @ Louisville
and Florida State @ Virginia. Also high-
lighted as special Thanksgiving weekend
rivalries on ABC are Georgia Tech vs.
Georgia on Thanksgiving Day and North
Carolina @ N.C. State the following day.
September Selections; Throughout
the spring and early summer ABC, ESPN
and JP Sports evaluate the ACC sched-
ule in an effort to create a strong and
interesting television package as possi-
ble. By July 1 , ABC and ESPN announce
their programming for the first four weeks
of the season. With that in place, JP
Sports is able to finalize its picks for
those weeks as well.
Twelve-Day Selections: As October
and November arrive, conference races
build to a climax and college football
speeds toward New Year's Day. Hoping
to showcase the excitement and bring
YOU the best games each week,
ABC.ESPN and JP Sports move to a 12-
day selection. Each Monday by 4:00
p.m., ABC, ESPN and JP Sports choose
game selections for Saturday of the fol-
lowing week.
Common Questions:
How are starting times determined?
To maximize exposure (of viewers) for
each ACC institution, its student-athletes
and the television networks, games are
for the most part scheduled in three dif-
ferent time periods or "windows" as to not
conflict each other-early afternoon, late
afternoon and night. The ACC regional
JP Sports game is always shown at 12
noon. Most ABC national games are at
3:30p.m. and most ESPN games are
shown at 7:30 or 8:00 p.m. at night.
Why Thursday games? Why 11:00
a.m. kickoffs?
Recently, ESPN has added a Thurs-
day night game of the week, similar to
NFL's Monday Night Football. This game
has become more and more popular and
now often produces ESPN's highest
viewership. (Last year's Georgia Tech-
Arizona game was one of the most widely
watched college football games ever for
the ACC on ESPN with 7 million+view-
ers.) The lack of competition with other
sports product on Thursday night makes
this game a valuable franchise for ESPN
and the ACC. Most ACC schools will be
asked to appear once or twice on Thurs-
day night over the next five years.
The 1 1 :00 AM games are used during
Holiday weekends and are dictated by
competing sports product. By starting
one hour earlier than the traditional
games shown that same day, the net-
works hope to capture early viewers who
will stay tuned if the game remains com-
petitive.
What do ACC schools receive finan-
cially from television?
The ACC member institutions, com-
peting for conference championships in
23 officially-sponsored sports, support
athletics department budgets averaging
approximately $17 million annually. Near-
ly 30% of athletic department revenue
comes from television-related income,
which is distributed in nine equal parts to
the ACC member institutions. Television
rights fees have become vital in providing
academic and athletic opportunties for






INSPIRATION FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
Successful meetings and events need grand inspiration, and the Clyde Madrcn Continuing Education and Conference
Ccntei at Clemson University is trulv inspiring. Set along the shores of scenic Lake Hartwell and surrounded by an 18-hole
championship golj course, the Madren Center is a meeting place that promises to take you out of the ordutarv. With 1 7,000
square feet of meeting and function space, the center provides the space and versatility to give your ediuational symposium,
association workshop, corporate seminar or special event just what it needs. And, ij nourishing the body as well as the mind
IS on the agenda. Seasons ivstaurant and joe's Place lounge offer something jor every taste.
Madren center
For inspiration for your ne.\t event, call 1-800-655-4088 or locally, 803-656-7155.
PHOTO OF THE WEEK fife
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No. Name Pos. Hgt. vvgt. NO. Name Pos. Hgt. vvgi.
53 RAHIM ABDULLAH OLB 6-6 210 FR. HS 57 CHRIS JONES ILB 6-1 195 FR. HS
Jacksonville, FL Fletcher Monroe, GA Monroe Area
10 MICHAEL ALLEN RB 5-11 195 FR. HS 37 KEVIN LAIRD P 5-11 165 •FR. RS
Conway, SC Conway Brandon, MS Brandon
78 ED ALTMAN OG 6-3 265 •SO. 1VL 61 MARK LANDRY OT/SN 6-4 265 SO. 1VL
Waycross, GA Ware County Amherst, NH Sowhegan
86 CARL BAKER WR 6-0 185 FR. HS 64 ZANE LEWIS OG 6-2 278 •FR. RS
Sumter, SC Sumter Memphis, TN Raleigh-Egypt
74 BRENT BANASIEWICZ OG 6-3 280 *FR. RS 13 BILLY LUCKIE QB 6-2 205 FR. HS
Monticello, FL Aucilla Chnstian Acad Ft. Walton Beach, FL Choctawhatchee
65 ELMER BENCH SN 5-9 210 SO. 1VL 5 ANDYE MCCROREY ILB 5-10 210 *GR. 3VL
Manning, SC Manning Rock Hill, SC Rock Hill
87 ERIC BRADFORD DE 6-3 260 JR. JC 35 DAMONTE MCKENZIE DE 6-2 265 FR. HS
Dalzell, SC Georgia Military JC Lake City HS Lake City, SC
58 KENDRICK BRIDGES ILB 6-2 234 FR. HS 9 DEXTER MCCLEON CB 5-10 190 •JR. 2VL
Lakeland, FL Kathleen Meridian, MS Meridian
94 DONALD BROOMFIELD OLB 6-4 241 •FR. RS 40 CHRIS MCINALLY P 6-3 192 SR. 1VL
Olustee, FL Baker County Troy, Ml Troy
23 RASHIDI BROWN RB 5-7 170 FR. HS 68 JOEDY MITCHELL OT 6-6 280 FR. HS
Hackensack, NJ Hackensack Heritage HS Conyers, GA
79 JIMBUNDREN OT 6-3 275 •SO. 1VL 73 DWAYNE MORGAN OT 6-3 310 SR. 1VL
Wilmington, DE A.I. Dupont Gnffin, GA NE Oklahoma JC
77 MATT BUTLER OG 6-3 278 *FR. RS 7 LAMONT PEGUES TB 5-11 200 SO. 1VL
Belmont, NC South Point Thomasville, SC Thomasville
28 ANDRE CARTER FS 5-10 194 •JR. 2VL 96 TONY PLANTIN DE 6-4 260 SO, SO
Camden, SC Camden Pendleton, SC Pendleton
56 O.J.CHILDRESS OLB 6-3 210 FR. HS 70 HOLLAND POSTELL OT 6-6 290 *FR. RS
Nashville, TN McGavock Summerville, SC Summervi le
83 WILL CLARK TE 6-2 225 FR. HS 27 RAYMOND PRIESTER FB 6-1 220 SO. SO
Marietta, GA McGavock Allendale, SC Allendale-Fairfax
49 JASON COLLINS TE 6-5 218 •SO. 1VL 50 TREVOR PUTNAM C 6-4 275 •SR. 2VL
Slidell, LA Northshore Canton, NC Pisgah
88 KENYA CROOKS WR 6-3 190 SO. SO 39 MATT REEVES ILB 5-11 210 SR. 3VL
Seneca, SC Seneca Anderson, SC TL. Hanna
91 MARVIN CROSS DE 6-4 262 *GR. 3VL 46 CHRIS RICE CB 5-10 175 FR. HS
Durham, NC Hillside Starkville, MS Starkville
81 RUDYCURRIE OLB 6-3 198 •SO. SO 95 BERNARD RANDOLPH DE 6-2 270 •JR. 1VL
Cleveland, OH St. Edwards Townville, SC Pendleton
93 CARLOS CURRY MG 6-2 285 SR. 3VL 75 GLENN ROUNTREE OG 6-3 285 •SO. 1VL
Decatur, GA Columbia Suffolk, VA Nansemond-Suffolk
20 BRIAN DAWKINS SS 6-0 190 SR. 3VL 3 PATRICK SAPP OLB 6-4 245 SR. 3VL
Jacksonville, FL Raines Jacksonville, FL Raines
33 TONY DESUE OLB 5-10 205 •JR. 2VL 17 JEFF SAUVE PK 6-0 194 •SR. 3VL
Virginia Beach, VA Kempsville Mechanicsburg, PA Cumberland Valley
52 ADRIAN DINGLE OLB 6-3 235 FR. HS 41 ANTHONY SIMMONS ILB 6-1 205 FR. HS
Holly Hill, SC Holly Hill Spartanburg, SC Spartanburg
44 ANTHONY DOWNS TB 6-1 200 SO. 1VL 99 LAMARICK SIMPSON DE 6-2 280 SR. 3VL
Greenville, SC Berea Rock Hill, SC Rock Hill
32 KELTON DUNNICAN FB 5-11 210 SR. 1VL 18 EMORY SMITH FB 6-0 238 •JR. 2VL
Sumter, SC NE Oklahoma JC Pensacola, FL Escambia
1 ANTWAN EDWARDS FS 6-1 200 FR. HS 11 LOUIS SOLOMON WR 5-10 168 •GR. 3VL
Starkville, MS Starkville Somerset, NJ Franklin
85 WESLEY ELLIS TE 6-4 240 •FR. RS 14 BRANDON STREETER QB 6-3 180 FR. HS
Pemberton, NJ Pemberton Township Gettysburg, PA Gettysburg
16 LEOMONT EVANS FS 6-1 200 SR. 3VL 54 JOHN THOMPSON ILB 5-10 220 FR. HS
Abbeville, SC Abbeville Jacksonville, FL Fletcher
43 ANDY FORD CB 5-11 180 JR. 2VL 55 JAMIE TRIMBLE C 6-2 250 •JR. 1VL
Sumter, SC Sumter Ormond Beach, FL Mainland
29 PETER FORD CB 5-11 180 JR. 2VL 22 DAMONDWARD CB 5-10 170 FR. HS
Sumter, SC Sumter Wilson, NC Milford Academy (CT)
90 WARREN FORNEY MG 6-3 275 *GR. 3VL 8 SPEEDY WATSON CB 5-7 167 •SR. 1VL
Rutherfordton, NC RS Central Memphis, TN Hamilton
15 NEALON GREENE QB 5-11 190 SO. 1VL 97 RAYMOND WHITE MG 6-3 255 •SO. 1VL
Yonkers, NY Lincoln Clinton, MS Clinton
21 HENRY GUESS WR 6-2 208 •SR. 3VL 92 BRETT WILLIAMS OLB 6-4 250 •JR. 2VL
Cordova, SC Edisto Albany, GA Dougherty
82 LAMONT HALL TE 6-4 250 •SO. 1VL 98 ERIC WILLIAMS DE 6-3 280 FR. HS
Clover, SC Clover Marlboro County, SC Marlboro
12 TRAVIS HARVEY H/QB 6-1 195 •Sr. 1VL 25 UNDRE WILLIAMS CB 5-9 160 SO. 1VL
Annandale, VA Stuart Gray, GA Jones County
26 EDHAUSGEN ILB 5-8 200 SR. 3VL 42 MOND WILSON ILB 6-3 235 •SO. 1VL
Cincinnati, OH Madeira Tupelo, MS Tupelo
6 MARCUS HINTON WR 6-0 174 SR. 3VL 36 CHUCK WINSLOW OLB 6-2 235 •SR. 3VL
Powder Springs, GA McEachern Virginia Beach, VA Green Run
80 TONY HORNE WR 5-11 170 SO. 1VL 2 JOE WOODS WR 5-9 160 JR. •2VL#
Rockingham, NC Richmond County Union, SC Union
34 ANDRE HUMPHREY CB 5-8 190 SR. 3VL 19 ANTWUAN WYATT WR 5-11 190 JR. 2VL
Wilmington, NC Laney Daytona Beach, FL Mainland
72 ROBERT JACKSON OT 6-6 328 •SR. 2VL 59 WILL YOUNG OG 6-2 280 SR. 2VL
Washington, DC Woodson Clemson, SC Daniel
24 JAMES JENKINS TB 6-1 210 SO. 1VL 12 BENNIEZEIGLER OLB 6-3 218 FR. HS




ATHLETIC 'World's Largest Supplier of Clemson Gifts & Souvenirs"
100% cotton pique knit golf shirt (with or without
pocket) Med.-XL $32.99 XXL $34.99 3XL I
$35.99
100% cotton t-shirts-Centennial logo M-XL
$12.99 XXL $14.99 Crewneck Sweatshirt (not
shown) M-XL $24.99 XXL $26.99 Call regarding
our other Centennial logo caps, golf shirts &
glassware (not shown)
|
100% cotton pique knit golf shirt-embroidery
Clemson/front, tiger paw on back Med-XL
$33.99 XXL $35.99 3XL $37.99
Cotton twill baseball cap (adjustable sizing)
\
$12.99 colors/ navy or white
1 00% cotton pique golf shirt Med.-XL $34.99 >
XXL $36.99
Color block 100% cotton pique golf shirt Med.-
XL $32.99
Cotton twill baseball cap (adjustable sizing)
$12.99 available colors-orange or white
Twill baseball cap (colors/orange, white or navy)
$12.99
Twill baseball cap (colors/orange or white)
$12.99
100% cotton turtleneck shirt Med.-XL $24.99
XXL $26.99
Our famous Tillman cardigan sweater $134.99 or
vest $119.99 (front and back shown) sizes small
thru extra large
NAME
CALL FOR OUR NEW COLOR CATALOG • PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
DAY TIME PHONE #
ADDRESS _












VISIT OUR OTHER STORES
McALISTER SOUARE MALL GREENVILLE
WAREHOUSE OUTLET ON MAIN ST CENTRAL
"HOLD THAT TIGER" AUTOMOTIVE AIR HORN










WE SHIP BY UPS
IF YOUR ORDER IS UP TO ADD
$30.00 $4.00
$30.00 - $50.00 $4.50
$50.00 - $100.00 $5.50
ABOVE $100.00 $7.50
CCD. ORDERS ADD $4.50 IN ADDITION TO FREIGHT
SUB TOTAL
SHIPPING
S.C. 6% SALES TAX
TOTAL
WE ACCEPT
n M/C VISA n AMEX




& 1993 The Coca-Cola Company. "Coca-Cola." the Dynamic Ribbon device and the Contour Bottle design are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company.



























RT DEREK SUMMEROUR 95
NT BRIAN ROSEBORO 90
LT DAN BEST 92
OLB JIM RODGERS 88
OLB WILLIAM CROCKER 80
ILB BEN RICHARDSON 45
ILB ELTON CLAWSON 48
RCB DONNELL BRINSON 12
LCB REGGIE CHAVIS 7
SS JEFF ROGERS 2
FS ROBERT TUCKER 38
P DAVID HILL 42
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
1 ANTWAN EDWARDS FS 23 RASHIDI BROWN RB 50 TREVOR PUTNAM C 80 TONY HORNE WR
2 JOE WOODS WR 24 JAMES JENKINS TB 52 ADRIAN DINGLE LB 81 RUDY CURRIE OLB
3 PATRICK SAPP OLB 25 UNDRE WILLIAMS WR 53 RAHIM ABDULLAH LB 82 LAMONT HALL TE
5 ANDYE MCCROREY ILB 26 ED HAUSGEN ILB 54 JOHN THOMPSON LB 84 ORLANDO DAVIS WR
6 MARCUS HINTON WR 27 RAYMOND PRIESTER FB 55 JAMIE TRIMBLE C 85 WESLEY ELLIS TE
7 LAMONT PEGUES TB 28 ANDRE CARTER SS 56 O.J. CHILDRESS LB 87 ERIC BRADFORD DE
8 SPEEDY WATSON CB 29 PETER FORD CB 57 CHRIS JONES LB 88 KENYA CROOKS WR
9 DEXTER MCCLEON CB 32 KELTON DUNNICAN ILB 58 KENDRICK BRIDGES LB 90 WARREN FORNEY MG
11 LOUIS SOLOMON WR 33 TONY DESUE OLB 59 WILL YOUNG OG 91 MARVIN CROSS DE
12 BENNIE ZEIGLER LB 34 ANDRE HUMPHREY CB 61 MARK LANDRY OT 92 BRETT WILLIAMS DE
13 BILLY LUCKIE QB 36 CHUCK WINSLOW OLB 64 ZANE LEWIS OG 93 CARLOS CURRY MG
14 BRANDON STREETER QB 37 KEVIN LAIRD P 65 ELMER BENCH SN 94 DONALD BROOMFIELD OLB
15 NEALON GREENE QB 39 MATT REEVES LB 70 HOLLAND POSTELL OT 95 BERNARD RANDOLPH DE
16 LEOMONT EVANS FS 40 CHRIS MCINALLY P 72 ROBERT JACKSON OT 96 TONY PLANTIN DE
17 JEFF SAUVE PK 41 ANTHONY SIMMONS LB 73 DWAYNE MORGAN OT 97 RAYMOND WHITE MG
18 EMORY SMITH FB 42 MONO WILSON ILB 74 BRENT BANASIEWICZ OG 98 ERIC WILLIAMS DE
19 ANTWUAN WYATT WR 43 ANDY FORD CB 75 GLENN ROUNTREE OG 99 LAMARICK SIMPSON DE
20 BRIAN DAWKINS SS 44 ANTHONY DOWNS TB 77 MATT BUTLER OG
21 HENRY GUESS WR 46 CHRIS RICE DB 78 ED ALTMAN OG
22 DAMOND WARD CB 49 JASON COLLINS TE 79 JIM BUNDREN OT



























DE LAMARICK SIMPSON 99
MG CARLOS CURRY 93
DE RAYMOND WHITE 97
RUSH TONYDESUE 33
BAN PATRICK SAPP 3
ILB MOND WILSON 42
ILB ANDYE MCCROREY 5
CB DEXTER MCCLEON 9
CB ANDRE HUMPHREY 34
SS BRIAN DAWKINS 20
FS LEOMONT EVANS 16
P CHRIS MCINALLY 23
WESTERN CAROLINA
1 MARK HOWELL TB 20 JASON HODGIN SS 48 ELTON CLAWSON MLB 79 GREG BAER C
2 JEFF ROGERS SS 21 BRETT CHAPPELL TB 52 JOHN SCOTT SLB 80 WILLIAM CROCKER WLB
3 KEVIN BUXTON SE 26 MARCO BUTLER FL 53 BROOK KING SNP 82 CHAD SIMPSON TE
4 ANDY BUSH SE 29 TELLY BANKS CB 55 CHAD BRADLEY MLB 83 KEVAN LOVIN TE
5 DAVID PATTEN FL 30 MARDEL MILLER SE 58 SCOTT TANTON RE 85 KAWASAK PENN TE
6 JEROME LARDY SE 31 KEN HINSLEY PK/P 61 JODY MATHIS OT 87 JAY BROOKS TE
7 REGGIE CHAVIS CB 33 MICHAEL STEWART FB 62 WES GREENWELL C 88 JIM RODGERS RE
8 KYLE HINSHAW SS 34 WILLIAM BUTLER FS 63 SCOTT STINSON OG 89 LEANDER DUMAS DT
9 TERENCE STOKES TB 35 CHAD DAVIS WLB 64 GREG TAYLOR C 90 BRIAN ROSEBORO DT
10 CHAD GREENE QB 36 DAVID RUNNER FB 65 JIMMY BUTLER OT 91 PHIL JOHNSON NG
12 DONNELL BRINSON CB 37 CHAD MCCLURE FB 66 TRADE ELKINS OT 92 DAN BEST DT
13 DENORRISE BURTON CB 38 ROBERT TUCKER FS 70 HAROLD WALKER OT 93 STACY MORRIS DT
14 JAMIE SUBER CB 41 BRAD HOOVER FB 71 BEN BERGAMINI OG 94 MARIS SINGLETARY DT
15 TRAVIS HYATT QB 44 RON HORNBUCKLE DT 72 BLAKE WATSON QG 95 DEREK SUMMEROUR DT
16 CRANSTON JOHNSON CB 45 BEN RICHARDSON SLB 73 MICHAEL SUDDRETH NG 96 KENDRICK CAINE DT
17 JOSH BROOKS QB 46 JEFF PATTERSON RE 76 BOO ROBINSON OG 98 DAVID HILL PK/P
19 DEKE HERRIN FL 47 WILL THURMAN SLB 78 ALEX SPRINKLE OG 99 MARIO MCGREW MLB
One Phone Call And We'll Be
On Yoixr Doorstep.
As the leader in automated door design, sales and service,
we've made dependability a household word.
Whether you're purchasing an automatic garage door for your home, rolling fire doors
for commercial use, or insulated sectional doors for heavy industrial applications, depend-
ability is your main concern. That's why so many architects, engineers and safety managers
insist on Overhead Door products.
At Overhead Door, we not only offer a complete line of standard and custom door
systems, our professional staff installs and services every product we sell. That's how
we became the leader in the residential, commercial, and industrial door industry - by
providing top quality door products backed by dependable service after the sale.
You can count on Overhead Door to meet your architectural and performance specifica-
tions - today and tomorrow. For more information on Overhead Door's complete line of
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WESTERN CAROLINA ROSTER
# NAMt rUo WtaT CL # NAME POS HOT Wu 1
79 GREG BAER C 6-2 267 So. 91 PHIL JOHNSON* NG 6-0 256 So.
Wilmington, NO (New Hanover HS) Shallotte, NC (West Brunswick HS)
29 TELLY BANKS * CB 5-9 169 So. 53 BROOK KING * SNP 5-9 192 Jr.
Durham, NC (Southern Durham HS) Hendersonville, NC (West Henderson HS)
71 BEN BERGAMINI OG 6-0 255 So. 6 JEROME LARDY * SE 5-7 163 So.
Durham, NC (Jordan HS) Sterling, VA (Park View HS)
92 DAN BEST DT 6-5 268 Fr. 83 KEVAN LOVIN TE 6-3 222 Jr.
Faison, NC (North Duplin HS) Locust, NC (West Stanly HS)
55 CHAD BRADLEY * MLB 6-0 230 Jr. 61 JODY MATHIS ** OT 6-4 286 Sr.
Franklin, NC (Franklin HS) Canton, NC (Pisgah HS)
12 DONNELL BRINSON ** CB 5-10 187 Jr. 37 CHADMCCLURE FB 5-11 246 Fr.
Mt. Olive, NC (Southern Wayne HS) Hayesville, NC (Hayesville HS)
87 JAY BROOKS TE 6-1 210 So. 99 MARIO MCGREW '* MLB 6-0 241 Jr.
Sylva, NC (Smoky Mountain HS) Wilmington, NC (New Hanover HS)
17 JOSH BROOKS * OB 6-0 192 So. 30 MARDEL MILLER SE 5-10 172 Fr.
Sylva, NC (Smoky Mountain HS) Morehead City NC (West Carteret HS)
13 DENORRISE BURTON CB 5-9 169 Fr. 93 STACY MORRIS * DT 6-5 247 So.
Asheville, NC (Asheville HS) Ellenboro, NC (East Rutherford HS)
4 ANDY BUSH SE 5-7 158 Jr. 5 DAVID PATTEN *** FL 5-10 175 Sr.
North Augusta, SC (North Augusta HS) Columbia, SC (Lower Richland HS)
65 JIMMY BUTLER ** OT 6-5 283 Jr. 46 JEFF PATTERSON * RE 6-3 225 So.
Roebuck, SC (Dorman HS) Belmont, NC (South Point HS)
26 MARCO BUTLER FL 5-10 163 Fr. 85 KAWASAK PENN * TE 6-4 245 So.
Ware Shoals, SC (Ware Shoals HS) Pfafftown, NC (North Forsyth HS)
34 WILLIAM BUTLER FS 6-0 173 Fr. 45 BEN RICHARDSON * SLB 6-3 230 So.
Winston-Salem, NC (East Forsyth HS) Winston-Salem, NC (North Forsyth HS)
3 KEVIN BUXTON SE 5-11 183 Fr. 76 BOO ROBINSON OG 6-2 287 Fr.
Laurinburg, NC (Scotland County HS) Asheville, NC (Asheville HS)
96 KENDRICKCAINE DT 6-2 265 Fr. 88 JIM RODGERS *** RE 6-2 228 Sr.
Southport, NC (South Brunswick HS) Athens, GA (Cedar Shoals HS)
21 BRETT CHAPPELL * TB 5-11 202 So. 2 JEFF ROGERS ** SS 5-8 186 Sr.
Rosman, NC (Rosman HS) Bunn. NC (Bunn HS)
7 REGGIE CHAVIS * CB 5-8 171 So. 90 BRIAN ROSEBORO * DT 6-3 276 So.
Whghtsville, GA (Johnson County HS) High Point, NC (Andrews HS)
48 ELTON CLAWSON ** MLB 6-2 241 Jr. 36 DAVID RUNNER FB 5-9 225 Fr.
Charlotte, NC (Garinger HS) Jupiter, FL (Jupiter HS)
80 WILLIAM CROCKER *** WLB 6-3 211 Sr. 52 JOHN SCOTT SLB 6-1 211 Fr.
Horse Shoe, NC (West Henderson HS) Greer, SC (Greer HS)
35 CHAD DAVIS * WLB 6-2 229 So. 82 CHAD SIMPSON ** TE 6-2 265 Jr.
Old Fori, NC (McDowell HS) Oak Ridge, NC (Northwest Guilford HS)
89 LEANDER DUMAS * DT 6-5 248 So. 94 MARIS SINGLETARY DT 6-5 287 Fr.
Waynesville, NC (Tuscola HS) Whiteville, NC (West Columbus HS)
66 TRADE ELKINS " OT 6-5 284 Sr. 78 ALEX SPRINKLE * OG 6-1 276 So.
Hendersonville, NC (Hendersonville HS) Statesville, NC (South Iredell HS)
10 CHAD GREENE *** QB 6-2 212 Sr. 33 MICHAEL STEWART ** FB 5-11 234 Jr.
Yadkinville, NC (Forbush HS) Mooresville, NC (Mooresville HS)
62 WES GREENWELL *" C 6-5 294 Sr. 63 SCOTT STINSON ** OG 6-1 294 Sr.
Silver Spring, MD (Fork Union Military Academy) Tavares, FL (Tavares HS)
19 DEKEHERRIN FL 5-10 164 Fr. 9 TERENCE STOKES TB 5-9 185 Fr.
Clemson, SC (D.W. Daniel HS) Bunn, NC (Bunn HS)
42 DAVID HILL PK/P 5-10 169 Fr. 14 JAMIE SUBER CB 5-9 181 Fr.
Pisgah Forest, NC (Brevard HS) Columbia, SC (Dutch Fork HS)
8 KYLE HINSHAW SS 6-2 209 Fr. 73 MICHAEL SUDDRETH NG 6-3 268 Fr.
Liberty NC (Southeast Guilford HS) Huntersville, NC (West Charlotte HS)
31 KEN HINSLEY PK/P 6-3 198 Fr. 95 DEREK SUMMEROUR *** DT 6-2 286 Sr.
Palm City FL (Martin County HS) Flowery Branch, GA (Gainesville HS)
20 JASON HODGIN SS 5-11 189 Fr. 58 SCOTT TANTON RE 6-3 229 Jr.
Webster, NC (Smoky Mountain HS) Locust, NC (West Stanly HS)
41 BRAD HOOVER FB 6-1 200 Fr. 64 GREG TAYLOR C 6-0 262 Fr.
Thomasville, NC (Ledford HS) Shelby NC (Shelby HS)
44 RON HORNBUCKLE DT 5-11 235 Jr. 47 WILLTHURMAN* SLB 6-1 223 So.
Bryson City, NC (Swain HS) Hayesville, NC (Hayesville HS)
1 MARK HOWELL *** TB 5-9 194 Sr. 38 ROBERT TUCKER ** FS 5-11 192 Sr.
Moravian Falls, NC (Wilkes Central HS) Lillington, NC (Harnett Central HS)
15 TRAVIS HYATT QB 6-2 207 Jr. 70 HAROLD WALKER OT 6-2 344 Fr.
Bryson City NC (Swain HS) Anderson, SC (TL. Hanna HS)
16 CRANSTON JOHNSON CB 5-10 178 Fr. 72 BLAKE WATSON OG 6-2 266 So.
Gastonia, NC (Ashbrook HS) Raleigh, NC (Broughton HS)
63
He's Never Taken An Extra
Point For Granted.
If the game is close, maybe you'll slide to the edge
of your seat as the kicker sets up for the extra point.
Maybe.
But perhaps you don't realize just how important
every point is to someone like Matthew.
^
Matthew knows everything there is to know about child
abuse. He's seen it and he's felt it. He is an expert at
hiding in the closet, under the bed and beneath the
house. But for the first time in his life,
Matthew is learning what it's like to be loved.
For every point Clemson scores this season,
First Union will donate $25 to Helping Hands
of Clemson, a non-profit organization of profes-
sionals and volunteers dedicated to helping and
caring for a lot of children just like Matthew.
So, this year when you're cheering for the
Tigers, cheer a little louder for Matthew.
Everyone at First Union will be.
If you'd like to do more than
stand on the sidelines, please






In the over 126 years of football, tfiere have
been six football organizations for both play-
ers and coaches to gain experience: Arena
Football, the World Football League, the NFL,
the USFL, collegiate football and high school
football. In one assistant football coach, the
Tigers have gained someone with experience
in all of those areas.
Charlie Harbison is the new defensive
backs coach for Clemson University. He joined
the Tigers in July of this year and is ready for
the '95 season to begin. But he can't coach at
Clemson without the knowledge gained from
his past influencing his present. This coach
has been involved in every aspect of the game
in every venue of the game as either a coach
or a player.
The Shelby, NC, native again returns
'home' to the Carolinas for work, but he has
never left here in spirit. "I'd like to stay in the
Carolinas. That's why I came back here from
UTEP. I like the east coast, I like the
Carolina's and I feel that anywhere I
live In the Carolina's is like home,"
says Harbison.
Harbison's road to playing and
coaching professionally began in col-
lege when he played football as a
defensive back for Gardner-Webb,
located in Boiling Springs, NC. He
moved on to the professional ranks
as a free agent with Buffalo Bills
after college.
He was released from the Bill's
training camp in 1982, but not before
he received the opportunity to see
what professional football was all
about, and not before he made some
valuable connections and observa-
tions. "It was a big change for me
because I played at a small school. I
learned a lot at camp, which told me
that I could play the game. I loved it
because that's what I had been
working for, to achieve that goal,"
states Harbison.
His move to the USFL, a spring
league, lasted a few years, as he
played for the Boston Breakers and the New
Orleans Breakers. That again was another
beginning for Harbison, a place to make con-
nections and learn more about the game. "I
didn't stay (with the Bills) because I was
released, but the spring of '83, I played for the
USFL, the Boston Breakers. That was great.
It gave me and guys like me the opportunity to
play professional ball when there wasn't room
on the rosters of the NFL. It also provided jobs
for coaches. Some of the coaches and players
in the USFL are coaching in the NFL now."
Since then he has coached for the
Charlotte Barons (minor-league football sys-
tem), the Raleigh-Durham Skyhawks (World
League), the Carolina Cougars (Professional
Spring Football League), and the Charlotte
Rage (arena). With the exception of the
Panthers, he is the only coach on record to
have coached for all three Carolina profession-
al football leagues. His college coaching
career came to life when he returned to
Gardner-Webb in 1992, moved to Texas-El
Paso for the '94 season, and now, has come to
begin his career at Clemson. That's quite a
roster of teams!
One of the things that Harbison learned
over his career is that there are both striking
similarities and differences among all of the
different leagues. "Professional ball players
have an idea of the game. You have to teach
them their responsibilities, technique. They
tend to know their assignments, but as a colle-
giate ball player, you have to teach them more
in depth. In high school, some kids play both
sides of the ball, but in college they have to
focus on one position.
"As a coach, in professional
ball you're dealing with men. They
have more time and this is their
livelihood. They are going to focus
on it because this is how they
Harbison has experience at every level of football. Above he
makes a tackle as a member of the Boston Breakers of the
USFL.
make their living. In college, the first couple of
years, the kids get caught up in the campus
atmosphere. On the one hand, they are a stu-
dent, but on the other hand they are an ath-
lete. In professional ball, that's all they do, play
football."
The last professional football coaching stint
Harbison had was with the Charlotte Rage. In
arena ball, the field is just 50-yards, as
opposed to the traditional 100-yard spread in
high school, college, world league, the USFL,
and the NFL.
"Arena football, 'the 50-yard war', is a
throwback to high school football," says
Harbison. "Guys play both sides of the ball.
You have to find a different kind of player. You
can't find a one-dimensional player for that
kind of team because he won't fit into the sys-
tem. The main difference I see between
arena and traditional football is the amount of
time spent on the field by the players."
He has found the stadiums and arena's
dramatically different as well. "In traditional
stadiums, you are away from the field where
as in arena ball you are right there on the side-
lines. If a ball tips a receivers hand, and it
goes into the stand, the fans keep the ball. If
you get too close to the wall, and you get hit,
you could be in the fans' lap.
"As a position coach, I stood in the box on
the floor with the players. As the defensive
coordinator, I stood on the field behind the
offense when I called the defensive signals. If
my defensive back got an interception, I either
had to run the other way or jump the wall. That
happened to me several times."
All of these avenues to play football and
coach football have been to
the benefit of Harbison. They
have given him the opportunity
to play and coach at many dif-
ferent levels, to experience
offense and defense, to gain
an amazing knowledge of the
game and how it is executed.
"For guys that like to stay
active and keep football in
their system, arena football is
good because you can work a
regular job and get a work
release for the season.
Everywhere I've coached and
played, I've tried to be a sponge. I
learned as much as I could from
everybody I came in contact with.
Then I put my personality to it."
Harbison is putting his personality
into the Clemson defense in 1995, not
a difficult task because he is familiar
with the Tiger tradition. "I think a lot of
Clemson. I grew up reading about
Clemson, seeing them on television. I
wondered if I could play Division I
football. When I went to Buffalo, that's
when I knew I could play division I col-
lege football, because I played in
camp with guys who were from some
major schools.
"Clemson is one of those schools.
(Jerry Butler and Perry Tuttle were on the
Buffalo team in 1982). Clemson, as far as a
football atmosphere, there is an electricity in
the air. I came to one game and you look
around and you can see the excitement in the
air. People love football here."
His philosophy on coaching is a little bit like
his career. He has moved around a lot, but it's
all for a common goal; to learn and to achieve.
Charlie Harbison and the Clemson football
staff are working toward a winning season and
the exciting atmosphere you can almost touch
when you enter Death Valley in the fall.
College football season has returned to
Clemson, South Carolina, and Charlie
Harbison is 'home' again.







Did You Know , , , 2
In the first two years, Clemson sent more officers to serve in
World War II than any other institution except West Point and Texas
A&M.
The first eye-witness account of the D-Day Invasion of
Normandy was tiled hy a Clemson graduate.
A principal inventor of the famous World War 11 Jeep was a
Clemson graduate, also.
During the war years the Clemson campus became a testing
and training facility. The most famous soldier who passed this way-Henry
Kissinger.
Six thousand Clemson men served in World War II, and they
served with valor, bringing home dozens of Purple Hearts, Medals of
Honor and Distinguished Service Medals— in all, documentation shows
that Clemson men were awarded every type of medal the United States
bestowed in World War II.




Jeff Sauve wears many fiats. Wfien Sauve
runs down tfie tiill on to Frank Howard Field
ttiis afternoon he will be wearing his third
different hat of 1995. Today's headgear is a
bit harder in texture than his first two hats
because he was member of the Clemson
Tiger and Utica Blue Sox baseball teams.
While he is best known for his baseball
prowess at Clemson, he has been looking
forward to strapping on his helmet and serving
as Clemson's starting placekicker for quite
some time. "Being the starting field goal kicker
is something I've been anticipating for five
years. I've kicked off for three years, but I am
anxious to put some points on the board
instead of trying to keep the opponent from
scoring, which is what I did as a pitcher."
Sauve has spent his first four seasons at
Clemson patiently waiting while Nelson Welch
has been responsible for all the Tigers field
goal and PAT responsibilities.
"I think having Nelson ahead of me has
made me a better kicker. It was tough waiting
on Nelson, but I realized the situation. He was
doing a great job. He was an Ail-American,
AII-ACC, and he broke the ACC field goal
record. That competition with Nelson will pay
off this year."
Sauve's first hat of 1995 had him on a
whirlwind tour with the Clemson baseball
team. It was a long successful season, starting
in February in Arlington, TX and ending in
June at the College World Series in Omaha,
NE. He had his most successful season yet as
member of the Tiger pitching staff. He finished
the 1995 campaign with a record of 5-0. Two
of those wins came against top 25 opponents.
He averaged almost a strikeout per inning
pitched and had twice as many strikeouts as
walks. He concluded his career fourth in
Clemson history in games pitched and was
among the top 25 in Clemson history in
strikeouts (151) and victories (18).
Sauve gained wins over Old Dominion,
Georgia, Georgia Tech, North Carolina and
Alabama. The victory over the Crimson Tide
propelled the Tigers to Omaha for Clemson's
first appearance in the College World Series
since 1991. "I got the win in the regional over
Alabama that sent us to Omaha. It was neat
because I was with my parents earlier that day,
and my dad said, 'wouldn't it be something if
you could get the win in tonight's game.' It was
also special for me because the regional took
place at Clemson, so it was my last game at
Tiger Field."
The Alabama game closed out a stellar
performance by the right-hander in the
regional. He pitched four innings in relief
giving up no runs and no hits over two games.
Along with the win over Alabama, he picked up
a save versus Jacksonville two days earlier.
Sauve seemed to save his "best stuff" for
NCAA Tournament play over his career. He
posted a 2.37 ERA in the NCAAs, well below
his career ERA of 4.09. The Clemson baseball
team reached the NCAA Tournament all four
years of his career.
As big as going to the College World Series
is, the win over Alabama is not his most fond
memory. "I think the biggest memory of my
college pitching career was against Florida
State in 1994. I came in and pitched 4 1/3
innings, didn't give up any hits and recorded
seven strikeouts." He led the Tigers to a 9-5
win that day over the second-ranked
Seminoles.
After the 1995 Clemson season, Sauve
was drafted in the 11th round of this year's
Major League Baseball Amateur Draft by the
Boston Red Sox. The Red Sox sent him to
Utica, NY to play for the organization's short
season A club.
Wearing the Blue Sox cap, Sauve would
see such towns as Batavia and Watertown,
NY. He had some success with the team. "I
ended up pitching 15 innings in middle relief
and had 17 strikeouts. It was not a lot of
work, but it gave me a taste of professional
baseball." Sauve's ERA was around 4.0 and
Sauve has already earned seven letters and been a part of six Top 20 teams at Clemson.
he had a 1-1 record with one save in his short
stint that was cut short by his commitment to
return to Clemson for the football season.
Sometimes minor league players often
complain of the living conditions and travel
arrangements on the minor league level. This
helps drive some players to make it to "The
Show," but Sauve had no problem in Utica.
"The travel arrangements were good
actually, because we stayed in really nice
hotels. That did surprise me a little bit
because you always hear horror stories about
minor league baseball's traveling conditions.
We traveled on buses that were just as nice as
the ones we travel on at Clemson. The only
difference is that you play every single day If
you are five hours away and play a 7;00 PM
game you leave after that game at 11:00 PM
and get home about four or five in the morning
and play that next night. You have to take care
of yourself and get the proper sleep."
While he was in Utica he did not forget the
task ahead of him in the fall as placekicker for
the Clemson football team. "When we had a
home stand, I would get up and practice
everyday we had a game. I tried not to miss a
day the whole summer. There was a field near
Utica college (where the Blue Sox all lived)
with goal posts.
"One of the guys who would go out and
hold for me was Mike Jacobs, a pitcher for the
Blue Sox, who played football and baseball at
East Carolina. He was a holder there so it
worked out perfect. He said any day you want
to go out and kick just wake me up and I will
go out and hold for you."
In the preseason drills, Sauve has been
outstanding in distance and accuracy. "You
never have to worry about Jeff Sauve's work
habits, he is always in great shape," said
Tommy West. "You can tell he has been
working on his kicking in his spare time. We
expect him to have an excellent year and
continue our tradition of having great kickers at
Clemson. He is a fine leader, he wouldn't have
been a co-captain of Jack Leggett's baseball
team if he didn't have their respect."
Now with the 1995 football season almost
set to get undenway Sauve is focusing only on
football and feels he knows what needs to be
done to have a successful season. "To be a
good kicker you need to be consistent. I know
that I have a good holder and a good snapper,
and that's a big part of the whole play more
than a lot of people realize. Playing football is
really what I came to school for athletically I
signed a scholarship to kick for Clemson and I
feel this is what I do best. I've been excited for
this year a real long time."
Sauve has played two sports for many
years and is in fact the only active Clemson
athlete with seven letters entering the 1995-96
academic year. Could he continue his dual
sport role on the pro level? "One of my goals
is to play both football and baseball at the
professional level. I am just going to take it
one game at a time and what happens,
happens. If it doesn't happen I have baseball
to go back to. Playing both sports has been a
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Punt Return Yds: 126































by Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 10-18-69
by Cliff Austin vs. Duke, 10-16-82
by Rodney Williams vs.
N.C. State, 10-24-87
by Tommy Kendrick vs. Duke, 10-24-70
by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1 1-22-47
by Jimmy Addison vs. Virginia, 9-24-66
by Mike Eppley vs. Virginia (10-8-83)
by Charlie Waters vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
by Perry Tuttle vs. Maryland, 11-14-81
by Perry Tuttle vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1 1 -21 -53
by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1 1 -22-47
by Donnell Woolford vs. Georgia Tech,
9-26-87
by John Shields vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
by Jeff Davis vs. N. Carolina, 1 1-8-80
by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-30-65
by Jim Stuckey vs. Wake Forest, 1 1 -3-79
by Jim Stuckey vs. Maryland, 9-15-79
by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 9-15-79
by Chester McGlockton vs.
South Carolina, 11-17-90
by Brentson Buckner vs. North Carolina,
1 1 -7-92
by Warden Rouse vs. Maryland 10-30-93
by Michael Dean Perry vs. N.C. State,
1 0-24-87
by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 9-15-79
BY OPPONENT
by Charlie Wysocki, Maryland, 9-15-79
by Don McCauley, N. Carolina, 11-14-70
by Corey Croom, Ball State, 9-5-92
by Ted Brown, N.C. State, 1 1-25-75
by Kip Allen, The Citadel, 10-4-86
by Bob Davis, Virginia, 9-24-66
by Stan Gelbaugh, Maryland, 1 1-16-85
by Henley Carter, Duke, 10-19-68
by Henley Carter, Duke, 10-19-68
by Stan Gelbaugh, Maryland, 11-16-85
by Ross Browner, Notre Dame, 11-12-77
BY CLEMSON
vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
vs. Virginia, 10-21-72
vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45
vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45
vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
vs. Duke, 10-24-70
vs. Virginia, 9-24-66
vs. Auburn, 1 1-22-47
vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81




vs. Wake Forest, 11-2-85




























Punt Ret. Yds: 100
13 vs. Furman, 1 1-21-42
vs. Pensacola N.A.S., 10-13-45
56.6 (3-170) vs. Wake Forest, 10-29-77
5 vs. South Carolina, 1 1-23-68
vs. Georgia, 9-19-81
110 vs. Wake Forest, 11-21-59
227 vs. Georgia Tech, 9-26-87
160 vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
10 vs. Maryland, 9-15-79
vs. North Carolina, 1 1-7-92
19 vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
18 vs. The Citadel, 10-4-86
BY OPPONENT
by Duke, 10-24-70
by Florida State, 11-1-75
by North Carolina, 11-14-70
by N.C. State, 10-25-75
by N. Carolina, 11-6-76
by N.C. State, 10-25-75











by The Citadel, 10-4-86
by Auburn, 11-21-53
by Auburn, 10-10-70
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may do a lot for you
emotionally. But it's not
going to help the two of
you much fmancially For
a comfortable, worry-
free future, you need
soimd advice and solid
thinking. That's why over
1.7 million people depend
on TIAA-CREF. We offer
investment, insurance,
and personal savings
plans that can help you
reach your financial goals.
To find out more, call
1800 226-0147 for a free
Personal Investing Kit,
including a current CREF






people in education and
research.
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l^m\^^ ear up for a winning season with Outdoor Gear Soft-Side
U^y^^ Coolers and Tailgater Chairs. Our attractive, lightweight
^^^^ Tailgater Chairs are made tough enough to support 300
pounds and can be easily carried anywhere. And, our Soft-Side coolers
are so effective that they'll hold ice for up to 48 hours with no
leaks...guaranteed! So don't let this season pass you by without your
own Outdoor Gear. Get yours today at leading department and sporting
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IPTAY
Traditions are something that don't
happen overnight, they evolve over a
number of years. One tradition at Clemson
that is going strong and heading into its
61st year is IPTAY. The IPTAY Scholarship
Foundation, is known throughout the
country for its faithful and generous
contributions by its supporters. A recent
USA Today article called IPTAY the best-
known organization of its kind in the nation.
The article noted that at a time when
college athletic costs are rising IPTAY
continues to lead the way in supporting
athletic scholarships at Clemson. IPTAY
plays a major role in ensuring that all 18 of
the varsity sports at Clemson are given
the maximum amount of scholarships
allowed by the NCAA.
IPTAY completed another record
breaking year in 1994-95 when it went over
the $6 million mark for the second straight
year. The total number of members
reached 19,000. The Tiger Cub Club was
introduced in 1993, giving Clemson fans
from birth to age 22 a chance to become
involved in Tiger athletics. That club is now
approaching the 2,000 mark in terms of
members.
Thanks to this support, Clemson enjoyed
another banner year in 1994-95. Nine
Clemson teams, including five spring
sports, advanced to NCAA play. Clemson
was one of four schools in the nation to
have its football, basketball, and baseball
teams ranked in the top 25 of the USA
Today poll at one time or another.
Clemson had four ACC Rookie-of-the-Year
selections and 22 All-Americans.
IPTAY is recognized as one of
the oldest, largest and most
successful athletic fundraising
organizations in America. IPTAY
was the first athletic fundraising
organization in the country to top
the two, three, four, and five-
million dollar marks in annual
donations.
In 1934, Dr. Rupert Fike
founded IPTAY with a very simple
purpose in mind: IPTAY provides
funds for athletic scholarships.
Since 1934 IPTAY has certainly
met Pike's goal, providing
scholarships for over 5,000
student-athletes, trainers, and
managers.
IPTAY currently provides the
funds for tutorial programs staffed
by trained academic advisors,
assisted by graduate and
undergraduate students. This
support is intended to ensure that
all student-athletes are given the
opportunity to earn their degree
while participating in athletics.
IPTAY donors have also played an
intricate role in the "Campaign for
Clemson", a long range fund-raising project
of the University. The University's original
goal of 62 million dollars was surpassed
with the next goal of 78 million also being
surpassed in the campaign that ended on
June 30, 1992. IPTAY provided three
million dollars with ongoing opportunities
for donors to be part of the Vickery Hall
Academic Learning Center.
Vickery Hall, located on East Campus, is
a 27,000 square foot facility that houses
the tutoring and advising programs for
student-athletes. The building contains
various-sized study and tutoring rooms
used for individual study as well as small
group instruction.
This building is a major reason Clemson
student-athletes had a record 2.55 GPA in
the Spring Semester of 1995. Additionally,
83 student-athletes made the ACC
Academic Honor Roll, the highest figure in
Clemson history. A record number of
students also made the Dean's List and the
President's List.
The generous support of loyal donors to
IPTAY has allowed the organization to go
beyond the funding of athletic scholarships
by providing the financial basis for many of
the unparalled athletic facilities at
Clemson.
Since 1978, IPTAY has provided the
funding for $34 million of capital
improvements in the area of athletics.
These improvements include the
expansion of the football stadium, the
renovated baseball facility (Tiger Field), the
outdoor track with new stadium facilities,
the indoor tennis facility, the soccer
stadium, the weight room, the new golf
practice area, a new cross country course,
the McFadden Building, and the
IPTAYATicket office facility.
The facilities are among the best in the
country, at least that must be the opinion of
the NCAA. Over the last two years
Clemson has played host to NCAA events
in four different sports, including three in
1994-95.
IPTAY is also proud to provide the
funding for Tiger Band. Each year IPTAY
establishes financial support for travel,
uniforms and equipment for this integral
part of the Clemson athletic program.
While IPTAY is primarily concerned with
athletic fundraising, the mission of
Clemson University has not been
overlooked. The IPTAY Academic
Scholarship Endowment was created to
help meet the need for more academic
scholarships for non-athletes who are
highly qualified academically. This
scholarship endowment is funded by
certain company gifts that are made as a
result of employee contributions to IPTAY.
In addition, the athletic department has
made generous contributions to the
endowment from athletic revenues.
The IPTAY Academic Fund is presently
the largest scholarship endowment of its
kind at Clemson providing $2.3 million in
funds, currently benefitting more than 60
students. IPTAY's support extends to all of
the student body.
The tremendous support of IPTAY is
due, in large part, to the
organizational makeup that allows
donors to be as close to IPTAY as
they are to their local IPTAY
leadership. Each of South
Carolina's 46 counties has an
IPTAY County chairman, and every
county is alloted an IPTAY
representative for every 35 donors.
One important way IPTAY keeps
in touch with its membership is the
annual Clemson Club meeting held
in April and May of each year.
These meetings, which feature
different coaches and
administrators are just one of the
ways of making the local IPTAY
members feel close to Clemson.
Clemson University will continue
to be recognized and respected on
the national level athletically and
academically with the full support of
IPTAY. IPTAY will continue to be
successful because a loyal
One of the factors in Dr. Deno Curris' decision to come to commitment to Clemson University
Clemson was the consistent love of the school expressed by is a way of life in the hearts of
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Tigers face South Carolina at Riggs Field Sunday at 2:00 p.m
MEN'S SOCCER
By Sam Blackman
The balancing act is coming to Clemson.
This does not mean a high-wire act will be
in Tigertown. Instead, the Tigers will be more
balanced this season with a renewed
emphasis on defense to compliment one of the
most potent returning attacks in the collegiate
game.
"We have a tremendous amount of talent
returning this season as far as offensive
weapons are concerned," said first-year Head
Coach Trevor Adair. "With Wolde Harris, Imad
Baba, and Miles Joseph up front we have an
abundance of talent offensively, probably the
best in the country. They are potent attackers,
as they all bring a different dimension to the
game.
"This trio represents goal scoring,
creativity, speed, and depth that diminishes the
opponent's ability to key on one particular
player. Offensively, we should be very
explosive, but in the spring we concentrated on
improving defensively."
Clemson returns nine starters and 16
letterwinners from the 1994 team that
finished with a 13-7-1 record, and advanced
to the semifinals of the ACC Tournament.
"It is our objective this year to make sure
our team attacks well, but it is just as
important that we defend equally well," said
Adair. "If we can do that, I think this will
increase this team's ability to play more
consistently and have a successful season.
The key to the success of this team is that
all our players can play both sides of the
ball—not only go forward, but defend as
well.
"We may play a 4-5-1 alignment. This
does not mean we will attack less, but we
may attack more from the back. We have
good midfield players and that is where our
strength will be. We may also play a 3-6-1
alignment. Defensively we should be much
improved.
"
Clemson has two returning goalkeepers
in Matt Jordan and John Cervantes. Jordan
started all 21 games last season as a
freshman and played 1,738 minutes. He
posted 63 saves and allowed 27 goals, for a
1.40 goal against average. He has a wealth
of international experience having played for
the U21 national team last spring.
Cervantes, a rising senior, played 97
minutes in four games for the Tigers in
1994. For his career, Cervantes has played
in 1 1 games and has not given up a goal.
"We have very capable goalkeepers with
Jordan and Cervantes," Adair said. "They have
the abilities to lead Clemson defensively, and I
was impressed with their play in the spring.
Matt Jordan is coming off a great spring. He
is a good shot stopper and is very quick and
athletic. He picked up valuable experience
playing with the Under 21 National Team this
past spring.
The Tigers have quality depth in the back
as seven defenders with starting experience
return from last season—Danny Care, Mark
Kinch, Justin Rose, Jamahl Green, Sylvan
Bednar, Chris Eatough, and Tony Williams.
Green, a senior, started 17 games for the
Tigers last season, and for his career has
appeared in 61 games, starting 57. In 1992,
he was named to the Soccer America All-
Freshman Team, and was named second-
team AII-ACC in 1992 and 1993.
Care, a junior, has started 40 of the 44
games the past two seasons. Care had two
goals and four assists from his defensive
position in 1994. Kinch returned to the lineup
last season after red-shirting the 1993 season.
After leading the team in assists with eight as
a midfielder in 1992, he played back in 1994.
Rose and Williams were both freshmen
starters in 1994. Rose started 17 games,
while Williams started 20 contests last season.
Bednar and Eatough are seniors with
considerable experience, as both were starters
in 1992 and 1993.
"After evaluating the team, I thought we
Harris needs just 20 goals to become Clemson's
career leader in just three years.
needed to concentrate on our defense and this
is the area we recruited heavily," said Adair.
"Our recruits shore up our team in the back
and add excellent depth."
Jeff Bilyk (Bayport, NY), Russell Kiefer
(Westerville, OH) and Dana Quick (Rochester,
NY) are three signees who will play as
defenders or in a defensive midfield position.
Bilyk played for St. John The Baptist High
School in Bayport, NY. In 1993, his team only
allowed four goals and was ranked number-
one in the nation according to the USA Today
poll.
Quick played two years at Brown under
Adair. He was a member of the Under-20
National Team and was a three-time high
school Ail-American. At Brown, he was a
member of the All-Ivy team. Kiefer was named
all-conference at Westerville High School on
several occasions.
Clemson again could have one of the best
midfields in the country in 1994. However,
Clemson's two starters lost from 1994 were
midfielders—Nidal Baba and Rivers Guthrie,
both AII-ACC quality players.
"Losing Rivers and Nidal caused us to lose
much strength and creativity. But, I was very
impressed with the play of Craig Wenning and
Imad Baba in the midfield this past spring.
Imad will play more of an attacking role, while
Craig will play mostly in a defensive midfielder.
Tony Williams can also play on the hght side.
A left-sided midfield player is a hole we need
to fill. " Baba scored eight goals and
contributed 1 1 assists in 1994.
"Danny Care could play either as a back
or a midfielder. Care is an extremely steady
player. He has a great mind for the game,
and distributes the ball well. He will be
looked to lead in the midfield."
Miles Joseph, fifth on Clemson's career
assist list with 33, also returns for his senior
season. Joseph scored nine goals and had
nine assists in 1994. He was named first-
team AII-ACC in 1994 and second-team All-
American by Soccer News. Joseph was
also a finalist for the Missouri Athletic Club
National Player-of-the-Year award.
"I did not see Miles play in the spring
because he was suffering from injuries.
But, I know he brings a personality to the
team and this is very important. He has raw
speed and is a very technically sound
player. He is versatile, as he can play
fonward or in the midfield." Jeff Yenzer, who
played striker his first two seasons, will be
moved to midfield this season. Yenzer had
two goals and two assists in 1994.
Clemson has the nation's most prolific goal
scorer in Wolde Harris to lead the list of
strikers on the Clemson roster. In 1993, he
was second in the nation for most goals
scored, and in 1994 he led the nation in
goal scoring with 26.
"Wolde is a force and he works
tremendously hard. We are working to
improve his vision and his ability to combine
with other players. He is capable of playing
off of people and even by himself." Harris
was named first-team All-American by Soccer
News and was a finalist for the Hermann
Award in 1994. Harris is sixth on the
Clemson career list for most goals scored with
55, and he has achieved this total in just 38
games.
Jody DeBruin saw action in 13 games last
season. He scored four goals and three
assists for 11 points. Joining Harris and
DeBruin up front will be John Wilson, a
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Stadium Name: E.J. Whitmire Stadium/12,000
Turf: Astro Turf 8
Enrollment: 6,700
Colors: Purple and Gold
1st Year of Football: 1931
Head Coach/Alma Mater: Steve Hodgin/North
Carolina '72
Record at School Prior to 1995: 24-31-0 (5
years)
Assistant Coaches (Alma Mater/Position):AI
DeGraffenreid (Western Carolina/Off.
Coor./WR), Wilt Holthouser (Wake
Forest/Def. Coor./LB), Tim Beckman
(Findlay/Def. Sec), Sandy Kinney (North
Carolina/Off. Backs), E.J. Sandusky (Penn
State/Off. Line), Mark Speir (Clemson/Def.






Offensive Formation: Pro I
Defensive Formation: Multiple 4-3
1995 Honors Candidates: Wes Greenwell C,
David Patten FL, Scott Stinson OG, Derek
Summerour NG, Chad Greene QB
























































(Front Row L-5) Rob Sheffield, Eric Shell, Kindra Poole, Jennifer McSwain, Jennifer Causey, Julie McGaha, Bryan
Cliffton.
(Back Row L-5) Robbi Eckley, Chris Willis, Jamie Counterman, Robbie Stewart, Judd Caudell, Andy Jolley, Chris
LeCroy Grant Greenwood.
(Front Row L-5) Phillip Trussell, Andrew Wertz, Doug Gregory, Jennifer Flynn, Michael Dickerson, Bryan Ramey, John
Gallman.
(Back Row L-5) David Wertz, Brooks Tippett, Walt Harder, Robbie Revis, Josh Wise, John Kimbrell.
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Lady Tigers face North Carolina at Riggs Field September 8 at 7:00 p.m
WOMEN'S SOCCER
By Sam Blackman
The 1994 season proved to set a great
precedent. With a 15-4-1 record and a NCAA
appearance to build upon, the 1995 season
should have some other surprises in store for
the nation's best rookie program in 1994.
In addition to Clemson being the only first
year program in the nation to make the NCAA
Tournament, Carmie Landeen was named
ACC Rookie-of-the-Year and All-South. Head
Coach Tracey Leone was named South
Region Coach-of-the Year. The Lady Tigers
finished the season ranked 13th nationally,
the only first-year program ranked in the top
20, the first first-year program in Clemson
history to do that.
"Last year was a very pleasant surprise,"
said Head Coach Tracey Leone. "I think it
would be wrong if you did not set your goals
high and try to accomplish those things every
year. We accomplished goals beyond many
people's expectations. It was a very good
season last year, and we want to improve and
build on it. We should be much
improved in 1995, but we have many
challenges ahead of us."
Leone welcomes back eight starters
and 17 letterwinners. "Our goals are
similar to last year—be as successful as
we can in everything we do and play the
best style of soccer we can. The most
important thing is to show improvement,
practice after practice and game after
game. If that happens the other things
will fall in place.
"I feel as though we will have a very
good defense. We will be deeper and
have more people to work with during
the course of the season. Our defense
will be very tight and our goalkeepers
are more experienced. They did a great
job for us and won many games for us
last year."
Clemson returns three sophomore
goalkeepers in Meredith McCullen,
Suzanne Putnam, and Mandi Risden.
McCullen saw the most playing time in
1994, as she played in 18 games,
started 16, had four shutouts, 91 saves
and gave up just 17 goals. Putnam
played in eight contests while gaining
the starting nod in four. She played in
365 mmutes and had eight saves.
Risden played in four games.
"We are in great shape in this
position—all three goalkeepers return for
their sophomore seasons, and all three
have shown improvement. Having one
year of college experience under your
belt is great for any player, especially
goalkeepers."
Clemson has all four starters returning in
the back and this area should be the deepest
for the Lady Tigers. Angela Brames, Susan
Trenery, Beth Goetz and Cheri Hooper all
started for Clemson in the back in 1994.
"Brames is expected to compete for the
sweeper or marking back positions this year.
She did a great job as a marking back last
season. She is very tough and she makes
statements with her tackles. Hooper was a
great back for us last season. She played a
key role for us and in our success. Her play is
always very consistent and her mentality is
rare. Trenery was a starter at sweeper. Her
leadership and work ethic is outstanding.
Goetz is one of two seniors on the 1995
squad. She is great in the air which was a big
key for us last year. She won several balls in
the air that started many attacks last season."
Another experienced player returning is
Katie Barnett who saw action in 17 games last
season. Christie Szyman saw action in the
back and in the midfield last season and
scored four goals and had four assists. She
also scored two winning goals. Szyman was
one of four players to start all 20 games for the
Lady Tigers. Kim Wilbert will also be returning
for the Lady Tigers.
Clemson has a versatile recruiting class
coming to campus— players who can play
either in the midfield or back positions. The
Tigers welcome twins Mandi and Mara Miller
who come to campus from Stillwater, MN.
"Mandi and Mara Miller are exceptionally
versatile, they can play in the back or in the
midfield. They are very athletic and skillful
and their mentality is unbelievable. We are
excited for them to join our program.
"Tracey McCarroll has excelled in every
Tracey Leone coached the Lady Tigers to an NCAA bid in
the team's first season. Clemson was the only first-year
program to rank in the Final Top 20.
part of her life. She is a very fit and a very
smart player and possesses a great marking
mentality. Sharon Pickering made the national
pool as a left back. She is someone who will
add depth to our left side. Jenny Wilhelmy is
a very athletic, vocal sweeper, who can also
mark. She organizes very well, and Is very
tough on the tackle."
Besides Szyman and Goetz the Lady
Tigers have Stacy Hoyt returning as an
experienced midfielder. She started 19
games, scoring one goal and having five
assists in 1994.
"Stacy Hoyt is a naturally left-sided player
who is very tough. She is one of our most
consistent players on the team. Ragan Calvert
played both in the midfield and the back for the
Lady Tigers last fall. "Ragan is also a left
sided player. She has a good work ethic and
is very fit. She plays very simple and does her
job in a quiet way."
Newcomers to the midfield include Sara
Burkett, Lindsay Massengale, Sharon
Pickering and perhaps the Miller twins.
Burkett, along with the Miller twins and
Pickering, were selected as four of the top 25
players in the country by USA Today. The
twins and Pickering have made the ODP
regional teams and also the national pool.
"Burkett is a national caliber player,
although she did not participate in the ODP
program. She is very skillful and an excellent
play maker. Massengale will see time in the
midfield or up front. She is a very fit player
and has an incredible mentality for the game."
Clemson had one of the nation's premier
freshmen players in Carmie Landeen in 1994.
She was named ACC Rookie-of-the-Year as
she scored 24 goals and had nine assists.
Landeen started all 20 games last
season and led the league in sconng (57
points) and goal scoring (24). The 24
goals scored tied for fourth best in the
nation.
"Carmie is a big-time player. What
she did is unheard of as a freshman.
She is a serious impact player. Her
ability to put the ball in the net was
unbelievable as a freshman, and she is
going to continue to improve because
she has a great work ethic. She is quick
and skillful and can turn on a dime."
Clemson will be without the services
of Sheri Bueter. Bueter injured her knee
during the spring season. She scored
nine goals and had 13 assists during the
1994 campaign. "We will miss Sheri a
great deal. She will red-shirt, but we are
thrilled to be able to coach her for
another year."
Other returnees include Julie
Johnson, Lissa Mansberry, Pia
Amalfitano, and Angela Farace. Johnson
saw action in 16 games as a freshman.
Mansberry scored two goals and had
four assists last fall. Farace and
Amalfitano bring a lot of intangibles to
the team. Both players work hard and
possess great attitudes.
Clemson's signees in the striker
position include Katie Baruth, Heather
O'Dell, and Diana Akin.
"Katie Baruth was on the Western
Regional team. She is an extremely
technical player. Heather O'Dell shows a
lot of promise. She is a very technical
player who possesses good speed.
Diana Akin is a fast player who can shoot with
both feet and score from anywhere. She is
very good at serving the ball and is dangerous
in the attacking one-third.
"
Overall, Leone and Lady Tiger fans are
looking fora/ard to the 1995 schedule, another
challenging slate for the young program that
plays in the best women's soccer conference
in the nation. "It is vital that we don't rest on
last year's accomplishments. I think the
players understand this. It is a new season,
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HOPKINS
GREENVILLE SC












PIEDMONT ARTHRITIS CLINIC PA
GREENVILLE SC
















MR & MRS DUSTY REID
GREENVILLE SC
JOHN F RENFRO III
GREENVILLE SC



















DR & MRS DONALD W SHELLEY
GREENVILLE SC










































JIM AND JACKIE VAUGHN
GREENVILLE SC
EAHLE W SARGENT MEMORIAL:




WACHOVIA BANK OF SC
GREENVILLE SC
WACHOVIA BANK OF SC
GREENVILLE SC
WALKER & WHITESIDE INC
ATTN JIMMY E COX
GREENVILLE SC
G M & LISA WARD
GREENVILLE SC
MR & MRS KERMIT M WATSON
JOE B MAFFETT
GREENVILLE SC






























JULIA K WELCH & JOHN KAY JR
GREER SC






RON & JOANN NEWTON
GREER SC














ALLEN & LUCY WALCHER
GREER SC






MS E J BLACKWELL
MAULDIN SC
CAROLINA SPRINKLER CO INC #2
MAULDIN SC
CAROLINA SPRINKLER CO INC
MAULDIN SC






MR & MRS RICHARD L WATSON
ASHLEY
MAULDIN SC
R B WHORTON IV/A B CROSS/
T N LAWSON/J L WALKER
MAULDIN SC




































MRS MRS WESLEY COKER
SIMPSONVILLE SC




PHIL & MARY ESPOSITO
SIMPSONVILLE SC












THOMAS P LANE JR &
KENNETH J HALL
SIMPSONVILLE SC








CAROLYN & STEVE PEARCE
SIMPSONVILLE SC



































MR & MRS DOUG KINGSMORE
MIKE KINGSMORE
TAYLORS SC
















STEVE PARENT/D R PARENT
TAYLORS SC
TRUMAN W SHIRLEY JR
TAYLORS SC
MR & MRS JAMES R SOUTHERLIN
TAYLORS SC













C/0 T&S BRASS & BRONZE
WORKS
TRAVELERS REST SC
R BRUCE WHITE/JOSEPH E
HARPER
TRAVELERS REST SC













NORMAN E& JUDY BELLO
GREENWOOD SC
MR AND MRS DANNY BROTHERS
GREENWOOD SC
IN MEMORY OF RALPH M
HERBERT CANNON
GREENWOOD SC












JAMES A & LINDA JOSEPH
GREENWOOD SC
DR H B KINARD III
GREENWOOD SC
JOHN LUMLEY/B M KECK
GREENWOOD SC
MR & MRS BILL MADDEN




N AMERICAN CARBIDE OF SC INC
GREENWOOD SC














MRS HARRY A TURNER
GREENWOOD SC
VINCE & NANCY YOCKEL & CHRIS
GREENWOOD SC
DENNY & CAROLE COLEJR
HODGES SC











WINSTON A LAWTON JR
ESTILL SC
DR JERRY FRANK CREWS JR
HAMPTON SC

























MR & MRS ROBERT SANSBURY
MYRTLE BEACH SC
SAMUEL ROBERT SPANN JR
MYRTLE BEACH SC
MR & MRS DAVID NOBLES
JANICE PRITCHARD
N MYRTLE BEACH SC
PAT & MARSHA NOBLES











W R REEVES JR
CAMDEN SC





























MRS CLARENCE W SENN & DICK
M VAUGHAN JR
CLINTON SC




























MR HL ALLEN JR
CAYCE SC

















BILL & ANN MCCRARY
CHAPIN SC












MR & MRS RONALD TIMMS
GILBERT SC






JERRY & PAULA BULLARD
LEXINGTON SC
C J CARTERn'E GARRISON III/
EERHODEN/LS TOMPKINS
LEXINGTON SC




















FRANK & MAXINE MOORE
LEXINGTON SC


























W ARTHUR ERSKINE III
WEST COLUMBIA SC














J THOMAS HUNTER JR
MARION SC
MR & MRS JOSEPH L POWELL
MARION SC






T C & HELENA W FAULKNER JR
MCCORMICK SC
NEWBERRY






































ELLIS M& MARY ANN IVEY
SALEM SC










W A GAINES JR
SENECA SC
MR & MRS JACKIE L GLENN
SENECA SC
MR & MRS ROBERT L HANSON
SENECA SC








MR & MRS J GLENN MCCANTS
JR
SENECA SC
OCONEE SAVINGS & LOAN
SENECA SC

























MR & MRS HD FOLK
HOLLY HILL SC
JAMES C WILLIAMS JR
NORWAY SC











































PAUL S BETTY DAVIS
CENTRAL SC
DEAN & BILLY FINLEY
CENTRAL SC




JAMES TEAL SR & JAMES TEAL JR
CENTRAL SC






SALLY & BO BEARD
CLEMSON SC
GEORGE & NANCY BENNETT
CLEMSON SC
MRS FRANCES G BOATWRIGHT
MEMORIAL
CLEMSON SC




























DR& MRS WILLIAM E DUKES
CLEMSON SC



















MRS ERNEST EUGENE LESLIE
GEORGE & ANNA LESLIE
CLEMSON SC















HH PERKINS JR/HH PERKINS III
CLEMSON SC





WALTER S & ESTHER S RIEKER,
JR
CLEMSON SC





COL & MRS E NTYNDALL
CLEMSON SC
DR& MRS HENRY EVOGEL
CLEMSON SC


































ROY & MARTHA JOHNSON
EASLEY SC
MR & MRS JOE B JONES
EASLEY SC



















EASLEY OB-GYN ASSOCIATES PA
EASLEY SC








MR S MRS CHARLES SKELTON
EASLEY SC
JAMES AND CHRISTIE SNIPES JR
EASLEY SC












PAUL E BOWIE JR MEMORIAL
LIBERTY SC
MR & MRS KENNETH RAY HULL
LIBERTY SC













JIMMY J & CAROLYN J PAYNE
PICKENS SC
PICKENS DENTAL ASSOC PA
PICKENS SC

















DAVID S LINDA ABERNATHY
COLUMBIA SC





























RAYMOND E COBB JR
COLUMBIA SC
RHONDA AND JOEL COLLINS
COLUMBIA SC






























BENJAMIN D MASSEY, M D.
COLUMBIA SC












J WILLIAM (BILL) MYERS JR
COLUMBIA SC
MR S MRS BLAKE NEAL
COLUMBIA SC
WALTER M PATRICK JR
COLUMBIA SC
H L "SKEEr PEAKE
COLUMBIA SC











ESTATE OF BOB ROBINSON
COLUMBIA SC












DR HOWARD EUGENE SMITH
COLUMBIA SC







































































F & B FARM
INMAN SC
LARRY & VICKIE GILLILAND
INMAN SC






R EVERETTE & ELAINE MCABEE
INMAN SC
THOMAS E & ANGELA RAGAN
ROSE MITCHELL
INMAN SC
DART & KAREN COLLINS


















JOE GRIFFIN GEAR & MACHINE
CO
ROEBUCK SC














MR & MRS LOUIE WBLANTON
SPARTANBURG SC















DEAN AND DIANE HALL
SPARTANBURG SC




























CHARLES F GRANT JR
SPARTANBURG SC





DR & MRS PAUL HOLCOMB
SPARTANBURG SC
MR & MRS LACHLAN L HYATT
SPARTANBURG SC
















MR S MRS TIM MILLER
SPARTANBURG SC
CHARLES S CAROLYN MOORE
SPARTANBURG SC





























DR LARRY B WHITE
SPARTANBURG SC


































MRS OLIVE G MCLEOD
SUMTER SC























A J RIGBY JR
KINGSTREE SC
WILLIAM D RIGBY

















JAMES F COX JR
ROCK HILL SC
DRS MRS CHARLES H
CRAWFORD JR
ROCK HILL SC














































MRS MRS G GORDON
GREENWOOD
ASHEVILLE NC

















































































MICHAEL A & SUSAN F CAMPBELL
CLEMMONS NC
















































































JEFFREY & PAMELA STACHElEK
RALEIGH NC














CURTIS & LOUISE KIMBRELL JR
WAYNESVILLE NC
BRUCE A & ELAINE BPULLEN
WILMINGTON NC




BYRON L & PATTI L JONES
WINSTON-SALEM NC
GEORGIA




CHRISTINA D & MICHAEL N PAGE
ALPHARETTA GA
W GANTT WILLIAMS JR
AMERICUS GA

































WILLIAM F EVANS JR
COLUMBUS GA
















A FRIEND OF CLEMSON
GAINESVILLE GA












JIM & BETTY BASINGER
LAVONIA GA






















MRS MRS BEN ALEPPARDJR
MARIETTA GA

















































HAROLD R TURNER III
WOODSTOCK GA
OTHER
C DEAN & JUDITH K KEATON
AMARILLO TX










S M SAULS/FRANK LOWE
BIRMINGHAM AL




WILLIAM & JOANN SALLEY
CHATTANOOGA TN















ASHLEY & JULIA BROOME
DAVIE FL






DOCK H AND AMELIA A SKIPPER
EUFAULA AL















MRS OLIVER I SNAPPJR
HOUSTON TX
IN MEMORY OF MARTIN H
GEIGER
HUNTSVILLE AL




MRS HARRY W SMITH
KINGSPORT TN
MR & MRS H E MCCONNELL JR
KINGSTON TN


















CHARLES W COOPER JR
MARTINSVILLE VA
























































DR THOMAS W BARLOW
TALLAHASSEE FL
WILBUR N BAUMANN III
TRACYS LANDING MD
MR & MRS EDWARD J FOSTER
TUPPER LAKE NY




MRS HORACE S BERRY
MRS FRANCES G BOATWRIGHT
MEMORIAL
MR & MRS TED W CRAIG
MR & MRS CLIFF ELLIS
JAMES H GULLY






MR & MRS WAYNE MITCHELL








WILLIAM M & DORIS BLAKELY
BOYCE H CARLISLE
R A CRAWFORD JR
DR & MRS JOHN L GUY
DUANNE HALL





MRS JOHN A PRINCE
MR AND MRS LLOYD E SAMMONS
MR AND MRS EDDIE W SEIGLER III
MR & MRS WILLIAM SEIGLER
SMART STOP
MRS GEORGE MSPEER SR
WAYNE STEVENSON
M EARLE WILLIAMSON









JOHN R & NANCY T BROOKS
DANNY W BROWN
GERALD & MARY BROWN
ALVIN & PEGGY BRYAN
WOODS W BURNETT
MRS STARR C BUSBEE
EARL R BUTLER
JOHNNY LCAGLE








EDWARD & DOROTHY COURSEY
H C COWARD 8. SON
E WALKER & PAMELA Y CROSBY
ROBERT F DANSBY JR
WILLIAM E DEAN JR
JOHN E DICKENSON
H D DICKERT
WILLIAM R DILL JR
JAMES E DUFFY
STEVE 8 JANE ERGLE
TERI & PENNY
A G & G G EVANS
ROBERT B FLEMING JR
DONALD L & PAUL FULMER




JAMES CECIL GREENE JR
ALAN/GLORIA/DOUG/AMY GREGORY
MR & MRS WILLIAM A HALLMAN
JAMES L& SUSAN DHENDRIX
J DAVISON HERIOT JR
MRS H EARLE HOLLEYJR
RANDALL P JENKINS












DR S MRS MICHAEL H MILLER




MR & MRS FRED M PADGETT
H GLENN PARKER
ROBERT M PATE SR
TIMOTHY EARL PATE






MR S MRS J RAY SAVERANCE
ROBBIE AND LEIA SCOTT





WILLIE AND CINDY SIZEMORE
F SCOTT SPROUSE








SAM M RICE III
BOB & DOT SANDERS-
BARNWELL COUNTY
MITCHELL S SCOTT
ANDREW R THOMAS II
ANDERSON
JERRY ALLEN
ALLIED SIGNAL LAMINATE SYSTEMS
MR & MRS BAYLIS ANDERSON
ANDERSON PEDIATRIC GROUP
R H ANDERSON
ROY AND SUSIE ANDERSON
WALTER G AZELKAS
DR E E BAILLIE
J W BALLARD
RANDY 8 JANET G BARNETTE
MR 8 MRS GREG L BLACK
TERRY & JOANNE BRADY
MRS JOHN WTURNER 8 JOHNNIE
AARON TBRIGMAN
JAMES M BROADWELL
BONNER 8 JOSEPHINE BROWN JR
GENT 8 NANCY BROWN
JAMES D BROWN
NASH BROYLES
DR ARTHUR L BRUCE
MR & MRS HERSHEL H BUCHANAN
JESSIE E BUCHANAN
DONALD L BUNTON





JONES T CAMPBELL JR
ALAN CANNON







LT COL GEORGE COAKLEY
COCHRAN SHOES
CURTIS E COLLINS
MR 8 MRS JAMES CCONNELL
DOUGUS S COOK











DR LEONARD W DOUGLAS
MR AND MRS R SCOn DRAKE
ROLAND 8 NANCY DRAKE
TOM W DUNAWAY IV
TOM W DUNAWAY JR
GEORGE H DURHAM JR
JOHN & JANE DYER
ELECTRIC MOTORS 8 DRIVES INC
DRSMRSEPELLISJR









AARON, ROBBIE, MIKE. 8 REENE
GAMBRELL
ROBERT H GARRISON SR




GLENN PLUMBING CO INC
TONY ALTON GREENWAY
CLAUDE T GRIFFIN
MR 8 MRS FRANKLIN GROOMS
HAIGLER ENTERPRISES INC
J W HARE JR
HARLEY-DAVIDSON OF ANDERSON
MR 8 MRS WILLIAM F
HARNESBERGE
R-MiCHAEL 8 ANDREA (G'VILLE)
MR 8 MRS ROBERT V HARRELL
RUDY HAWKINS/JAMES ANDERSON
CLIFF TANKERSLEY



















PAUL KAISER III 8 CHIP
LEWIS HKEENEY
DR DAVID KELLEY PA
DR WILLIAM E KENNEDY
GARYCKIDD
DAVID 8 PENNY KING
OLIN S 8 BETTY KIRKPATRICK
ARTHUR MKLUGH III
STEVEN M KRAUSE/JODY M YOUNG
MR 8 MRS SCOTT D LANE
LAZER CONSTRUCTION CO INC
JAMES F LITTLE
MR 8 MRS JAMES W LOGAN JR










MICHAEL D 8 TAMMY MATHEWS









MR 8 MRS L PAUL MILLER
MARK JACKSON MIZZELL
H BRUD AND JOANNE K MOORE
FRANK MYERS MOTORS
DR P S MOWLAJKO
JERRY PMURDOCK






OUR DREAM PIZZA INC
DOMINOS
BUTCH 8 LISA OVERCASH
JOHN H OWENS JR/
MARION BROOKS
MRS J W PARKER
RAY E 8 FLOYD PATRICK
LUTHER 8 MARY PEARSON
DR AND MRS RALPH K PEDEN
J NORMAN PHILLIPS
HAROLD A PICKENS 8
SONS INC #1







BILLY L RAGSDALE SR
MRSARRAMSEUR
RAMSEUROILCOINC
JAMES E REEVES JR
MATHIAS B RICHARDSON
M J RICHBOURG






JAMES 8 DORIS ROGERS
WILLIAM F ROPER III
MR AND MRS GREGG S ROWE
DR JAMES M RUFF
JAMES 8 KATHY RUMSEY
CHARLES H SCHWIERS
ROBERT R SEAWRIGHT
HAROLD 8 MAGGIE SIMPSON
JAMES M SIMPSON
JAMES L SINGLETON
MRS CHARLIE E SMITH
MRS ROBERT W SMITH




MR 8 MRS J DAVID STANDEFFER
TONY K STEWART
MR 8 MRS PHILSUDDETH









TRI COUNTY BATTERY SALES
DR A J TURNER

















TONY NANCY ALLISON, TONYA
AND ERICA WHITMAN

















MR 8 MRS TED W CRAIG
ROBERT C HARRIS
CLINTON CALHOUN LEMON JR







CHARLES AND VIRGINIA DEAN
GENE DELOACH
CARLVDIETZJR
MRS JANET B ELLIS
STEPHEN RAY FULLER










JAMES F BENNETT JR
STEPHEN L BROWN
JAMES R COLEMAN JR/
JAMES R SEGARS JR/
DANNY J WINGARD
CHARLOTTE A CROSBY
JAMES E DANGERFIELD JR
H WAYNE DEWin
EVAGREEN CHRISTMAS TREE CO







DAVID D PAGE JR









KENNETH 8 KAREN BUCK
S H HOUCK 8 SON
MR8MRSJRINABINET
JAMES M MOSS III 8 SON
ARNOLD J NEHLESJR










L MICHAEL ALLSEP JR/B C HOOD
ASHLEY RIVER ANIMAL HOSPITAL
AUTO SUPPLY 8, EQUIPMENT
























ANDREWS & CHERYL GROVES
MR 8 MRS JOHN R GRUBBS JR
FITZ L HARDIN JR




W HOWARD HOLL III













DAVID M MURRAY JR






BILLY AND JUNE REYNOLDS
MRS MRS JOSEPH RIGTER
ROGERS & BROWN CUSTOM BROKERS
INC
OBELTON SANDERS




T L SHEALY JR




SOUTHERN LUMBER & MILLWORK COR
MARSHALL STITH
JOSEPH D THOMPSON JR MD
JOSEPH F THOMPSON JR
THREE L INC
RAYMOND TUMBLESTON
WB VAN NESS III
DR S MRS FLOURNOY C WALKER III
RALPH WATSON
INEZ D WEEKS
DEWEY B WELCH JR
ANDREAS & SANDRA WESTERGARRD
MR JAMES L WHEELER
RICHARD E WHEELER
SKEETERS ABBEY WIGGINS
W ROBERT WISE III
CHEROKEE
RICHARDS KATIE BAINES
BROWN PACKING CO INC
LARRY L CAMPBELL
MR/MRS WILLIAM E CAMPBELL JR

















DAVID L SMOAK JR
JEFF STOCKS
MR & MRS SAM L TAYLOR
CHESTER
J H ANDERSON
JAMES S EILEEN BANKHEAD
DAVID L BEATY
CUDD HEATING/AIR CONDITIONING




ROBERT W LEE SR
MICHAEL HLIFSEY
MSLORINELINDER,
JIMMY LINDER & DAVID LINDER
MRSW E LINDSAY




PIEDMONT AUTO PARTS CO INC
J B PRESSLEY JR




G PATRICK WHITESIDES III
CHESTERFIELD
JAMES C JR & W KIRK CRAWFORD




STEPHEN WILEY LOVE JR
WILLIAM DMAnHEWSJR
MR 8 MRS MACKLYN R SELLERS
DAN L TILLMAN 8 SONS INC
CLARENDON
CLARENDON LOANS INC
DR & MRS CLARENCE E COKER JR
JOSEPH WCOKER
HUGH L& MARY DUBOSE
JULIUS READONJR
JULIUS R EADON III
STEVE C GAMBLE
THEODORE B GARDNER













FRANK E BALDWIN JR
LARRY BERRY/DR SAM HAZEL
DANIEL GRAHAM BUCKNER
GORDON DCHIPUKITES
MR A MRS JAMES M FAULKNER
WILLIAM C HAMILTON
W WALTER HAYNES MD
WILLIAM T HOWELL
KIRKLAND S JOHNSTON 8
JOHN B JOHNSTON
LESTER P JORDAN III
MR 8 MRS RO MCMILLAN
RHODES OIL COMPANY
JOHN WADDELL
J RYAN WHITE JR
DARLINGTON
CHARLES P ANDERSON










A FAMILY OF TIGERS SUPPORTERS
HENRY DGUNTER
JAMES MHINSON



















MR 8 MRS HENRY W WEBB
















MR 8 MRS ROBERT L BURNS
H DOWNS BYRDJR







EARL R DUPRIEST JR
DR EDWIN L FREEMAN
GIANT PORTLAND CEMENT CO
WILBURN 8 JOHNNIE HUTTO
INFINGER FARMS








DR 8 MRS H CLYDE ODOM






R ALLEN TRAYLOR MD
GEORGE, JOHN 8 ELIAS TUPPER
EDGEFIELD
LINDSEYWADDYJR
MRS JOE F ANDERSON SR
ESTATE W C BANDY
MR ROBERT CALLIHAM
ROBERT 8 CATHERINE CHRISTIE
TOMMY CHRISTIE
EO DUKES JR
DR J S GARRISON
MR 8 MRS J W GILLIAM JR
HERLONG PONT-CHEV-BUICK INC
MR 8 MRS JAMES C HOLMES
M E (BETSY) HOLMES
MR 8 MRS THOMAS HOLMES
MRS JOHN A HUGHES
MR 8 MRS J WILLIAM JAY
MR 8 MRS KENNETH L KALTZ
LON JAY ENTERPRISES INC





MR 8 MRS THEOR WILLIAMS
FRANCIS M WISE JR







LT COL RALPH W BOYS
WILLIAM BHENDRIX
WARREN R HERNDON SR
JOHN J HOOD JR
JOE D JOLLY
LT COL CARROLL L LIGON
USAF-RETIRED
PIGEON GRANITE 00-




MILTON H ANDERSON JR
JOHNEBLANKENSHIPJR
JOHN E BOULWARE
DR WILLIAM N BOULWARE
LESTER PBRANHAMSR
BMBRODIE
DR RICHARD H BRYANT JR
G WILSON BRYCE MEMORIAL-
BRYCE MECHANICAL CONTR INC
J GLENN CANTRELL
IVAN M COLEMAN
DR WILLIAM L COLEMAN
JOHNCDEHART
WILLARD DORRIETY JR
FRANK A DOUGLASS JR CO
DR GEORGE ECONOMY
MR AND MRS S C EDWARDS III
CLYDE S BRYCE JR, PE-
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS"
TOMMY M FOLK JR




TOM GRESSETTE PEST CONTROL



























MR AND MRS H W BRUORTON
JACKIE W CALVERT
ERNEST J FOX JR DVM PA
AUNDRIA M GREEN





AUBREY E JUDY JR#1
THOMAS E LYTLE
JAMES K MCCONNELL





JESSE E WRIGHT III
RICHARD CYEARY
MR 8 MRS JOE YOUNG
GREENVILLE




WILLIAM R ALEXANDER JR
RUSSELL TODD ALLEN




















MR 8 MRS WILLIAM J BARNEH
GEORGE M BARRETT
DR GEORGE D BATCHELDOR
MR 8 MRS THOMAS W BATSON
AL BELL
HAROLD BELL
MR 8 MRS RANDALL BELL
RANDY L BELL
MR 8 MRS GREGORY S BELOW
TROY E BENNETT SR
MR8MRSJOHNCBERESH8
CINDY
MRS TOM C BERRY
CAMERON 8 MARTHA BLACK





IN MEMORY OF E M BOSr
ALAN E BOUCHILLON










MR 8 MRS RONALD L BROWNE
MICHAEL LBROYLES
STEVE AND PATTY BRUCE
PETER H BRYAN
MR 8 MRS JODY BRYSON
JEFFREY MBUELL
JAMES W BULLOCK JR
BURDETTE ENGINEERING INC
GRANT BURNS
LESLIE M BURNS JR











































BILL 8 SHEILA DAVIDSON
MRS BILLY W DAVIS
RICHARD VANCE DAVIS








CAROL H 8 RICHARD M DOBBINS
MR 8 MRS DAVID K DOMNITZ
MRS I L DONKLE JR
ROY F DOOLEY
MR 8 MRS ERNEST DRIGGERS
CHARLES B DUNCAN JR
WILLIAM E DUNN JR
MR AND MRS CHARLES F
DURHAM JR
MR 8 MRS JACK C DURHAM JR
MR 8 MRS LLOYD M EARGLE
EASTERN DESIGN
















MR & MRS RONALD B ESTES
ETHOX CHEMICALS INC







MR & MRS JAMES D FISHER
FLUOR DANIEL
WT ERASER JR
MRS, MRS JAMES P FREEMAN
JIM & JEAN FRENCH
JAMES 4SHERYL FULMER
JIM C GALLOWAY JR
DONALD A GARDNER
DON A GARNER
MR S MRS WILLIAM R HARLING/MR























JENNINGS L7JENNINGS L JR/JOHN/
JAMES GRAVES
JOSEPH S GRAVES
MR & MRS JACK E GRAY
MR & MRS STEVE B GRAY




GREENVILLE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY INC




DR J FLOYD HALL
ROBERTO HAMILTON
MR & MRS DENNIS HAMM
H N HAMMOND














MRS JOHN C HENDERSON
DARRELL B S REBECCA W HERLONG

















STAN & JANE HUNNICUTT
RANDALL J HUNT
REVONNE C HUNT
ROY F HUNT JR
JERRY E HUNTER




WILLIAM S IVESTER SR
IZUMI INTERNATIONAL INC #1
J D MARKETING ASSOCIATES
SCOTT S JACKSON
LAURENS I JAMES
MRS FRED A JOHNSON
IN MEMORY OF FRED A JOHNSON
MICHAEL K JOHNSON
W A JOHNSON
MRS DOROTHY B JONES
MARK W JONES
MR & MRS JAMES R JORDAN
W LAMAR JORDAN





MR & MRS JOHN J KENNEDY JR
EDWARD E KEY
ALINE CREWS KIL60RE
PAMELA W& CLARK P KING
F E KIRKLEY JR
CLARENCE & MARILYN KOERBER
DONALD R AND BARBARA R KRAUSE
MR & MRS JOHN N LANDRETH JR
WILLIAM M LANDRETHRAY
LANGDALE/ALLEN TERRELL JR
B R LANGLEY JR/W L BRIGHAM JR
BENNIE LANGLEY
WS LANGLEY
C E LEAGUE JR
HAROLD D LEATHERMAN
HERBERT LINDSAY JR
WILLIAM H LINN JR
KEITH T LITTRELL






DR THOMAS C MANN
WM MANNING JR
FRED HALLIE & TAMARA MAPPUS
MR & MRS SEABROOK MARCHANT
TOM & JUDY MARCHANT
JESSICA, THOMAS, AMY DRAYTON
MARSH & MCLENNAN INC
JERRY N MARSH BUILDERS INC
MARSH/BELL CONTRUCTION CO INC













CHARLES E MCDONALD JR
MR 8 MRS W PERRY MCKAIN JR





BILLY AND BONNIE MERRITT





MILLER OIL CO INC
SHERRI MILLER
FRANKLIN D MITCHELL
MR & MRS RICHARD D MITCHELL
CHARLES R MOON
THOMAS C & SHIRLEY S MOORE
RICHARD M MOOSE
JAMES R MORROW SR
MR & MRS WF MORROW











CODY AND NINA OWENS
W D OWENS JR
MILTON I OZMINT
ARNOLD & GWEN PACE
DR JOHN J PALMER DMD
RUSSELL HUNTER PARK
ANDY PARNELL
JAMES H PARSONS III
MIKE & TRACY PARSONS
PHILIP PATRICK







RICK 8 BETH PHILLIPS
MR 8 MRS LARRY PHILPOTT
JIM PINNER
WILLIAM M PITTENDREIGH
MR 8 MRS CHARLES B PITTS
CURTIS ANDREW PITTS
ROY M PITTS
MR 8 MRS A L POWELL JR
M LEE 8 KELLY C POWELL
PIERSON AND MITCHELL PRICE
DR8MRS MARKPRINCELL
H H PROVENCE JR
RAYMOND E PUTMAN
WILLIAM M PUTNAM JR
RICHARD W RABURN
MR8MRSLMRAGSDALE
WAYNE 8 DEBORAH REAMES
TIMOTHY JACKSON REED
MR 8 MRS JAMES L REESE
FREDRICWREINHOLDJR






JAMES ROCHESTER CO INC
DAVID C ROGERS
ROGERS 8 BROWN CUSTOM BKRS #2
DAVID H ROPER
MR 8 MRS J T ROPER
HAROLD A/CHERYL/DARRYL ROWLEY
SB PHILLIPS CO INC
SAM J GRAIN 8 COMPANY











IN MEMORY OF GORDON SHERARD













J FRANK 8 JOYE R SOLAS
JAMES C SOUTHERLAND
DOUG A SPARACINO SPC
JOSEPH G SPROTT
ROBERT J STAHLSMITH JR
NEWTON STALL JR
ROGER 8 CHER STAMEY
BENJAMIN TSTEPP
THOMAS B 8 JANE B STODDARD
WILLIAM R STODDARD JR MD
RICHARD H STOFAN
GMARKSTOFEGAJR
DAVID K STOKES III
MR 8 MRS MARK S STOKES
DAVID RIVERS STONE
WILLIAM W STOVER JR
HEATH L STRAWN JR
DR EDWIN L STROUD
MR 8 MRS MICHAEL STROUD
MIKE AND LEIGH STROUD
MR 8 MRS JOHN K STURMAN
SUGGS-TAYLOR-BELUE-BOYTER
MR 8 MRS HOYT C TANKERSLEY
E RICHARD TAYLOR JR
GREGORY D TAYLOR
ROBERT L TAYLOR
TERRY 8 JEAN-MARIE TAYLOR






JOHN RUSSELL TERRY JR
FRANK P THOMAS JR
HARRY M THOMPSON
J E THOMPSON
JIM 8 CAROL THOMPSON
ROBERT J THOMPSON III




GERALD S TOMPKINS JR
MR8MRSGE0RGEDT00KE
TOWNES ASSOCIATES LTD
DACUS TED TUCKER III
TUCKER MATERIALS INC





THOMAS H 8 HELEN H VAUGHAN
RICHARD WWADDELL
JOHN P 8 THOMAS B WALDROP
DONALD C WALKER
R H WALKER
JAMES M 8 NANCY J WALLACE
MR 8 MRS WILLIAM L WALLACE
JOHNNIE J WALTERS
JODY C WARREN
MR 8 MRS DAVID E WATSON 8 RUSH
J CHARLES 8 MIRIAM WATSON
JOSEPH P WATSON/JOHN HARRISON
LEA AND ERWIN WATSON
MR 8 MRS R L WATSON 8 ASHLEY
RONALD R WATSON








MR 8 MRS LARRY WHITE
SAM B WHITE
H B WHITMIRE
MRS D D WILLIAMS JR
DAN H WILLIAMS
DONALD WILLIAMS




WILLSON RIGGINS LANDSCAPE INC
WILLSON 8 LINDA
J HAROLD WILSON
ROBERT M 8 MARYS WILSON




MR 8 MRS BILL WINGO III
J ED WINKLER
CHARLES C WITHINGTON JR

















HERBERT ANDERSON JR CONST INC
JOSEPH DEAN BAGWELL
E H BALENTINE
MR 8 MRS RONNIE H BARNES 8
MISS JULIA GREGORY
EVERETT E 8 JOYCE P BEDENBAUGH
MR 8 MRS GARY BERRY
HAROLD W BOYD





MR 8 MRS PITTS CAMAK JR
MARION CARNELL
EDWARD C CARSON IV
DR RICHARD M CARTER
DR RICHARD M CHRISTIAN




RONNIE 8 KAREN CRAWFORD
RBCULPJR
JAMES L DANIEL JR
CHARLES M DAVIS
MR 8 MRS JOHN R DAVIS 8 ROBBIE
TRAVIS STANLEY DAWKINS














DR JOHN H HOLLINGSWORTH
MR 8 MRS WILSON G HUNTER
HORACE JENKINS








RANDY 8 JANE A LOLLIS
MARSHALL LONG
CHARLES S MALONEY
GEORGE 8 DEAN MARIANOS
JAMES H MARTIN JR
RUSSELL 8 LEIGH MATHIS
F MICHAEL MEREDITH














EUGENE WALLACE ROBERTS JR
R S RODDEY
DON H 8 GAIL R ROWELL
IN MEMORY OF ROBERT H RYKARD
BY MRS ROBERT RYKARD
WILLIAM C (BILLY) SHERRER
SCOTT 8 KIM SHIRLEY
GEORGE F SMITH JR
JAMES W SMITH
MICROAGE COMPUTER STORES
EDWARD K SNEAD JR
WAYNE 8 TONY SOUTHARD
RHETT 8 ELAINE COPELAND
BILLY RSTANFILLJR
ROBERT 8 MABEL TEMPLETON
MR AND MRS ROBERT S TERRY
JIMTIMMS
HOWARD TOLBERT
A M TUCK INC #2
W VIRGIL WALL JR
BOBBY J WARD/TONEY GRIFFIN
WARE SHOALS PLASTIC
WARNER WATER WORKS/
ERWIN 8 GAIL WARNER
F M WERTS






WALTON ALBERT (AL) CROSBY
DOUGLAS F GOODING
HAMPTON GAS CO INC




MR 8 MRS J VERNON ATKINSON
JAMES WBARNETTEJR
MARION T BELLAMY
R PAUL BENIK JR








DEAN 8 TERI EDGAR
RICK ELLIOTT









DR WM S HOLLIDAY
JOHN L HUMPHRIES
INLET NURSERY 8 GARDEN CENTER









H E PEARCE JR
E M PENDLETON JR, CADILLAC CT
PEOPLES UNDERWRITERS INC








WILLIAM C HALL SR
RONNIE & SUSAN NETTLES
NIMMER TURF & TREE
KERSHAW
JANE H S MARK P BARNHILL
MR & MRS CHARLES M BELL
KENNETH W CARSON DDS
MR & MRS BLEASE CRANFORD
MRS EVELYN GODWIN
MR 4 MRS A J HAWKINS
GARY E HOLDEN
MR 8 MRS RICHARD B INMAN SR





MR AND MRS J W MARTIN JR
MR S MRS HAROLD E MATHIS SR
NETTLES MYERS
JODY M ROBINSON
MRS EDWIN P ROGERS SR













MIKE & LYNN CRENSHAW
LEONARD 8, VICKY DIXON
JONATHAN W DUKE
MIKE ELDER




DR JOHN R HOWELL JR
DENNIS KIRK/JERRY HAMMOND
KIRK'S GRILL INC
LANCASTER COUNTY CLEMSON CLUB
MARION D LEVER JR
JOE H LYNN
RICHARD W MOORE










MRS MRS JAMES BTHARPE
ROBERT L VAUGHN
MG WILLIAMS





WAYNE & OMERA BAGWELL
BILL BAILEY




MR & MRS R L CASON
W FRED CHAPMAN JR
MRS T HEATH COPELAND
HENRY E DELK JR
Jim Sursavage
Atlanta, GA
JACK AND BOBBIE EARLE
MRS MARVIN C ELLISON




MR & MRS FRANKLIN E HARMON III
DONALD BRUCE HOCKER
MR AND MRS WILLIAM N JONES




MR 8 MRS JAMES H MCCLELLAN JR
JOHNAMCNINCH JR
WILLIAM T MITCHELL
C PARKER 8 JIM DERRICK MOORE
STEVEN W OLIVER





WILLIAM H 8 LORA C STROUD
NICK 8 JOAN ULMER
LEE
JAMES K ALEXANDER










TOMMY 8 ANN AMICK
NEIL R BAER
DEWEY S BARNES
MR 8 MRS JOHNABEARDEN
RAY BICKLEY
MR 8 MRS F U BLACK
RONALD W BLACK
CARL W 8 REBECCA H BRADHAM
DR AND MRS ROBERT W BRANCH
MR 8 MRS JERRY A BRANNON
LAW OFFICE OF G W BRANSTITER
GEORGE WBRANSTITER
HAROLD 8 DORIS BREWER
MR 8 MRS GEORGE BROTHERS
JOHN W BROWN MD
MR 8 MRS WILLIAM J BUCHANAN JR
R H BUCKNELL JR
PRESTON R 8 SARENA D BURCH





MRS LAURA D CASTLES
ROSCOE S CAUGHMAN
MR 8 MRS WILLIAM M CAUGHMAN
KENNETH CHAVIS, JR
CHEROKEE TRAIL VETERINARY HOSP
JAMES TRACY CHILDERS
SAM R COKER
H RALPH CORLEY SR
ROBERT M CORLEY III
MRSMRSRWCOWSERTJR
MR 8 MRS ME FLETCHER
WILLIAM G JR 8 DONNA L CRAPPS
NORMAN E 8 BETTSW DAVIS
BLAND M DERRICK




JAMES M EDWARDS III
MR 8 MRS WILLIAM Q ELLIOH JR
RICKY8D0NICEFRICK
SAMUEL B GEORGE II
CAROLE G SHEALY
DAVID H GIVENS
DAVID L GLENN SR
DR B R GRANDY
MR & MRS WILLIAM M HAMILTON
JOHN C HARDEN III
ARCHIE LHARMAN II
CHEVIS AND DARLENE HARTLEY
JERRY HATFIELD
E HAVIRD/G HALL
MR AND MRS MICHAEL E HERNDON
WARREN R 8 SUSAN R HERNDON JR
STEPHEN L HIXSON
PEGGY HORTON & TOM WELSH
MR 8 MRS R S HOUSEHOLDER JR
JODY 8 KATHY H HUNTER
E C JACKSON






TED 8 CHRISTINE KING
JAMES CKINSEY
MR 8 MRS EVERETTE KNEECE
ALBERT R KOON






HUBERT E LONG JR
MR 8 MRS JAMES M LOWMAN
SARA E 8 JAN M LOWMAN
DALLAS 8 MERLE MANIS
CURTIS 8 FRANCES MARTIN
DOUGLAS C MARTIN
MR 8 MRS COURTNEY M MCINNIS
AUBREY MILLENDER
HARRY WMIMS
BUREN 8 CHERYL MITCHELL
DR LARRY H NELSON
ALFREDO NIX
ROBERT W 8 SALLIE M OSWALD
THOMAS W PLUMBLEE/JOHN F LONG
RONALD M POSTON
MR 8 MRS DAVID KIM PROCTOR
MR 8 MRS EK RABBIN
MR 8 MRS CLYDE M RAUCH SR 8 SONS
WAYNE P RAWL
HENRY E REYNOLDS JR
VINCE 4 SUE RHODES
GEDWIN8ANNRIKARD
J W RISER
ROBERT N 4 DAWN E RISINGER
ROBERTS ELECTRIC CO
MR 8 MRS FRANKLIN D ROGERS
ROUNTREE AND ASSOCIATES,INC
REBECCA A 8 MIKE ROWELL
MR AND MRS TIM SCOTT
GLENN SCOTT
MR 8 MRS CLINTON WSEASE
ROBERTS SELLERS
SHARON 8 ALBERT SHEALY
C P JR 8 HAZEL SHEALY
GEORGE M SHEALY
JAMES C SHEALY
MR 8 MRS JOHN E SHEALY
LOIS T SHEALY
MR 8 MRS FREDDIE SHULER
DWIGHT AND MANDY SMITH
P LAMAR 8 ELIZABETH E SMITH
SOX WELL 8 PUMP CO INC
ROSE STANCIL
J BENJAMIN STEVENS






TERRY L 8 ALLISON SWYGERT
DRWM CARVER TALBERTJR
JULIAN D TAYLOR
JOHN R 8 BARBARA B WARREN
JOHNEY T 8 SUZANNE B WILLIAMS
MALACHI A WILLIAMS
OLINW WILLIAMS















FRITZ N JOHNSON MD
LESWLEVY
MR 8 MRS LARRY F MCINTYRE
OK MCKENZIE
LOWELL ANDREW ROGERS
MR 8 MRS ROBERT A scon
JAMES M SMITH
MARLBORO
OSCAR 8 BETTY DERRICK
GREG 4 LYNN HATCHER
JIMMY L 8 NICK TMCCOLL
R L AND DE MCNEIL
LYMAN BRUCE PUETTE JR
MCCORMICK
JOHN HARVEY BANDY









MR 8 MRS DEAN A COWARD









WILLIAM FRANKLIN III, CPA
J RHETT FRAZIER JR
BILLY R GIBSON
MR 4 MRS JOSEPH HERNDON





DR C B LOWMAN
LW MCCLAIN
FRANK E MCLEOD SR











DANIEL D 4 KAY H SHEALY
HEYWARD D SHEALY









POWELL E 8 DOROTHY N WAY JR
GILBERT E 8 KAY K WEBBER
DR JAMES R WILLIAMS








MR 8 MRS STEVE D BLACK
DUDLEY W BLAIR
EDWARD 4 SUSAN BOOKER
BOUNTYLAND OUICK STOP
HAROLD 4 MARGARET BROCK
MR 4 MRS DAVID B BULLARD
RICHARD H 4 LANI BURRELL
RICHARD T CARVER
HUGH 4 DIANE CLARK




DAN W DALE SR
DAVIS BROS LUMBER CO
MR 8 MRS BRUCE M DIXON
MR 8 MRS ROBERT L DOBSON






DAN AND LEANNE GREENE
CHRIS 4 VICKY GUENTHNER
CLINTON E HAMLIN
MR AND MRS RUSSELL H HARBIN
EARL J HAYTER
MELVIN AND OPAL SHIPPS
LOUIS CHOLLEMAN
DR FRANK A HOSHALL JR
ROBERT C HUBBARD III
MR 4 MRS JOHN E HUNT
L F JONES
KAWASAKI OF SENECA











TERRY AND CYNDY MCCRACKEN
MRS J WHIT MILLER



















THRIFT BROTHERS LUMBER CO
WILLIAM E WEST
JILL AND DENNIS WILKS
JOHN 4 HAZEL WISE
MR 4 MRS EP WRIGHT
ORANGEBURG
C A ABBOTT
DR RAYMOND E ACKERMAN
MR8MRSHCIREMBA AMICK




WM B BOOKHART JR 8 SONS
CARRIAGE HILL FARM
8 CONSTRUCTION CO INC
W A CARTWRIGHT JR
DAVID COLEMAN
MICHAEL D 8 TESSA W CORBETT
WW DUKES JR
C F EVANS 8 CO
FREDERICK I EVANS
DR HENRY FFRIERSON
FORT SUMTER PETROLEUM CO INC-
LELAND M BRADSHAW
MR 8 MRS G MARTIN GILCHRIST






MR 8 MRS THOMAS B JACKSON JR
JAMESON FARMS INC
MR 8 MRS ROBERT N JENKINS III




LIGHTING CREATIONS INC IN
MEMORY OF AL M HUGHES
MR 4 MRS CONRAD A MARTIN
MR 4 MRS D C OSTERHOUDT
H C OTT JR
PSD ENTERPRISES
THOMAS E PROPES
R L CULLER REFRIGERATION INC
T BRANT REEVES JR
THOMAS N RHOAD LIST BAMBERG CO
AARON 4 BETTY RUDD
J M RUSSELL JR
HENRY G RUTLAND JR
C0L4MRSWBSALLEYJR
JAMES HSHIRERJR










JIM WOLFE AND MIKE WOLFE
PICKENS
MR 4 MRS BRIAN W ABEL
JACK A ADAMS
SIDNEY 4 SHARON ADAMS
HAROLD ALBERTSON
ROBBIE H ALBERTSON




HAL 8 ANITA BLACKWELL
DR 4 MRS LLOYD H BLANTON
C S BOLAND DDS
JAMMY H BOLDING
JERRY BOLDING







GARY E CAMPBELL JR
JERRY AND JEAN CANADY
MR 4 MRS RICKY E CAPPS
MRS JUNE L CARROLL
SCOTT H CASSELL
CENTRAL CONCRETE 4 PLASTER INC








DR & MRS TERENCE M CLARK
MR & MRS GREGORY K CLODFELTER
WILLIAM WCOOGLERJR
MR & MRS WALTERS COOK
MICKEY S JUDY CORBETT
GREGG RCORLEY
BETHAL & ELIZABETH COUCH
ALTON L COX
J DAVID COX/MIKE SMITH
J REDMOND & FREDA COYLE
DONALD & AMY CRAPS
WADE T CROWE III
GERALD PCULCU\SURE
MRS ROY S DALTON
JIM & BOBBIE DAVIS
MARION & SANDRA DAVIS
TONY & ALLEN DAY
MR & MRS ROY M DILL
DUCKETT FUNERAL HOME
BARRY S DURHAM
MRS MRS BILL G DURHAM
EASLEY FAMILY PRACTICE &
INTERNAL MEDICINE, PA
RICHARD E EDWARDS
MRS MRS WILLIAM HELAM
MR & MRS GARY ELLENBURG
NORMAN D & JACQUELINE P ELLIS
DR WILLIAM M EPPS
HENRY C ESTABROOK
THOMAS M FERGUSON JR
LUTHER J FIELDS
FLEETWOOD INTERNAL MEDICINE



























MR S MRS BRUCE C HANSEL
BOB S PAT HARMON
MRS MRS CHRIS HEMMINGS















PUTT S ALMEDA JACKS
DRS MRS J H JAMESON
OLIN JOHNSON
PERRY S JEAN JOHNSON
CHRISTOPHER T JONES
JAMES H JONES JR




MRS MRS EDWIN LKILBYJR
JAMES R KING JR
W HARRY KING
MRS RALPH KIRK
R FRANK KOLB II
JOHNWU\INE
HOWARD E JR S HELEN C LEE
JOHNNY L S ANN LEE
STEVE S CONNIE LESLIE
JOHN L LEWIS
DOUGLAS E LIMBAUGH
MR S MRS SAMMY D LITTLE
LOLLIS BUILDERS INC
TERRY L LONG
DOUG AND LINDA MADDOX
COL EDWARD R MADDOX
MURPHY MAHAFFEYJR
MR S MRS ANTHONY MANN,











J H MILLS AUTO SUPPLY
ALLAN MINOVITZ
MR S MRS WAYNE MITCHELL
BOBS LOU MIXON







MRS MRS GEORGE BNUTT #2
SN OLIVER JR
J BENSON OVERTON
MR S MRS H LAMAR OWENS JR
GREGORY A PADGETT
NATHAN AND SHERRY PADGETT
ED AND BECKY PARRIS
J ROY PENNELL III
ROBERT F S NINA LEE PITTMAN JR
E RANDALL POOLE
SUSAN E POORE







PHIL ES LAURA P REEVES
TOMMY L REID FAMILY






MRS MRS DONALD LSIKES
DR B R SKELTON
G NEIL SMITH
WILLIAM H SMITH








MR 8 MRS BEN E TAYLOR
MRS MRS MAX THOMAS
RONNIE LEWIS THOMAS
JERRY ETRAPNELL
MRS MRS GERALDS TRIPP
BILLSMANDYTUMBLIN
MRS MRS JAMESTTURNER
JOSEPH J TURNER JR
K NVICKERY
LES S KAREN WALDEN
BESS D WARE
JOHN N JR S J NORMAN WARREN









DRS MRS WILLIAM RP WILSON
THOMAS B WRIGHT JR
BRYAN YOUNG







CHARLES D BAKER JR
TOM BALDWIN
MRS MRS SIMS TBALLEW






























MR S MRS FRED E CULVERN JR
MRS RALPH BCURETONJR













MR AND MRS LARRY GAMBLE
WILLIAM NGEIGERJR









LAWRENCE M GRESSETTE III
JAMES THANEJR
DR RUDOLPH C HARRINGTON JR
WL HARRINGTON JR
CARLHINNANT
MR & MRS CURTIS L HOBBS JR





W GREY HUMPHREY JR
COL S MRS GEORGE B INABINET JR









JAMES E MALLIOS SR
HAYDEN W WEATHERSBEE
GEORGE G MATTHEWS JR
GEORGE G MATTHEWS SR
BOBBY MCCORD
TED MCFALL





AUSTIN T MOORE JR
W BARRY MOORE




F MCCORD OGBURN JR
JAMES WORR
MAXWELL F PARROTT JR
GARY L & BOBBY PATTERSON
MR AND MRS JAMES N PEARMAN JR











MRS DAVID ROOF S DAVIDA ROOF
JAMES C RUSH















KAY SOYARS, MARSHALL. DALE
S CATHIE







MRS MRS CHARLIE E TILL
MR S MRS WALTER A TUTEN JR








MR S MRS DAVID C WILLIAMSON
MARION M WOOD
BENJAMIN C WRIGHT
J P WRIGHT JR
MRS STEPHEN F WYNDHAM
MARLENE MYANDLE
JAMES H III SVICKI N YOUNG









MRS MRS CARLO GIBSON
BENJAMIN H HERLONG




GEORGE SS JOE TODD
DTWANNAMAKER III
WHEELER TIRE SERVICE
MR AND MRS JOHN M WHITE
SPARTANBURG
R J ADAMS








MR S MRS G MARVIN BALES JR
MARVIN B BANTON
H WALTER BARRE II
BELUE TRUCKING CO INC
MRS HORACE S BERRY
DR ROY H BERRY
RANDY & RHONDA BILLINGS
MR S MRS EBER J BLACKWOOD
J J BLAKE
SUE W BOONE
MR S MRS H G BROCK
JAY BROCK
VERNON L BROWN JR
CALLAWAY CHEMICAL CO
DON CAMPBELL
JOHN RS JERRY F CARLISLE
MRS MELFORD CARTER
RAY AND TERESA CARUSO
HUGH R GASTON
DR 8 MRS ROBERT J CASWELL




MR S MRS DONALD R CROWDER
MACKS NANCY CULBRETH
MICHAEL S MARTHA CULBRETH
TERRY S SANDRA DARBY
JANE S DAVIS
ROBERT E DELAPP
MR 8 MRS ARTHUR F DENNIS
DR 8 MRS TONEY W DILLARD
JUDY DILLS
DOUGLAS PEST CONTROL INC
TIMOTHY M DRAKE
ROBERT EDENS
GLORIA S JOHN EMORY















EDWARD 8 SUSAN GRASSO
H 8 M PACKAGING INC
CHAS EMMETT HALLIDAY
NED8D0RISHAMMETT
MR 8 MRS WILBUR K HAMMETT
G R HARLEY











DR DAVID R IVEY
DR JAMES JOHNSON
BOBSDARRELLKIMBRELL
MR S MRS J R KING
JOHN L KING JR
FREDERICK J LAMBERT
KEN LANCASTER































PAUL EDWARD PARRIS II
LEWIS PATTERSON
RICHARD H PENNELL JR
RICHARD H PENNELL
PETTIT CONST CO INC #1
"TIGER FRIEND"
THOMAS M POAG




MR 8 MRS JOHN A RHODES
RAY JAN, AMY ROBERTS
DELPHINE QUEREUX
























MR 8 MRS JERRY E TAYLOR







LARRY C & scon L WARD
DON WATSON






VAHL & BETTY WILSON
SUMTER
PORTER H ADAMS SR
A D JR & JOE ALLBRITTON
MR & MRS ANTHONY E BARWICK
DRJOHNJBRinON JR
BILL CARTER JR





DR GEORGE T FABIAN
DR PHILIP R FIDLER




MR 8 MRS WHIT JAMES
KORN INDUSTRIES INC
JIM P LANCASTER





DR JOHN W SHAW
D LESLIE TINDAL
TRIPLE C FARMS
A TIGER FAN & SUPPORTER
EDWARD WARD
DR CHARLES H WHITE
UNION
MR AND MRS FLOYD W ALLEN
BUTCH GREENE
MR AND MRS ARTHUR L GREGORY
H S HARRIS JR




















MR & MRS RONALD L ALEXANDER
MR & MRS PAUL ALLRED
MR 8 MRS DAVID E ANGEL





CAMPBELL BARNETT & NEWTON ADAMS




SAM RAMSEY CAIN III
FRANKS CAMPBELL
ROBERT E CARTER JR














MR 8 MRS MALCOLM FAULKENBERRY
SAMUEL TRACY FERGUSON JR
STEPHEN FERGUSON






MR 8 MRS JEFFERYTHAIRE
ROGER HALL






DR DAVID HOLMAN JR





LEE, JULIA, JULEE 8 CODY LEOPARD
DAVID C LESLIE JR
JOHN A 8 CAROLYN B LESSLIE
DR JOHN M LITTLE JR




MR 8 MRS D GREGORY MCGINNIS
MR 8 MRS CE "TED" MELTON
MR 8 MRS RANDALL D MERRELL
GERALD T MODE
MRS ROBERT ENORRIS






WILLIAM R PURSLEY JR
HORACE TRABON SR
MR 8 MRS JOHN C RENSHAW
JAMES C RHEA JR
ROCK HILL SURGICAL ASSOCIATES
DR JERRY J SAMPLE
DAVID C SAPP
SCREEN PRINTS INC
ROBBY 8 MARY BETH SHEALY
JOEESHERERJR
FRANCIS 8 BARBARA SIMPSON
ROBERT T 8 JOY HSIMRIL
BEN R SMITH JR
JAMES W SMITH
DALE W STANLEY
SUNBELT THREAD & PACKAGING.INC




RUSSELL 8 RENEE WATFORD


















CAROL R BELL MD
CHARLES R BELL
BENCHMARK BUILDING SERVICES






RONALD K 8 STEVEN W BOYD
CARL B BRABHAM
JACK A BRADFORD
DENNIS L BRADLEY JR
JIM BRANCH






TOM 8 DELSEY BROWN













MR 8 MRS WILLIAM E CHILDRESS
JOYCE 8 BRIAN E CLARK
MRS HENRY LEE CLYBURNJR
FELIX COLLIER
ROBERT J JR 8 CYNTHIA J CORLEY
ANCORPENING










JAMES L AND MARY JANE N DUNCAN
KEITH FADES
E ROBERT ECKLEY III




CARROL 8 PAT EPTING
CHARLES BARRY EVERIDGE
JAMES T PARIS JR
GARY L FESMIRE
ROBERT L 8 KENNETH R FLINT
ANDREW J HELMS








DR JOE B GODFREY
MR 8 MRS RALPH W GRANT 8
MR 8 MRS RONALD W GRANT
JAMES K GREGORY
STEVE C GRIFFITH JR
JOHN GROCHOWSKI
NORMAN GUTHRIE JR
LUCIUS MILLARD HAIR JR
ROBERT G HAMMOND
GEORGE W 8 SUSAN E HANCE
DON R HARDIE
MR8MRSJJHARKEY
CHARLES R HARPER JR









JEFFREY AND STEPHANIE HOLLAND
ROBIN H HOOD





















FORREST I KELLY JR
THOMAS B KENDRICK
F E KINNEH JR
JAMES MKIZER









TOM 8 PEGGY LITTLE
ROBERT H LIVINGSTON










MR 8 MRS KENNETH A MCLEOD







TOM R MORRIS JR
JAMES E MULLIGAN III
ALLEN NORRIS
MARVIN TO'DONNELL
MR 8 MRS WILLIAM HO'CAIN
MR 8 MRS AARON D OWENS
GEORGE T PALMER
GEORGE N PAYNE JR
HERBERT H PEARSON
DAVID A PEED
LARRY B PENLEY SR
PERRY'S BACK PORCH RESTAURANT
CLARK M PIERCE
MARK CHARLES PISANO
JAMES M POOLE MO
JAMES J POUPALOS
DAVE W POWELL
WILLIAM C POWELL SR
SCOTT POWERS
CHARLES AND LYNN PRICE
NOEL L PRICE
MR 8 MRS PHILLIP SPRINGE
JACKIE S PUTNAM





C JEFF REECE JR
WAYNE 8 BETTY ANN ROBERSON
RALPH D ROBERTS
MR 8 MRS CECIL ROBINSON
RICHARD 8 TOMMY ROCHE
FLOYD 8 SUSAN ROGERS
JACK H ROGERS JR









MR 8 MRS MICHAEL C SIEBERT
SIEGLING AMERICA INC
FRED 8 CONNIE SILVER
HILMON SLAWSON






RICHARD 8 DAN SUGGS
RALPH PARKER SULLIVAN
G WILSON THOMPSON
MR 8 MRS HT THOMPSON III
DAN RAYTIMMERMAN
















J S WHITESIDE 8 CO INC
GARLAND L 8 BARBARA WHITLOCK
JIM 8 BETSY WILLIAMS
MRS DAVID K WILLIS
JOSEPH G AND VICKI H WILSON









JOHN 8 JANE AMES
JOHN K ANDERSON
WILLIAM D ANDERSON
JOHN W 8 ANNE L ARMSTRONG
JEFFERYR BANISH
CHRISTOPHER A BARBIERI
THOMAS OSBORN BARNWELL JR
SAM J BATSON
MR 8 MRS PAUL L BEACH
MR 8 MRS TIMOTHY L BEACH
MR 8 MRS JOHN P SEASON
JOHN T BENNETT




BRIAN 8 KIMBERLY BROOKS












WILLIAM C CROWLEY JR
FRED ECULVERN III
MR 8 MRS CARROLL V DABNEY
CE DANIEL
MR8MRSDKIMEASTERLING
DR J R EDWARDS/LARRY SWEAT
DR 8 MRS JOHN F ELLENBERG
DONALD N EVANS JR
MR 8 MRS HOWARD FARMER JR
MICHAEL C FLINT
DONALD G GALLUP MD
DAVID W GARRISON
FRANCIS 8 BEVERLY GEORGE
GARNETTJGIESLERJR MD
MR 8 MRS RICK GLOVER
DAVID C GOWAN
DOUG 8 RHONDA GRAY
EARLE 8 CAMELLIA GREENE
JOHN C HALLFORD
JEFFREY 8 JANET HALLIBURTON
CHARLES HALTIWANGER
JACK A HAMILTON
ALVA B 8 CONNIE HANCOCK
JOHN S 8 CHARLES R JR HATCHER


















MR AND MRS GENGHIS JOLLY
DR B PAUL KELLETT






GREGORY D MARTIN MD
MR 8 MRS ROBBY D MARTIN
JOEL W MAYERS







DR 8 MRS ZACK MILLS
MIKE 8 APRIL MITCHELL
MR 8 MRS GARY MORELLI
EUGENE FMOXLEYJR
MICHAEL M 8 LUANNE NEWTON
COLLETON COUNTY SC
GERALD FOBERHOLTZER
MR 8 MRS GERALD L OBERHOLTZER
R D OWENS/KENT OWENS
BENSON CLAYTON PARRISH JR
MILTON E PATE
MILTON E PATE JR























H THORNTON SMITH JR
SOUTHERN SURGICAL ASSISTANCE
RICHARD P STRAWHORN









DAVID 8 DEBBIE TORRANCE
ORON 8 RUTH ELLEN TROTTER
ROBERT F UNSER
JOSEPH LWALDREP













LARRY E & JUDY H YONCE

































HERMAN L DIXON JR
MR & MRS R L DOANE
TOMMY C DYKES/PAUL BLECKLEY
MR & MRS CLIFF ELLIS
S STEVEN FLOYD
ROBERT WFULMER
JOHN D GALLOWAY USN RET
EUGENE A GILFILLIN II
JOHN W GRAVELY
ROBERT GUTHRIE









CHARLES E HUGHES JR




DR EDWIN LEE JONES III
DONNA M JONES
ROBERT KIMMELJR
MR & MRS ROBERT P KLEPPER
KEN LAIRD
JOHN J LAROCHE III





MRS WILLIAM S MCCULLOUGH
DR ROBERTO MCDANIEL






HAMID & CINDY NAJAFI
JAMESAOBRIEN
CHARLIE S 8. REBECCA M OLIVER
ANTHONY J PARETE













HELEN 4 BEN K SHARP
MRS JOHNCSHARPE
GLENN C SMITH





TERRY & SARAH STEELE
J H STEVENSON
CHARLES L SULLIVAN JR
JAMES E TALIAFERRO II
JAMES E TALIAFERRO
MARTIN R TANT/LARRY R TANT
WAYNE R THOMPSON
MR AND MRS GEORGE TRASK
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DR & MRS JOSEPH E FEWELL JR SINGLE WING RIGHT GUARD
DON A GARNER IN HONOR OF WALTER COX
JIMMY K GERRALD
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SAMUEL SCOTT GREENE




LANDRUM H HENDERSON JR EDDIE DALTON
TIMOTHY H HESTER MEN'S BASKETBALL MGR
JOHN W HOLCOMBE MEMORIAL PLAYERS AND FANS
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MR & MRS TERRY M HORNE COACH FRANK HOWARD
CARL F JR & PEGGl MARTIN
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DR J E REINHARDTJR WIDE RECEIVERS IN
ROBERT W ROBINSON JR HONOR OF PERRY TUTTLE
MR & MRS KENNETH L SMITH DAVID & STAN RIGGINS
MIKE WADE QUARTERBACKS
MICHAEL E WATSON







All Ifear Dates Available
ClemsonA&M Ring Also Available
Order your Clemson University Ring on football
Saturdays at the Clemson University Bookstore.
For a brochure on styles and prices please
contact Clemson University Bookstore,












One Small Two Toppings
& Two Cans of C^QR







One Lai^e Two Toppings
& Two Cans of
Coca Cola Classic®
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Expires 1/31/96. Not valid with any other offer Vaild oniv
at participating locations. Customer pays ail sales tax.
Additional toppings extra.
Expires 1/31/96. Not valid with any other offer valid only
at participating locations. Customer pays all sales tax.
Additional toppings extra.
Free Pepperocini & special Carlic Sauce
Expires 1/31/96. Not valid with any other offer Valid only




















1932 cedar Ln. Rd.
Behind Blockbuster at
Hunt's Bridge at Cedar Lane
246-8686




The Clemson Athletic Department continued its
commitment to provide its student-athletes with
the best facilities when it recently completed the
Banks McFadden Building at the Jervey Athletic
Center. The dedication of this 20,000-square-foot
facility last April was the cornerstone of the jervey
Athletic Center renovation project that will be com-
pleted in 1996. It is designed to give all Clemson
gridders the most modern and comfortable facili-
ties in the nation.
The McFadden Building houses all the coaching
offices and meeting rooms for Clemson's football
team. The facility has meeting rooms for all nine
position areas, so players are no longer forced to
view film and discuss key strategy in a coach's
cramped office. Each meeting room is equipped
with "state of the art" video equipment.
There is also an auditorium that will hold as many as 180
people and is used for team meetings and press conferences.
Additionally, there are private rooms for interviews with the
media, a lounge, and even a pro scout facility that allows NFL
representatives to view film of currentTigers in air-conditioned
comfort.
The facility will also house a trophy and memorabilia area
at its entrance. Much of the area will be devoted to Banks
McFadden, the former Clemson All-American and coach who
perhaps had as much an impact on Clemson athletic history as
anyone.
The construction of the McFadden building is one of the
final stages of the overall renovation of the jervey Athletic
Center. Last summer the Tiger football team came back to a
new and expanded locker room with fresh paint, new carpet-
ing, new lockers and more space. The training room was also
expanded and a player lounge area, complete with video
games and televisions, was constructed. By next year the
weight room below the jervey Athletic Center will be increased
in size to an incredible 14,000 square feet from its already
impressive 1 1,000 square feet.
"The completion of the McFadden building gives us out-
standing facilities in every area," said Head Coach Tommy





in a pleasant and
unique setting. We







able places to learn
and work."
Strength Training Room McFadden Building Entrance
What we mean by
putting South Carolina first.
We founded Carolina First because, well, because we felt we had
to.* South Carolina's community banks were being bought up
and run to serve absentee owners. • Being South
Carolinians, we didn't care to do without a strong
bank dedicated to our state's well-being. Being
bankers, we created this bank. • If we understand
South Carolina's needs, it's because they're the needs of
our own friends and neighbors. We invest in South
Carolina businesses because it's good business for all
concerned. After all, when our home communities grow
and prosper, we grow and prosper. And because we treat our
:ustomers as the individuals they are, their good feelings
spark our own. • We'd treat any customer from anywhere this
way. But by design - and in conscious contrast to the multi-state
megabanks - our customers are South Carolinians. So are we. Is
it any wonder we put South Carolina first?
CAROUNA FIRST
The hank that puts South Carohnafirst.
For the office nearest you, call 1-800-95 1-2699.
©1995 Carolina First Member FDIC- Equal Housing Lender, 1=1
ACC FOOTBALL IjgS^
*The ACC has had five bowl teams in
each of the past two seasons and at
least four bowl teams six years in a
row.
*The ACC was the only conference to
have five teams ranked in both the
final AP and USA Today polls in 1994.
*The league had five teams with
eight or more wins. Six teams,
including Clemson, were ranked in
the top 25 of both polls at one time or
another in 1994.
*Five ACC Players, including
Clemson's Ed Glenn, were named
first-team Academic All-American,
while five players were named first-
team All-American.
*The ACC is the only conference to
have all of its members play in at
least one bowl game over the last six
years.
*Nine times in the last 15 years an
ACC member school has won the
CPA Academic Achievement Award.
*Over the last 14 years the ACC and
the Big Eight have captured more
college football national
championships than any other
conference. Clemson won the title
in 1981, Georgia Tech in 1990 and
Florida State in 1993.
*The nine ACC schools that will
take to the field this fall have
produced 304 first or second-team
gridiron Ail-Americans and 47 first-
team Academic Ail-Americans.
ACC teams have had 1 ,280 players
selected in the annual NFL draft,
including 81 first-round selections.
*Clemson and Florida State are
two of just six teams nationally who
have won at least 75 percent of
their games in seven of the last
nine years. Clemson and Florida
State are two of just four teams to
win at least six bowl games since
1986.
*For the fourth consecutive year the
ACC drew more than 2.2 million fans.
Over 51 home dates, ACC schools
attracted 2,262,017 fans. ACC teams
played to 88 percent of their stadium
capacities. Clemson ranked 13th in
the nation in average attendance, its
13th straight year in the top 15 in the
nation in attendance.
*lf success in postseason play is a
barometer of excellence, the ACC is
among the best leagues in the
nation. The nine ACC teams have a
combined 73-62-5 record in bowl
games over the years, a .540 winning
percentage. That is second only to
the Pac-10's .550 success rate.
Three ACC teams are among the top






Atlantic Coast 73-62-5 .540
Big 10 73-71-3 .507
Clemson and Florida State are two of the most
successful teams in college football history in
bowl games.
Southeastern 128-126-13 .503
Big Eight 62-64-1 .492
Western Athletic 34-36-3 .486
Big East 42-48-1 .467
Southwest 59-73-6 .449
Winningest Schools, Bowl Games
(Min. 15 Games played)
Team Record Pet
Georgia Tech 17-8 .680
Florida State 15-7-2 .667
Notre Dame 13-7 .650
Southern Cal 24-13 .649
Penn State 19-10-2 .645
Oklahoma 20-11-1 .641
Arizona State 9-5-1 .633
Clemson 12-7 .632
*Four ACC teams are guaranteed
appearing in postseason bowls this
year. Five ACC teams received bowl
bids in 1993 and 1994. The ACC
Champion will be part of the Bowl
Alliance, the #2 team will go to the
Gator Bowl, the #3 team to the
Peach Bowl and the #4 team to the
Carquest Bowl.
*ACC Football teams made 26
appearances on National Television
in 1994.
*The ACC won three national
championships in 1994-95 and has
now won 21 national
championships in the last five
years.
*Four schools ranked in the top 25
of the Sears Cup for all-around
excellence in athletics.
*Eight ACC teams, including the
Clemson baseball team, earned a
number-one ranking during the
course of the 1994-95 academic
year.
*The ACC Academic Honor Roll
record was broken for the ninth
straight year as 1,171 student-
athletes achieved at least a 3.0 for
the year in the classroom.
CLETVISOTSr FOOTBALL
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Every Time You Use It,
It's Like Being Covered
with Orange Paws
And Yelling at the ;^




Call 1-800-847-7378 for your No-Annual-Fee
Clemson Alumni Association MasterCard or Visa!
Declare your pride in Clemson and support
university programs too, without saying a word, raising
a hand, or spending an extra dime. Carry the only
credit card smart enough to bear a Tiger paw print-
the Clemson Alumni Association MasterCard or Visa.
Every time you use it, Clemson will receive support
for university programs at absolutely no additional
cost to you. And you'll enjoy the kind of credit card
service that's sure to make you purr.
Higher credit lines. Worldwide acceptance at more
than 12 million places. Cash access at over 200,000
ATMs. Free additional cards. And much,
much more. No true tiger would enter
"Death Valley" without one.
Call 1-800-847-7378
to apply NOW.
(Mention priority code NZMN when you call.)
VISA
There are costs associated witli the use of this card You may contact the issuer and administrator of this pro-
gram, MBNA America, to request specific information about the costs by calling 1-800-847-7378 or writing to
MBNA America, P Box 15020, Wilmington, DE 19850
MasterCard Is a federally registered service mark ol MasterCard International Inc., used pursuant to license
Visa IS a federally registered service mark of Visa U S A. Inc.. used pursuant to license
MBNA America is a federally registered service mark of MBNA America Bank, N A
©1 995 MBNA America Bank, N.A. AD 4-1 70-95
"Valley of the Tiger
by D.L. Rust
$150.00
"On a Clear Day.
by Bill Stroud $45.00
$110.00
For more information on Clemson prints,
collectibles, and diploma framing - please
stop by our gallery at 400-1 College Avenue
in Clemson (across from the Astro theatres).
To place an order you may coll toll-free
nationwide 1-800-669-2731 or locally 654-3594.
"Clemson Legends"





by six of Clemson's
all-time heroes!
ALIENS' CREATIONS, INC.
04Uk Frame and Art Gallery^& PO Box 452 Clemson, SC 29633
1-800-669-2731 or 803-654-3594













The Clemson University Athletic Department provides the
following for your safety and emergency medical needs:
1. Advanced cardiac life-support stations in four locations
(North stands, upper North deck, South stands, Upper
South deck). These units are staffed with skill-care
nurses, physicians, cardiologists, internists, paramedics,
and EMTs.
2. Mobile units of EMTs and paramedics are strategically
located throughout the entire stadium.
3. Ambulances with life-support equipment are available in
North stand and South stand areas and have
prearranged routes for evacuation to local hospitals.
Learn to recognize these personnel and facilities.
WHATTO DO IF EMERGENCIES ARISE:
Please step back and give the organized EMS personnel
room to work. Well-intentioned attempts to help by untrained
persons interfere with the efficiency of the EMS system. If you
have basic or advanced training in specific life-support
methods, make your qualifications known and offer your help.
Untrained personnel can frequently be more harmful than
helpful.
Most emergencies occurring at the stadium result from pre-
existing medical conditions. Bring your medical identification
card or wear medical identification jewelry. Moderation is the
key with dress, food, beverage intake, and physical exertion.
The two most frequent medical problems at football games are
allergic reactions to insect stings and heart attacks.
INSECT STINGS:
Common at outdoor events. Treat immediately with ice and
seek medical advice, if allergic, carry a kit from your physician
with you.
HOW TO RECOGNIZE A HEART ATTACK:
The symptoms of a heart attack vary, but the usual warning
signs are:
1. Uncomfortable pressure, fullness, squeezing or pain in
the center of your chest lasting for two minutes or more.
2. Pain spreading to the shoulders, neck, jaw, arms, or
back.
3. Dizziness, fainting, sweating, nausea, and/or shortness
of breath.
EXPECT A DENIAL
Frequently heart attack victims deny they are having a heart
attack. The event is frightening or they don't want the
embarrassment of a false alarm. Therefore, they delay getting
help by ignoring their symptoms or rationalizing, "It's just
indigestion."
Find out what's really wrong. Prompt response can
dramatically increase chances of survival and recovery.
New therapies have been developed that can minimize
heart damage and save lives if treatment begins within the first
few hours of symptom onset. "Time is muscle." Get help or get
to a hospital immediately.
THE STADIUM EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBER IS
(803) 656-2999.
RING OF HONOR
The Clemson Ring of Honor is in its second
year of existence in Clemson Memorial
Stadium. Last September 3, during
ceremonies prior to the Clemson vs. Furman
football game, Frank Howard, Steve Fuller and
Banks McFadden were inducted.
The Ring of Honor is the highest honor a
Clemson football player can receive. A
recipient must first be a member of the
Clemson Hall of Fame, receive at least an
undergraduate degree, and make a significant
contribution to the heritage of Clemson
athletics. Honorees who played for Clemson
will have their jersey retired.
Howard was Clemson's head coach
between 1940-69 and he guided Clemson to
eight conference championships, six bowl
games and eight Top 25 seasons. He was
inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame
in 1989 and is the second winningest coach in
ACC history. He had 165 wins when he
retired, most in ACC history
McFadden was named the Nation's most
versatile athlete in 1939. He was an Ail-
American in football and basketball, the only
Clemson athlete in history to do that.
McFadden led Clemson to its first bowl bid
ever, a 6-3 win over Boston College in the
1940 Cotton Bowl. He was the number-three
pick of the 1940 NFL draft, the highest draft
selection in Clemson history
Fuller is the only football player in Clemson
history to be chosen an Ail-American on the
field and in the classroom. He was a first-
team Academic Ail-American in 1977 and
1978 and was a third-team AP All-American in
1978. Fuller, who was ACC MVP on two
occasions, is still Clemson's all-time leader in
total offense. He was an NCAA Top Five
Award winner in 1979, the only Clemson
athlete to win the award.
Jeff Davis will be added to the Clemson
Ring of Honor today. The Captain of
Clemson's 1981 National Championship team
was a first-team All-American that year when
he led the Tigers in tackles with 175, the
highest total in Clemson history. Davis was
also named the MVP of the ACC and was the
Defensive MVP of the Orange Bowl victory
over Nebraska, the game that clinched the
national championship for the Tigers.
Ring of Honor Guidelines
Purpose: The charge of the Ring of Honor
committee is to bestow the highest athletic
award presented by the Clemson Athletic
Department on deserving candidates. The
committee will examine the careers of
candidates in all Clemson sports.
Nominations: Nominations are made by any
member of IPTAY, a member of the faculty or a
relative of a worthy nominee, and are
accepted 30 days prior to the committee
meeting. The committee will meet once




Nominations will be made in the form of a
letter with a complete list of accomplishments
and submitted to the chair of the committee,
who will retain an active file of nominations.
Letters of support may also be submitted. All
nominations will remain on file for a period of
three voting committee meetings (five years).
The Chair of the Committee will screen all
nominations to make sure they meet eligibility
requirements.
Eligibility: This committee will recognize
individuals who have demonstrated consistent
and unique national excellence in their sport
during their Clemson career. Their
accomplishments must be significant on an
individual and team basis. Their statistical
accomplishments must be noteworthy, but they
should also have an outstanding record in
terms of leadership. In general, they must
have made a noteworthy contribution to the
history of the Clemson Athletic Program.
Athletic accomplishments after their
Clemson career are not a primary
consideration in the nomination, but they must
retain an unblemished record of citizenship
after they leave Clemson.
A candidate must be a member of the
Clemson Hall of Fame and must hold a
baccalaureate degree from an accredited four-
year University or college.
Financial contributions to Clemson
University will not be a consideration when
evaluating the candidates.
For a coach to be nominated he or she
must be retired from coaching that sport at the
college level.
Selection Process: Each member of the
11 -person committee will cast one vote per
sport. An honoree must obtain at least seven
votes to be selected. There will be just one
ballot. The committee does not have to select
any honorees at its meeting. There shall be no
more than one honoree in a sport for every
two years.
Conferring: In the sport of football, the
honoree will have his name, number, years
participated and helmet enshrined in the Ring
of Honor at Clemson Memorial Stadium. In
the sport of basketball, the honoree's jersey
will be hung from the rafters of Littlejohn
Coliseum. In the sport of baseball a jersey
replica will be hung from the fence of Tiger
Field. Other sports will establish appropriate
sites at the home facility.
When a student-athlete is selected the
person's jersey is honored, but the jersey
number may be worn in the future. However, it
is encouraged that the number be issued only
when necessary. The ceremony will be
determined from a meeting between the
honoree, the athletic director, the committee






One of the most exciting years in the
history of Clemson has finally arrived.
Between the dates of August 12 and
December 17, there are 16 "football
weekends" for grid fans as the Clemson Tigers
celebrate their 100th season and the NFL
expansion Carolina Panthers play their
inaugural season home games in Death Valley
As Clemson Tiger Football celebrates "a
rock-solid tradition in its 100th season," a
generator of spirit is present to enhance the
spark of excitement in the hearts of Tiger fans
everywhere. Clemson University's own Tiger
Band goes beyond the call of duty and meets
this request.
Tiger Band will prepare for just as many
games as the Clemson team. Six home
contests and five road games are ahead of
both the football players and Tiger Band.
Clemson remains one of the few schools in the
country that sends a band representation to
every road game.
This fall marks Dr. Mark Hosier's fourth
season as the Marching Band Director. Before
joining the ranks at Clemson, Dr. Hosier was
Assistant Marching Band Director at his alma
mater, Ohio State University. Much
preparation goes into a marching band
performance, and Dr. Hosier has been working
this group in practice just about as hard as
Coach Tommy West has been working the
Tiger gridders in preparation for the 100th
season of Clemson football.
Tiger Band highlights this weekend with a
special touch of Clemson spirit as they present
the traditional pregame show. Today, under
the direction of Dr. Hosier, Tiger Band will
make its traditional sideline entrance with the
sound of the famous "Sock It To 'Em/Tiger
Rag." Excitement begins to be felt by all fans
as the air of Memorial Stadium becomes filled
with Tiger spirit as another season of Tiger
football dawns.
Pregame festivities continue with one of
John Phillip Sousa's most renowned marches,
"Washington Post." The colors are presented
by the Clemson University Pershing Rifles
Company C4. Everyone then stands and joins
Tiger Band to honor America in singing "God
Bless America."
The invocation is delivered and the crowd
is asked to join in the Pledge of Allegiance and
the singing of the National Anthem, which is
conducted by Clemson University Director of
Bands, Dr. Richard Goodstein. Tiger Band
then invites all to join in the singing of the
Clemson University Alma Mater.
As the band forms the traditional script
"Tigers", Michael Boone, Tiger Band
Commander, dots the "i." Boone is in his first
year as the Tiger Band Commander, and his
fourth year as a Tiger Band Member. A
Clemson University
Alma Mater
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its
greatness
Where the Tigers play
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme alway.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tigers' roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
member of the percussion section, he is a
native of Ladson, SC, a graduate of Stratford
High School, and is majoring in mathematical
sciences. He was voted to his new title by his
peers last season.
Tiger Band then strikes up "Sock It To
'Em/Tiger Rag" while marching to the east end
of Memorial Stadium to form the tunnel for the
players to run through as the greatest stadium
entrance in college sports begins. The cannon
booms, and led by a high-flying tiger paw flag,
the Tigers charge down the hill to meet the
Catamounts of Western Carolina.
Today's halftime show is entitled, "The Best
of the '80s". It features #1 hits by some of the
top artists of the decade. Music selections
include, "Eye of the Tiger" by Survivor, "You
Can Call Me Al" by Paul Simian, and Whitney
Houston's "The Greatest Love of All."
The induction of Jeff Davis into the
Clemson Ring of Honor will also take place
during the halftime ceremonies. Davis, an All-
American and ACC MVP on Clemson's 1981
National Championship team, will become the
fourth member of the Ring of Honor on the
facade of Clemson Memorial Stadium. He
joins Frank Howard, Banks McFadden and
Steve Fuller, who were all inducted last year.
Tiger Band staff includes Dr. Mark Hosier,
Tiger Band Director, Dr. Rick Goodstein,
Director of Bands, Cheryl Hosier, Flag Line
Instructor, and Hazel Cartee, Twirler Instructor.
Today as we begin another page in the
history of Tiger football. Tiger Band continues
a tradition of excellence in its performance on
game day. It is an honor for Clemson
University to be represented by such a
dedicated group of individuals. This year Tiger
Band welcomes over 80 new members to the
ranks and wishes them good luck in their first
performance in Death Valley Today let us also
honor and thank Tiger Band for continuing the
Clemson tradition of excellence.
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Take The Crush Clemson vs. USC Trivia Challenge!
CLEMSON
^join nitiulu
You and 20 friends can win "We Ultimate Tailgate Party" For
The November 19th Clemson Vs. South Carolina Game in Columbia!
Step 1 : Correctly answer the trivia questions below.
Step 2: Mail your entry to the Clemson Sports Network.
Step 3: Listen to The Tiger Tailgate Show each Saturday
to learn if you are a winner.
Each week one lucky fan with a correct entry will win two (2)
tickets to the Clemson/USC football game in Columbia on
Nov. 19th. Then, at the Tiger Tailgate Show on November
12th (just before the Duke game) someone will win the Grand
Prize...Twenty (20) tickets to the Clemson vs. USC football
game and a fully catered tailgate party with the Tiger Tailgate
Show broadcast crew!
off'
Clemson vs. USC Trivia Challenge
Circle One Answer For Each Question
1. When is the last time an offensive lineman scored a touchdown?
a. 1966 b. 1975 c. 1984 d. 1994
2. When was the last game to have a safety scored?
a. 1966 b. 1975 c. 1984 d. 1994
3. When is the last time an interception was returned for a
touchdown?
a. 1966 b. 1975 c. 1984 d. 1994
4. When is the last time one player rushed and passed for 100 yards
in the same game?
a. 1966 b. 1975 c. 1984 d. 1994
Mail Your Entry To:
Clemson/USC Trivia Challenge











Your "Tailgate Party" Will Include:
• 20 Game Tickets • Reserved Parking
• A Fully Catered Tailgate Party Including
:
Tent, Food and Beverages!
Additional Entry Forms Available Wherever You Buy Crush!
Listen to The Tiger Tailgate Sliow
eacli weeic for your chance to win!
(A complete set of rules are available upon request)
HENRY GUESS
by Jamie Hill
As a child, you were always encouraged to
dream, whether it was to be like your hero or
to reach a desired goal. Reaching those
dreams seemed to pose the biggest obstacle,
because of the dedication, devotion and drive
they required. Some would fail in their
attempts to reach their dreams, but from the
looks of it, one person has persevered through
the trials and realized a dream that has driven
him since childhood.
Henry Guess, a 6-2, 208 senior wide
receiver from Cordova, SC, has dreamt of
playing football for the Clemson Tigers since
he was a little tike playing football with the
guys around the neighborhood. "When I was
growing up, Clemson was the team and when
you mentioned the Clemson Tigers, everybody
got excited and intimidated. When you heard
Death Valley you got that chill down your
spine, and that was something that I
wanted to be a part of."
Guess visited Clemson as a junior in
high school and immediately knew exactly
where he was going to play his college
football. "I came up for a game my junior
year and met Danny Ford, and I thought I
had met a superstar. I said to myself, this is
the place where I'm going to play."
Coming from a small town like Cordova,
the whereabouts are very difficult to
explain, a dream to play football at a major
Division one school is a dream for most
people in the town. Since it is not the type
of area overflowing with hot prospects.
Guess was at a disadvantage in terms of
publicity and attention from the media and
coaches.
Henry's football career was almost a
bad dream. His mother wouldn't let him
play football until he was a sophomore at
Edisto High School, which put a severe
obstacle in Henry's hopes to play for the
Tigers. "I guess she didn't want to see me
get injured, but I was glad she allowed me
to play football and ultimately realize my
dream."
After a parental O.K., Guess went on to
become a SuperPrep All-American during
his senior season, being rated as the 10th
best wide receiver in the preseason. He
finished his senior season at Edisto High
School with 26 receptions for 655 yards
and five TDs, despite suffering a broken
arm on two different occasions.
His injuries didn't deter the Clemson
coaches in their recruiting efforts, however.
Guess' speed coupled with his outstanding
jumping abilities overshadowed his two arm
injuries in the eyes of the coaches. Guess was
an all-state performer in the 200-meter dash,
long jump and high jump coming out of high
school, so there was no mistake that he had
tremendous athletic ability.
Guess was red-shirted his freshman
season, gaining valuable learning experience
from veteran receivers such as Terry Smith
and Larry Ryans. However, Guess discovered
that he wasn't living up to his coaches and his
expectations. He battled through trying to find
his own identity and focused on getting out of
the shadows of the veterans. "I felt like I was
trying to pattern myself after Terry Smith,
because he was a player I looked up to. I lost
my own style during my first three years.
That's something that has driven me during
the off-season, to recover my old style and
start making an impact for my senior season."
Guess started to come out of the shadows
during the 1994 season, appearing in all 11
games and making one start. His most
productive game came against nationally
ranked Florida State in Tallahassee, where he
caught two passes for 22 yards. He finished
Henry Guess grew up dreaming he would be a
Clemson Tiger. A visit to the Clemson campus in
1989 confirmed this dream was the correct thing to
do.
the season with six receptions for 51 yards,
but finally proved to himself and to the
coaches that he could play for a Division one
school and compete with the top caliber
players.
The regained confidence has given Henry
something to shoot for in preparation for his
senior season. In the weight room. Guess'
jumping abilities enabled him to set a school
record in the standing broad jump with a
139.5" mark, a record that most likely will
stand for some time. In addition to his ability to
defy gravity. Guess is one of the strongest
receivers on the team, boasting a hefty 310-
pound max on the bench press.
Clemson strength and conditioning coach,
Gary Wade, has always been impressed with
Henry's positive attitude during workouts in the
preseason and regular season. "Henry has
always been a real focused player, and always
come down to the weight room and tried to
improve. During workouts, Henry has great
explosiveness for a player his size, which is
something you don't see all the time. He's got
a tremendous frame for a wide receiver, he's
bigger and more powerful looking than most
other wide receivers, which is a credit to his
hard work and dedication to improve in the
weight room."
As one of the few seniors on the offensive
side. Guess will be expected to offer advice
and present a positive image for the
incoming freshmen. "Most of what I try to
tell the freshmen is to take their time and not
rush anything, because that is where I made
my mistake, trying to do too much too early
A lot of rookies make that mistake trying to
grasp everything too fast. I'll tell them to
settle down and work on getting into a
rhythm and let the important aspects come
to you."
Clemson co-offensive coordinator/wide
receivers coach Rick Stockstill is Henry's
position coach and has watched him mature
and improve for over four years. "Henry
has been a very dependable, hardworking
player since he arrived here in 1991. He
doesn't miss practice, works hard, is a
conscientious player, who takes a lot of pride
in himself as a football player and as a
person off the field. Henry comes to
practice ready to work everyday, and his
work ethic is his way of demonstrating
leadership."
Off the field. Guess is working towards
realizing a dream in the classroom. As an
industrial education major, he is working to
earn a degree in May and trying to teach at
the high school level. Guess has realized
that putting your eggs into one basket won't
cut it in the real world.
"As for my long term goals, I would like to
play professional football, but if that doesn't
work out, then I would like to teach and
coach high school football. I'm trying to
finish up my degree so I can have another
option to choose from if a career in football
doesn't work out."
That graduation day in May will not only be
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With all the attention on Cal Ripken and his pursuit of Lou Gehrig's
Major League Baseball streak for consecutive games played, we
thought it might be appropriate to list some Clemson football streaks.
The list includes accomplishments in terms of games and statistical
categories. They should provide some great trivia the next time you
want to stump a fhend who claims to be a college football expert.
Consecutive Games Played:
48 by Rodney Williams (1985-88), Mark Drag (1985-88), Jeff Bak
(1985-88), Otis Moore (1986-89), Stacy Fields (1987-90), Jerome
Henderson (1987-90), John Johnson (1987-90), Jeb Flesch (1988-91),
Levon Kirkland (1988-91), Ed McDaniel (1988-91).
Consecutive Games Started:
46 by Nelson Welch, PK, 1991-94
Note: Welch never missed a start at placekicker and also started
as a punter in 29 games in his career.
Consecutive Starts by Non-kicker:
45 by Jeb Flesch, OG, 1988-91
Note: Flesch did not start the first three games of 1988, then
started the last 45 games of his career.
Consecutive Starts by a Quarterback:
32 by Tommy Kendrick, 1969-71
Consecutive 100-yard Rushing Games:
5 by Kenny Flowers, 1985
Note: Streak covered last five games of 1985 season and included
career high 148 yards against Minnesota in the Independence Bowl.
But, that bowl game was Flowers's last 100-yard game, as he never
reached the 100-yard mark as a senior.
Consecutive 100-yard Receiving Games:
3 by Charlie Waters, 1969
Note: Streak covered first three games of Waters senior year.
Sapp holds the Clemson record for consecutive 200-yard total
offense games.
Consecutive 200-yard Passing Games:
2 by DeChane Cameron, 1991; 2 by Patrick Sapp, 1992; 2 by
Tommy Kendrick, 1970.
Consecutive Games Scoring a Point:
35 by David Treadwell, 1985-87
Note: Treadwell scored in every game he played in his career. He
missed the 1987 N.C. State game however, as Clemson did not
attempt a kicking extra point, nor a field goal.
Consecutive Games Scoring a Touchdown:
9 by Lester Brown, 1978; 9 by Terry Allen, 1988-89
Note: Brown's streak was stopped by Ohio State in the Gator
Bowl.
Consecutive Games Catching aTD Pass:
4 by K.D. Dunn, 1983
Note: Ironic that a tight end holds this record, because Clemson
has historically not been a team that throws to the tight end.
Consecutive Games Throwing a Touchdown Pass:
6 by Mike Eppley, 1984
Note: Even though Dunn's streak took place in 1983, Eppley's TD
pass streak was in 1984.
Consecutive Passes without an Interception:
122 by Rodney Williams, 1988
Consecutive Passes without an Interception at Start of a Career:
92 by Nealon Greene, 1994
Note: Greene did not throw an interception until the South Carolina
game last year. In fact, that was the only turnover Clemson had with
Greene under center all year.
Consecutive Completions:
9 by Steve Fuller vs. The Citadel, 1978
Note: Fuller was a perfect 9-9 for the game before going to the
bench early in the third period in a 58-3 Clemson victory.
Consecutive Games Completing a Pass:
46 by Rodney Williams, 1985-88
Consecutive Games 200 Yards Total Offense:
3 by Patrick Sapp, 1992
Note: This might be the most unusual streak of all. Clemson's
current outside linebacker did something Steve Fuller, Homer Jordan,
Rodney Williams, Mike Eppley or Bobby Gage never accomplished as
a Clemson signal caller. Sapp's streak took place against Wake Forest
(211), North Carolina (227) and Maryland (283).
Consecutive Games Catching a Pass:
35 by Jerry Butler, 1976-78
Note: Streak covered every game over his last three years.
Consecutive Plays Rushing the Ball:
8 by Stacey Driver vs. Wake Forest, 1983
Consecutive Games Sacking the Quarterback:
5 by Chester McGlockton, 1989-90
Consecutive Games Intercepting a Pass:
4 by Dexter Davis, 1990; 4 by Bobby Gage, 1948; 4 by Terry
Kinard, 1980-81
Consecutive Double Figure Tackle Games:
19 by Jeff Davis, 1980-81
Consecutive Games with a Tackle:
48 by Levon Kirkland and Ed McDaniel, 1988-91
Note; Kirkland and McDaniel, both Ail-Americans in 1991, never
missed making at least one tackle in a game. Ironically, each player
had a career low one tackle in one game over their career.
Consecutive Extra Points:
72 by Chris Gardocki, 1988-90
Note: Gardocki was a perfect 72-72 on extra points in his career.
Consecutive games 40-yard punting Average:
12 by Dale Hatcher, 1983-84
Note: Hatcher had streak of 12 games in a row broken with a 39.6
average in his last game.
Consecutive Field Goals Made:
14 by Obed Ariri, 1980
Note: This was a national record at the time.
Consecutive Games Making a Field Goal:
15 by Obed Ariri, 1979-80




Clemson is celebrating 100 years of
football tfiis season, but Tiger fans always look
forward to the opening of eacfi campaign,
especially tfie initial home encounter.
But how many followers know that in the
first four years that Clemson fielded a football
team, only one game was played at home?
That was a 55-0 win over Bingham in 1898.
Three of the other games were played on
neutral sites. In fact. Walter Riggs, Clemson's
first coach and for whom Riggs Field is named,
never coached a game at home. There were
also no home games in 1903 and in 1914.
That was the last time that Clemson has not
played at least one game at home in a season.
Even to have a schedule in 1952, some
fast scrambling had to take place. That was
the year that Southern Conference school
presidents put both Clemson and Maryland on
a one-year probation for, of all things, playing
in a post-season bowl game. The Tigers had
played Miami in the Gator Bowl and the Terps,
ranked #3 nationally, defeated Tennessee in
the Sugar Bowl.
The presidents said that Maryland and
Clemson could play each other in 1952, but no
other conference school unless there was a
state edict. And it didn't take long to get one of
those on the books that said Clemson and
South Carolina would meet October 23, 1952,
during State Fair Week in Columbia.
So in '52, the Tigers opened at home
one week against Presbyterian and closed
their home schedule the following Saturday
against Villanova. The last seven games
were played on the road. Maryland wasn't
much better off, playing just three of nine in
Byrd Stadium. One of those home games
was the first meeting with the Tigers. And
the two have met every year since.
That decision by the presidents was
probably the straw that broke the camel's
back, because on May 8, 1953, seven of the
larger schools of the Southern Conference
broke away from that organization and
formed the Atlantic Coast Conference.
Clemson, Duke, Maryland, North Carolina,
N. C. State, South Carolina and Wake Forest
were the original seven, with the
understanding that Virginia would become
the eighth member, which it did in
December of 1953.
But back to the openers. Clemson has
faced 26 different teams in its home opener
when it was the first game of the season.
Thirty-one of these games have been
against Presbyterian—28 of them in a row
—
with 10 straight at Clemson, one in Clinton
and then 17 consecutive times back at
Clemson. The Tigers have claimed 40
shutouts when their first game was at home,
while six opponents have whitewashed
Clemson in home openers, four of these
being 0-0 ties.
Clemson's largest point total ever came in
an October 5, 1901 opener, facing Guilford as
the Tigers came away with a 122-0 breeze
over the Quakers.
Only three times since the ACC was
formed have Tiger followers had to wait until
the fourth game of the season to see their
Clemson team on friendly soil. In the 94
previous seasons where Clemson has had at
least one home game, the Tigers have won 71
times, lost 15 and there have been eight ties.
The last opening tie at home took place
against Boston College and a guy named
Doug Flutie in 1982. The last one before that
was in 1933 against PC.
Of all of the opening games I have seen in
'The Valley' since 1941, two Virginia contests
stand out as probably the most exciting.
One was in 1966 when the Tigers made up
their largest home deficit ever, beating the
Cavaliers 40-35 after trailing by 18 points with
17 minutes to play. The other would be in
1958 when Clemson came from behind twice
to down Virginia, 20-15. Clemson came from
behind three times the next weekend to defeat
North Carolina and Coach Jim Tatum, 26-21,
which was the beginning of an 8-2 regular
season and a date in the silver anniversary
Sugar Bowl game with the #1 -ranked LSU
Tigers—Billy Cannon, Chinese Brandits, et all.
The '58 win over the Cavs was Coach
White, an AII-ACC quarterback by season's end,
had a key interception in Clemson's opening day
win over Virginia in 1958.
Frank Howard's 99th of his Clemson career
and he savored his 100th seven days later
over Tatum. That season also saw Clemson
playing in an enlarged Memorial Stadium
where 18,000 seats had been added since the
'57 campaign.
The Tigers came into the 1958 Virginia
fracas ranked 18th nationally. But Reece
Whitley took the Cavaliers in for a score on the
opening drive. In the second period, Harvey
White and George Usry propelled the Tigers
on a 70-yard scoring drive, but the extra point
was missed and Virginia led 7-6 at halflime.
Sophomore quarterback Lowndes Shingler
guided the Tigers on a third-period drive,
which was culminated on a four-yard scoring
run by Bill Mathis, then Shingler ran the two-
point conversion in for a 14-7 Clemson lead.
Whitley, who had 174 yards passing (on
13-25), took the Cavaliers for another score
and a two-point conversion and Virginia
regained the lead, 15-14. The 22-yard scoring
pass was to future NFL star Sonny Randle, as
was the extra point pass.
Shingler then took over and engineered a
91 -yard Clemson drive that saw him personally
go in from a yard out for the score for a 20-15
lead. The extra point attempt was blocked.
Although there was 8:45 left in the game when
Shingler scored, the Tiger secondary buckled
down, and did not allow another score. The
Cavaliers had the ball twice more before
game's end. but each time Clemson
intercepted, the first time by White, the
second by Shingler, the same quarterback
who had scored the winning touchdown.
Clemson ran out the clock after Shingler's
theft.
This five-point victory set the stage for
the remainder of the 1958 season.
Clemson's first six wins in '58 were by a total
of 32 points and four of these triumphs came
in the final period. The Tigers scored 19
fourth-quarter points against Boston College
for a 34-12 win and weathered a second half
Furman rally in the finale. Clemson held a
30-0 halftime lead over the Paladins, but
was outscored 19-6 in the final 30 minutes.
This 20-15 victory was just the fourth
straight by Clemson over the Cavaliers, but
this would stretch to 29 before Virginia
recorded a win over the Tigers in 1990. Ten
of Clemson's 31 wins over the Cavs have
been by seven points or less, and eight of
the 10 were decided in the final period. ..four
of them at home. ..but only two as the
opening game. Howard was the head coach
in both of those.
Possibly there are other games that could
be classified as 'more exciting' than this 20-
15 game in 1958. But for openers, twasn't
bad.
Then again, that 'old timer's disease' may
be creeping up on me!!!
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